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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION
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Professor Bruce Hayes, Co-Chair

Professor Kie Ross Zuraw, Co-Chair

A major focus of linguistic research is characterizing adult knowledge of language and detailing

how it is acquired. Language change, to the extent that it is driven by learners in response to

observed adult data, is a valuable source of data for pursuing this topic. The shift from one language

to another is only possible if the analytic preferences of language learners lead them to adopt a

different analysis than that of their parents. A particularly noteworthy type of change is paradigm

levelling, where some allomorphs of a morpheme are replaced by another allomorph.

This dissertation proposes a learning algorithm that replicates historically attested paradigm

levellings. Previous attempts have restricted the inputs of phonological computation to be identical

to a surface allomorph, so that paradigm levelling is triggered whenever a derived allomorph is not

predictable from the base allomorph. Such a restriction is unnecessary. In the system proposed

here, the absence of a grammar to explain the observed language is the trigger for levelling. In

this case, the learner privileges the generation of a subset of a paradigm, and selects inputs that

are appropriate to that task. The observed replacement of an allomorph by another in paradigm

levelling is achieved by using an input that the grammar maps to the replacing allomorph, but

which cannot be mapped to the replaced allomorph.

The learning algorithm proposed here makes accurate predictions for language change. Lan-

guages that are straightforwardly described in the assumed grammatical framework (parallel OT),
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are diachronically stable. This stands in contrast to previous theories of levelling, which predicted

diachronic instability for some paradigms in Russian. Furthermore, other languages are correctly

predicted to undergo levelling, including a particularly dramatic case from Odawa. Ultimately, this

helps substantiate the link between learning theory and language change.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Since Kiparsky (1965) a major, if sometimes elusive, goal in generative phonology has been the

elucidation of the link between synchronic grammar and language change. The premise is that

principles of synchronic grammar delimit the space of possible analyses that learners can apply to

data (see Kiparsky 1988; 1995; 2008). As successive generations of human learners are exposed to

a language, the analyses they impose on the ambient language may be reflected in the changes the

language goes through. The historical record thus potentially becomes like the log of a very long-

running natural experiment. The challenge is to develop a nuanced and specific enough theory of

grammar to allow the development of a language to be meaningfully discussed and explained. This

dissertation, to corrupt a phrase from Jawaharlal Nehru, is an attempt to meet that challenge, not

wholly or in full measure, but somewhat substantially.

Early discussions within this program were couched in rule-based phonology, and centered on

questions like when two rules might change their relative order in the grammar, or when a rule

might be lost altogether (see Kiparsky 1968b; 1971; 1973 and King 1969). In Optimality Theory

(OT, Prince and Smolensky 1993 [2004]), more focus has instead been given to the significance of

particular families of constraints for language change or the importance of architectural assump-

tions for the life cycle of phonological processes (Bermúdez-Otero 2006b; 2014a, Kiparsky 2008).

However, in a loose parallel to the original discussions of rule re-ordering, some diachronically

focused work in OT merely observes that different stages of a language can be characterized by

different rankings of constraints.

The crux of the diachronic focus here is that a language may drift dangerously close to a system

that is not generated by any ranking of constraints.1 At such a point, the language must change; the

1By “dangerously close”, I mean that the phonetic realization of a well-behaved phonological system may cross a
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language must be restructured so that it falls into the typology defined by the ranking of constraints

(see also Bermúdez-Otero and Hogg 2003 and Sanders 2003 for discussion of restructuring). The

particular change that we focus on generating is paradigm levelling, where a single allomorph

of a morpheme replaces other allomorphs over time. Creating a new system out of the ashes of

an old system helps to fill in a lacuna left by Niyogi (2006), who demonstrated how a language

community can gravitate to one analysis when multiple competing systems are already present.

In service of this goal, chapter 2 proposes a basic model of OT learning from overt surface

forms. The goal of the learner is simply to identify whether or not there are rankings that generate

the language it has been presented with, and if there are viable rankings, to show what they are.2 If

the learning model finds that the observed language is within the expected typology of languages

defined by the constraint set, it does nothing to change the language or to value one viable analysis

over another. The assumption is that any language within the expected typology is stable, or at

least that if a language shifts from one type to another within the expected typology, that it is for

reasons outside of the purview of our discussion.

A hoped-for advantage of such a bare bones learning model is that it so long as evaluation is

parallel and constraints are given, it will arrive at an answer. However, this model is not completely

neutral. In seeking all analyses of the data as permitted by the available constraints, it conflicts

with theories that have a different conception of what a possible analysis is. Most salient among

these theories is the Single Surface Base theory proposed by Albright (2002; 2005; 2010). Some

time is spent in chapter 2 demonstrating that our model does indeed identify analyses that are

not valid under that theory because our model makes the standard assumption that the underlying

representation of a morpheme need not be identical to any one of its surface allomorphs.

The disparity between the Single Surface Base hypothesis and the model defended here is

particularly important, as many of the arguments presented in favor of the Single Surface Base

hypothesis rely on data from language change. Indeed, the Single Surface Base theory explicitly

threshold so that it no longer appears to be part of the typology defined by any ranking of constraints. See chapter 4
and Gess 2003, Bermúdez-Otero 2014a for further discussion of the role of phonetic drift and phonological reanalysis
in language change.

2The simplicity of this goal puts the chapter in a fairly unique position with respect to prior literature. Though
prior work in OT learning uses all of the methods and inference techniques that our model uses, to my knowledge this
particular learning model has not been proposed.
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claims that languages that require analyses from outside its hypothesis space are diachronically

unstable. The ultimate development trajectory for such languages is that they are eventually rean-

alyzed by learners to comply with its more restricted hypothesis space.

The response to this is three-fold. First, chapter 3 surveys Russian paradigms where underlying

representations of noun stems must contain obstruent voicing and vowel quality specifications,

but both specifications never occur in the same allomorph. Our model predicts Russian to be

diachronically stable, but the Single Surface Base theory predicts it to be diachronically unstable.

Importantly, the predicted instability has not obviously resulted in a change for approximately 700

years. Second, chapter 4, which generally treats the reanalyses our model predicts, observes that

some of the languages that have undergone reanalysis as predicted by the Single Surface Base

theory are also predicted to undergo reanalysis by our model. The chapter also illustrates how

the key intuitions of the Single Surface Base theory can be preserved within our model without

sacrificing the descriptive advantages our model has over the Single Surface Base theory. That

is, paradigm levelling can occur even if composite underlying forms are allowed. Finally, chapter

5 highlights the case of Odawa and other languages that developed rhythmic syncope. These

languages undergo reanalysis, but nonetheless continue to require an analysis that is outside of

the space assumed by the Single Surface Base theory. In contrast, the required analysis of the

reanalyzed language is acheivable under our model.

Chapter 6 concludes our discussion. The primary conclusion is that the strong typological

predictions of OT, which cannot generate many patterns previously handled with opaque rule or-

derings (see Bakovic 2007; 2011, McCarthy 2007b), are a useful starting point for investigations

into what systems learners will and will not tolerate. The discussion shows in particular that reanal-

ysis strikes, potentially quite dramatically, languages that have innovated patterns that OT cannot

generate. This is far from an indictment against all opaque phonology; the vitality of opaque and

transparent systems is an empirical question that is certainly not comprehensively addressed here.

But it does highlight the utility of applying a synchronic system for morphophonological learning

to diachronic changes.
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CHAPTER 2

OT Learning

In its approach to learning phonology, this dissertation relies on concepts that have been extensively

developed by prior work in the OT tradition (Tesar and Smolensky 1993; 1998; 2000, Tesar and

Prince 2007, Merchant 2008, Jarosz 2006). To put it briefly, the learning device imagined here

seeks all possible analyses of the data it encounters. In the context of phonotactic learning (Prince

and Tesar 2004, Hayes 2004), it identifies every constraint that can dominate a loser-preferring

markedness constraint (see section 2.3). In morphophonological learning, it adopts a perspective

first proposed by Tesar and Prince (2007) and later elaborated on by Merchant (2008, see also

Tesar 2013), where every permutation of unfaithfulness suggested by paradigmatic alternations

is taken into consideration. The chief difference between this theory and prior work is that no

attention is paid here to ranking biases or questions of efficiency, as the chief concern is simply the

identification of analyses that are consistent with observed data. Chapter 4 discusses the most novel

part of the learning proposal: specifying what happens when no analysis for the entire language is

available. That discusion will rely crucially on the learner’s ability to detect a failure, and on what

the learner has nonetheless figured out about the language in such a case.

This chapter treats the identification of analyses that are consistent with observed data. Section

2.1 lays out basic assumptions and results from the Gold learning tradition (1967), and proposes

some simple modifications to the assumptions in order to allow phonological learning to be treated

in this tradition. Section 2.2.1 introduces the logical notation that underlies phonological learning.

Sections 2.3 and 2.4 discuss how to use the information present in surface forms and alternations

between paradigmatically related forms in learning. Section 2.5 illustrates the importance of al-

lowing all paradigmatically related forms to contribute to URs.
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2.1 Basic Gold Learning

A typical language learning algorithm in the Gold framework (Gold 1967, Blum and Blum 1975,

Angluin 1980) provides a function ϕ() from corpora of positive examples to grammars. Using a

slightly more technical notation, we describe the function as ϕ() : C → G, where C is the set of

corpora and G is the set of grammars.1 Results in learnability theory center on whether some class

of languages can be learned (identified) in the limit by such a ϕ(). A fairly elementary result is

that any finite class of languages is learnable. The learning function ϕ() merely has to wait until

the corpus has grown large enough to rule out all languages but one. The cardinality of the class

of languages in OT is maximally the factorial of a finite number of constraints. Clearly, the class

of languages defined by OT is finite, and hence learnable.

A key feature of OT makes realistic learning slightly different from the typical Gold learning

problem. OT languages are not just collections of surface forms, but mappings from a rich base of

inputs to surface forms. That is, an OT language is not a subset of Σ∗, but a total function from Σ∗

to Σ∗. Recall that in the Gold paradigm, the function is defined on a corpus of positive examples.

Given the definition of an OT language, a positive example is clearly an input-output pair. It is

immediately obvious, however, that human language learners do not encounter input-output pairs,

but rather encounter outputs alone. In other words, realistic data is impoverished beyond what is

typically assumed.

This impoverishment of data has important repercussions. Most importantly, it is possible for

OT grammars to generate the same sets of surface forms, even if they map the same inputs to

different outputs. For example, with a constraint inventory like *VOIOBS#, ID-VOI and MAX (pe-

nalizing word-final voiced obstruents, the change of voice specifications or deletion, respectively),

there are two languages that obey the ban against word-final voiced obstruents, depending on the

relative rank of faithfulness constraints. In the first, all word-final voiced obstruents delete, as

shown by the following tableau instantiating the ranking *VOIOBS#≫ ID-VOI≫ MAX:

1Though the learning function is defined on a corpus of data, this is not batch learning. Rather, the corpus at any
particular time is a finite sample from an infinitely long text. More data can be drawn from the text, but there is never
a guarantee that all data has been observed.
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(1)

ad *VOIOBS# ID-VOI MAX

a. + a *

b. ad *!

c. at *!

If the ranking is changed so that it is less costly to change voicing specifications than it is to

delete segments, then the same input is mapped to a different output, as in the following tableau:

(2)

ad *VOIOBS# MAX ID-VOI

a. + at *

b. ad *!

c. a *!

Because OT states that languages are functions from inputs to outputs, the two tableau above

instantiate different languages, even though the surface forms of the languages are identical (i.e.

the set of all strings not ending in voiced obstruents). Specifically, all words lack word-final voiced

obstruents, though in all other environments either specification of voice in obstruents is permit-

ted. A learner will therefore never encounter data that would disambiguate between two different

languages if surface forms alone are considered. With data like this, it is clearly impossible for a

learner to identify an arbitrary language in the class of languages defined by a set of OT constraints.

The best that can be done is a learner that identifies sets of languages.2 That is, the function must

2Concretely, this means that our learning function must map corpora into the powerset of the set of grammars, or
in our technical notation: ϕ() : C → P(G). This has been informally proposed in the linguistics literature as least as
early as King (1988). See section 2.2.1 below for a discussion of a compact representation of a set of OT grammars
using Elementary Ranking Conditions (ERCs, Prince 2002).
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produce from a corpus the set of grammars that is consistent with the corpus.

2.1.1 Alternations as a Window on URs

Real human languages do not consist of unanalyzed surface forms. This is because language data

consists of sentences composed of words, and words are often composed of sub-parts that re-appear

in other words. Put more succinctly, syntax and morphology exist. In keeping with the basic ex-

amples utilized so far, we will restrict our attention to word-level phonology, focusing on the form

of morphemes and legal words. While proposals on the representation of morphological systems

abound, the classic approach in generative phonology is that every instantiation of a morpheme

is derived by the grammar from the same string (or, departing slightly from the classic approach,

set of strings). The requirement that the surface realizations of a morpheme be derived from the

same representations provides an important additional source of information for learning. Where

individual surface forms are often compatible with a wide array of underlying representations,

morphological analysis can reveal properties of URs.

Properties of the UR are revealed when a morpheme undergoes alternations, so that it does

not take the same form in every instantiation. On each parameter (feature, epenthesis/deletion)

where allomorphs differ, at most one allomorph can faithfully display the underlying specification.

For instance, the regular English third person singular agreement morpheme has three allomorphs

[-1z, -z, -s]. The UR for this morpheme can contain (or fail to contain) [1], or contain a segment

that is voiceless, voiced, or potentially underspecified for voice (Inkelas, Orgun and Zoll 1997).

However, the UR cannot both contain [1] and not contain it, or have multiple voice specifications.3

The usual analysis proposed by linguists is that the plural morpheme is underlyingly /-z/, but from

the perspective of a child who only has the allomorphs, it could be any of these combinations.

3The picture is slightly more complicated if morphemes have sets of URs, rather than a single UR. In order for a
UR to be a member of the set for a morpheme, the grammar must map it to all allomorphs of the morpheme. Under
this definition, a set of URs can contain URs with contradictory specifications, so long as the grammar derives the
correct allomorphs forms from each UR in the set. In this case, it is still true that at most one feature of an allomorph is
a faithful realization of the UR set, because no allomorph is a faithful realization of the feature as instantiated in every
member of the set. UR sets that contain contradictory featural specifications differ meaningfully from underspecified
URs because underspecification allows a three-way contrast between classes of, for instance, non-alternating voiceless
segments, non-alternating voiced segments, and segments that alternate between voiced and voiceless realizations (see
Inkelas, Orgun and Zoll 1997).
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Alternations can provide information that disambiguates between grammars. For instance, con-

sider a learner that is exposed to the language that prohibits word-final obstruent voicing, and the

corpus contains related forms like [ad-a, at], so that one morpheme takes the allomorphs [ad, at].

The crucial information gained from the alternation is that one or both allomorphs is unfaithful to

the underlying voice specification. As will be explored in some detail in section 2.4, the unfaithful-

ness signaled by the alternation has two repercussions for inferring a ranking. First, ID-VOI must

be dominated by other faithfulness constraints, like MAX, so that the observed unfaithfulness is

preferred over other unfaithful mappings. Second, ID-VOI must also be dominated by markedness

constraints, in this case *VOIOBS# in order to force the observed unfaithfulness to be preferred

over faithful mappings. The upshot of this is that the alternations provide data on what function the

observed language belongs to, as the faithful map to be avoided specifies some aspect of the input,

while the faithfulness constraint to be violated specifies what the input is mapped to. Within the

context of the toy devoicing language, where there was formerly no way to distinguish between

the two functions with the same output inventory, the allomorphy in [ad, at] is compatible with

the feature changing function, but not the deletion function. As (3) shows, the feature changing

ranking ensures that one allomorph is unfaithfully derived from some UR.

(3)

ad *VOIOBS# MAX ID-VOI

a. + at *

b. ad *!

c. a *!

Still more importantly, the other allomorph can also be derived from the same UR with this

ranking, as shown in (4). As mentioned above, the core requirement when analyzing alternations

is that at most one allomorph can be derived faithfully on a particular parameter. This requirement

has clearly not been violated by this analysis.
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(4)

ad-a *VOIOBS# MAX ID-VOI

a. + ad-a

b. at-a *!

Meanwhile, a hierarchy like *VOIOBS#≫ ID-VOI≫MAX specifies that it is better to delete a

word-final voiced obstruent than it is to cause a voicing disparity. There is thus no way for a gram-

mar of this sort to account for a paradigm with a voicing alternation. The language generated by

the grammar does not contain the input-output mappings required by the alternations. Alternations

thus provide another dimension that grammars can be tested for consistency with.

2.1.2 Paradigmatically Labeled Data

Given the utility of alternations in disambiguating between languages, we modify the basic Gold

learning conception of learning data to include paradigmatic alternation. Every surface form is

accompanied with a specification of the morphemes present in the form, and which sub-strings of

the form are allomorphs of the morphemes. The traditional interlinear glossing format encapsulates

such information, as in (5):

(5) walk-s
WALK-3.sg.pres

The information in (5) consists of an observed form, morpheme identifiers, and hyphens to

indicate where the allomorphs of each morpheme are present. It is formally equivalent to a tuple

consisting of an observed string, a tuple of the morphemes instantiated in the string, and a tuple

of the indices where the allomorph of each morpheme occurs. For maximal clarity, a datum d is

defined below:

(6) d = ⟨O,M,A⟩
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Where O is an observed string, M is a tuple of unique morpheme identifiers m corresponding

to the morphemes that appear in O, and A is a tuple a of tuples indicating where the allomorph of

each morpheme is located in O. Thus, M and A are defined below.

(7) M = ⟨mn,mn+1 . . .mp⟩

(8) A = ⟨an, an+1 . . . ap⟩

The allomorph indices a in A are tuples of string positions, which indicate where in O the mor-

phemes in M are realized. Counting in string positions starts from 1. Hence, the information in (5)

is equivalently represented as ⟨walks, ⟨WALK, 3.sg.pres⟩, ⟨⟨1, 2, 3, 4⟩, ⟨5⟩⟩.4 Since the traditional

way of illustrating the morphological decomposition of a word is easy to read, I will typically use

it over the equivalent notation developed here.

The utility of paradigmatic data is that it reveals unfaithfulness that must be derived by the

grammar. To this end, it is useful to assume a function that identifies the disparities between

allomorphs of a morpheme. For instance, if the learner is confronted with slice-s [sl>2Is-1z], slog-s

[slAg-z] and walk-s [wAk-s], the crucial information to be obtained from the allomorphy of the

suffix is that in the first segment of the suffix there is an epenthesis/deletion disparity, while in the

second segment there is a voicing disparity. It is possible to obtain such information mechanically

using string alignment methods (see for instance, Ristad and Yianilos 1996 and Cotterell, Peng and

Eisner 2014), or using finite state automata. The disparity information we will discuss is readily

observed by visual inspection, so I will leave this unformalized.

2.1.3 Sophistication of Assumed Analysis

An analysis of words into their component morphemes and identifying their allomorphs is clearly

quite sophisticated, but we will not concern ourselves with how it is achieved (see Goldsmith

2005, Golénia, Spiegler and Flach 2009 for computational perspectives, and Kim 2015 for an

infant acquisition perspective). The crucial concern for our purposes is simply that the result of

4Note that this notation allows for discontinuous morphemes, like triliteral roots found in Semitic languages, but is
awkward for morphological ablaut patterns or autosegmental morphemes. None of these issues will be crucial in the
following discussion.
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morphological analysis provide an indication of which strings come from the same underlying

source.

2.1.4 Limits of Alternations

Note that even including paradigmatic information in the corpus is not necessarily enough to re-

veal all properties of inputs. This is true even if a limitlessly rich morphological inventory were

supposed. The problem that arises is that high-ranking markedness constraints can forbid a marked

structure in all contexts. Hence, even morphemes with the marked structure specified in the UR

may never alternate, and certainly will not surface faithfully. If the ranking causes the allomorphs

of the morphemes in question to display only a strict subset of the underlying features, there will

not be direct evidence to force only the desired ranking to be available.

The simplest example of such a scenario comes in a language that permits voiceless obstruents,

but not voiced obstruents. That such a language is possible is shown by the ranking *OBSVOI

≫ ID-VOI. Obviously, with an undominated ban against voiced obstruents, any morpheme that

contains a voiced obstruent underlyingly will be devoiced. However, even though there is an

unfaithful mapping being performed some of the time, nothing distinguishes the faithful surface

forms from the unfaithful ones. With universal devoicing, there is no way to backtrack from

paradigmatic information to the intended underlying specification.

The upshot of this is that paradigmatic data can be compatible with more than one OT gram-

mar. Native speakers of a language often appear to have selected one grammar out of the set of

compatible grammars. The most commonly cited evidence of this comes from phonotactic judge-

ments, where for instance, observed [bôIk] and unobserved [blIk] are accepted by native English

speakers, but unobserved [*bnIk] is not (Chomsky and Halle 1965, see also Daland et al 2011).

The humans who have these judgements presumably have selected a grammar that does not just

ensure observed forms are legal, but that some unobserved forms are legal while others are not.

Crucially, this has been done without any additional information from alternations, since English

lacks alternations that hinge on legal onset sequences.

A near-consensus view is that the final choice of grammar is maximally “restrictive”, in the
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sense that it permits the fewest number of unobserved surface forms to be legal. A variety of pro-

posals for obtaining the most restrictive grammar have been put forth, including ranking biases

(Prince and Tesar 2004, Hayes 1999b), seeking to maximize the probability of the observed data

(Jarosz 2006, Hayes and Wilson 2008), or selecting underlying forms that are maximally different

from their observed surface allomorphs (Tesar 2013 chapter 8). Our learning theory is not imme-

diately concerned with the question of restrictiveness, and consequently will simply volunteer a

set of grammars if the phonotactic data and alternation data are compatible with more than one

ranking.

2.2 Logic of OT Ranking

The discussion thus far has focused on total rankings of OT constraints. While it is possible to

simply enumerate every total ranking of a constraint set (Jarosz 2006), it is more common to incre-

mentally accumulate partial ranking statements stated in the Elementary Ranking Condition (ERC)

logic of Prince (2002). This section introduces ERCs and shows how they can be manipulated to

determine the viability of a hypothesis.

2.2.1 Elementary Ranking Conditions

OT specifies that the surface forms of a language are the ones that optimally satisfy a total ordering

(hierarchy) of constraints. Each constraint evaluates elements of Σ∗×Σ∗and assigns them a non-

negative integer score indicating the degree to which the constraint “objects” to the element (0

expresses no objections, higher numbers express more severe objections). The preferences of

constraints that are higher in the hierarchy take precedence over the constraints that are lower in the

hierarchy. The elements that receive the lowest score from the highest ranked constraint are passed

to the next constraint for evaluation, continuing down the hierarchy until only one element (the

optimal element) remains. Rankings are typically written in prose as CON1 ≫ CON2 (read CON1

outranks CON2, or CON1 dominates CON2). Ranking statements reflect a necessary condition for

the observed winner to surface. In other words, there is a candidate which loses to the winner, and

CON1 prefers the winner to the loser, while CON2 prefers the loser to the winner. In order for the
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winner to win, the preference of CON1 must take precedence over the preference of CON2, which

is reflected in stating CON1≫ CON2.

An alternative to writing≫ is to display the preferences of the constraints in a tableau, where

W indicates winner-preference, L indicates loser-preference and e or whitespace indicates pref-

erence for neither. When constraint ranking requirements are displayed in this format, they are

known as Elementary Ranking Conditions (ERCs).

(9)

CON1 CON2

a. winner-loser W L

This representation compactly describes the available rankings that ensure that an intended

winning candidate actually wins. Briefly, in every vector, there must be some W -valued constraint

that outranks every one of the L-valued constraints. Note that a set of ERCs may compactly

represent a large swath of total rankings, as multiple total rankings may respect the “some W over

all L” requirement, thereby satisfying the ranking conditions. Thus, a set of ERCs is a natural

representation for a set of grammars, which we argued in section 2.1 is the correct value for our

learning function to take in response to learning data.

2.2.2 Inconsistency and Fusion

As ust indicated, much depends on there being a total ranking that ensures that in every ERC, there

is some W -valued constraint that outranks the totality of L-valued constraints in that ERC. Infor-

mally, when that criterion is met, the set of ERCs under consideration represents a valid ranking

of the constraints (and ultimately, the language data on which the ERCs are based can be gener-

ated by an OT grammar). Sets of ERCs that satisfy or fail to satisfy this condition are known as

“consistent”, or “inconsistent”, respectively. Consistency can be decided using the widely known

Recursive Constraint Demotion (RCD, Tesar and Smolensky 1993) or Fusional Reduction (FRed,

Brasoveanu and Prince 2011) algorithms. This section briefly outlines how inconsistency is de-
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tected using the fusion operation that lies at the core of both algorithms (Prince 2002).

In the simplest case of inconsistency, consider a set containing only a single ERC, where no

constraint favors the intended winner and at least one constraint favors the loser. Since there is

no constraint that voices a preference for the winner over the loser, the winner is harmonically

bounded (see Samek-Lodovici and Prince Samek-Lodovici and Prince), and there is no ranking

that ensures that the winner is generated and the loser is not. The ERC associated with a har-

monically bounded winner, one containing L but no W is the value that signals inconsistency. In

order to detect inconsistency when multiple ERCs are under consideration, the fusion operation is

employed.

Fusion, denoted with the symbol ◦, produces an ERC that embodies the collective truth of a

set of ERCs (cf Brasoveanu and Prince 2011). The fusion operation is defined on the values of the

ERC logical system as shown in (10). In what follows, we will refer to the fusion of ERCs, which

is merely the extension of the fusion operation coordinate-wise to multiple ERCs.

(10) L ◦ L = L

L ◦ e = L

L ◦W = L

e ◦ e = e

e ◦W = W

W ◦W = W

Recall that the dominance relation is established in an ERC by the presence of the polar values

W and L. As the fusion of a set of ERCs is meant to represent the collective ranking statements of

the set, both L and W trump non-polar e in fusion. However, when it is necessary to decide between

the polar values, L retains its dominant role, trumping W . This is because a loser-preferring

constraint must be dominated, no matter if it may be a potential dominator in some other contest.

When summarizing a set of ranking statements, wherever the strongest statement appears in the

set, it must also appear in the summary.

Due to the dominant character of L, fusion detects inconsistent ERC sets. For instance, two

ERCs that are individually consistent, but mutually inconsistent fuse to an inconsistent ERC in
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(11).

(11) C1 C2

1. W L

2. L W

1 ◦ 2 L L

The first ERC in (11) requires that C1 dominate C2, while the second ERC requires that C2

dominate C1. Domination is not a reciprocal relation, so the truth of both statements cannot be

accepted. Fusing the ERCs extracts this contradiction, showing that the ERCs, if taken together

represent a ranking and hence a language that cannot be represented by OT. If any subset of a

set of ERCs fuses to a vector with L, but not W , inconsistency results. In what follows, we will

simply identify inconsistent subsets visually, though the Recursive Constraint Demotion algorithm

has been proven to find any inconsistency (Tesar and Smolensky 1993), and while the Fusional

Reduction algorithm has only a forthcoming correctness proof (Prince and Brasoveanu 2010), at

the time of this writing, a case where it fails to identify an inconsistent set of ERCs has not been

reported.

2.2.2.1 Fusion and Consistency

In what follows, we will sometimes use fusion on consistent sets of ERCs, as fusion produces an

ERC that is entailed by the joint truth of the fused ERCs (see Brasoveanu and Prince 2011). This

allows familiar chains of reasoning about constraint ranking to be formally produced. For instance,

if C1 dominates C2, and C2 dominates C3, then we can conclude by transitivity of domination that

C1 also dominates C3. (12) demonstrates how fusion produces the ERC corresponding to this

conclusion.
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(12) C1 C2 C3

1. W L e

2. e W L

1 ◦ 2 W L L

As a more challenging example, the same conclusion as that reached in (12) can be reached

from a weakened version of the original ERCs. If we accept that either C1 or C3 may dominate C2,

and we also accept that C1 or C2 may dominate C3, then we accept that C1 must dominate both C2

and C3. The first ERC establishes that C2 must be dominated, while the second ERC establishes

that C3 must be dominated, and C1 is the only available constraint to dominate both of them. This

is illustrated in (13).

(13) C1 C2 C3

1. W L W

2. W W L

1 ◦ 2 W L L

2.3 Dominated Markedness

Having established ERCs as the representations of constraint ranking, we turn now to how ERCs

may be collected from data during learning. Following the traditional division of phonological

learning into phonotactic learning and morphophonological learning, this section treats the collec-

tion of ERCs from surface forms alone, while section 2.4 discusses the collection of ERCs while

attending to alternations.

As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, the goal of this learning model is simply to

identify all possible analyses latent in the constraint inventory for the observed data. In the context

of phonotactic learning, such a “leave-no-stone-unturned” approach is concerned only with finding

the set of all grammars under which the observed surface forms are legal.5 In other words, within

5Readers should not be surprised to find no discussion of efficiency or restrictiveness, which often dominates
discussions of phonotactic learning (see Prince and Tesar 2004, Hayes 2004, Jarosz 2006, Hayes and Wilson 2008).
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this restricted domain of phonological learning, the goal is to find the set of grammars such that

any observed surface form can be the optimal output of some input. What must be avoided are

grammars under which an observed form is not a viable output of any input.

The grammars that cannot generate observed surface forms share a central characteristic. Some

markedness constraint that is violated by a form in the corpus fails to be dominated by a constraint

that favors the form. Calculating which markedness constraints are violated by forms in the corpus

is straightforward (the markedness constraints are simply applied to each form in the corpus). It is

less straightforward to calculate which constraints are available to dominate the violated marked-

ness constraints. This is primarily because some of the constraints that could favor the observed

form are faithfulness constraints, and the value of the UR is not given with the surface form.

The classic approach to this problem (proposed independently by Prince and Tesar 2004 and

Hayes 2004) starts from the observation that marked structures in the corpus are either the result

of high-ranking markedness or faithfulness constraints. In the former case, all surface forms must

obey the restriction enforced by the high-ranking markedness constraint, which comes at the cost

of the violated markedness constraint. In the latter case, the markedness violation is potentially

due to idiosyncratic properties of the word in question; that is, the marked sequence is the faithful

realization of material specified in the UR. Any algorithm is remiss if it fails to represent possibil-

ities, so the classic approach assumes that the UR for every surface form in the corpus is identical

to that surface form. In the basic case (though see 2.3.3), this identity assumption maximizes the

opportunities for faithfulness constraints to be the cause of marked structures in the corpus, so no

possibility is missed. In the next section, we consider more carefully the importance of the identity

assumption.

2.3.1 Utility of Identity URs

Recall that the goal of phonotactic learning is find the markedness constraints that surface forms

violate, and identify all constraints that can dominate them. By temporarily setting the UR to

be identical to the observed SR, the classic approach maximizes the number of constraints that

favor the the observed SR. The basic reasoning behind this is straightforward. First, faithfulness
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constraints enforce similarity between the UR and the SR, and so the identity UR ensures that

faithfulness constraints will never disfavor the observed SR. Only markedness constraints remain

to be discussed. Unlike faithfulness constraints, markedness constraints are blind to URs, and thus

their evaluation of SRs is constant. With no upper bound on the number of violations a markedness

constraint can assign, the maximum number of markedness constraints that can favor an SR is the

total number of markedness constraints. No matter how many violations a candidate output incurs

on a constraint, there is always another candidate output that would incur more violations. It is

better instead to ensure that all of the markedness constraints that must favor the intended SR have

been found.

Work by Riggle (2004) emphasizes that it is irrelevant to be concerned with all candidate

outputs, but that focus should instead center on the non-harmonically bounded outputs. To this

end, Riggle proposes the contenders() algorithm to compute all of the non-harmonically bounded

outputs from an input. The sets produced by the algorithm have the following characteristics. First,

unless the set of faithfulness constraints is degenerate, the fully faithful output is not harmonically

bounded and is included in the set (see below). Second, all other members of the set, if they exist,

must outperform the fully faithful output on some markedness constraint c1, since otherwise they

will be harmonically bounded by the fully faithful output. Third, any markedness constraint c2 that

favors the fully faithful candidate to a non-faithful candidate must do so as the minimal cost of the

better performance obtained on c1 (otherwise some other non-faithful candidate will harmonically

bound it). This final characteristic forms the basis of the guarantee that only markedness constraints

that necessarily favor the fully faithful output will be found. Because all non-harmonically bounded

candidates are located by the contenders() algorithm, we know that all such constraints will be

located. Because these markedness profiles are independent of faithfulness constraints, we know

that the assumption of the identity UR does not interfere with locating them.

The assumption of the identity UR has an important final consequence. Recall from the previ-

ous paragraph that, except in degenerate constraint inventories that lack some crucial faithfulness

constraint, the fully faithful candidate is never harmonically bounded. The reason for this is clear:

by definition, faithfulness constraints never assign violations to the fully faithful candidate, but

they do assign violations to unfaithful candidates. At the very least, the fully faithful candidate
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will always be favored to an unfaithful candidate by faithfulness constraints, and so will not be

harmonically bounded. This is important because it ensures that the intended winner will always

be a contender (possible winner), and so it will always be possible to construct ERCs pitting the

intended winner against the unfaithful contenders. Finally, sets of ERCs collected with the iden-

tity UR can never be inconsistent, because faithfulness constraints uniformly prefer the intended

winner, ensuring that there is a class of constraints that places W and not L in every ERC.6

2.3.2 Worked Example

To see how this works, consider a toy language that permits voiced obstruents everywhere except

word-finally, and permits voiceless obstruents in all environments.7 A representative sample of the

lexicon is shown in the table below.

(14) Nominative Accusative Gloss

2k 2k-2 ‘oar’

2k 2g-2 ‘paddle’

Following the lead set by Tesar and Prince (2007), assume that this language is part of the

typology defined by the following constraints:8

(15) a. *VOIOBS: assign one violation for every voiced obstruent in an output.

b. *VOIOBS#: assign one violation for every word-final voiced obstruent in an output.

c. *IVV: assign one violation for every intervocalic voiceless obstruent in an output.

d. MAX: assign one violation for every segment in the input that has no correspondent in

the output.

e. DEP: assign one violation for every segment in the output that has no correspondent in

the input.

6It is this fact that underlies Riggle’s 2006b observation that the “identity grammar is a perennially available
hypothesis”.

7This language forms a running example to which I will add as need arises.
8This constraint set departs slightly from Tesar and Prince (2007) in including constraints that penalize insertion

and deletion. Tesar and Prince minimize discussion of insertion or deletion operations because they make assigning
correspondences more difficult.
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f. ID-VOI: assign one violation for every output value of VOICE that differs from the

corresponding input value.

Two of the words in the table above (2k-2 ‘oar-acc, and 2g-2 ‘paddle-acc’), violate markedness

constraints. Since we are only concerned with the domination of markedness constraints, we do not

need to be concerned with information from alternations, which suggest faithfulness constraints to

be dominated. Morpheme boundaries can in fact be ignored during this section.9 These markedness

constraints must be dominated for the forms to be legal. In the case of 2k2 ‘oar-acc’, the constraint

banning intervocalic voiceless obstruents must be dominated. Taking the identity UR, as in (16)

allows us to see what markedness constraints and what faithfulness constraints can ensure this

result.10

(16)

2k2 *OBSVOI *IVV *OBSVOI# MAX DEP ID-VOI

a. + 2k2 *

b. 22, 2k, k2 L * W

c. 2g2 *W L *W

The losing candidates all avoid intervocalic voiceless obstruents, whether by deleting a segment

(candidates b), or changing the voice specification of the obstruent (candidate c). The deletion

candidates only incur a faithfulness violation, leaving only one possibility for the ranking of *IVV

and MAX. Candidate (c) on the other hand, violates a potential ban against voiced obstruents,

introducing a disjunction in the available grammars, so that *IVV is dominated by ID-VOI or by

*OBSVOI.
9The situation would obviously be different if our markedness constraints referred to morpheme boundaries. See

Martin (2007).
10Note that learning from unanalyzed surface forms is typically carried out by applying a ranking algorithm, perhaps

supplied with a bias, to a set of ERCs (Prince and Tesar2004, Tesar and Prince 2007, Tesar 2013). The resultant ranking
of constraints is used until a non-faithful loser wins, at which point the ERC from the most recent evaluation is added
to the ERC set, and a new total ranking is constructed. We have adopted the more direct approach advocated by Riggle
(2004 chapter 5), where the constraint set is kept unranked, but the full set of contenders is calculated, and the ERC
associated with each loser is collected.
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The other relevant surface form for markedness domination is 2g2 ‘paddle-acc’, which violates

the constraint against voiced obstruents. From the identity UR, this can be resolved either by

deletion of the obstruent or by devoicing it:

(17)

2g2 *OBSVOI *IVV *OBSVOI# MAX DEP ID-VOI

a. + 2g2 *

b. 22 L *W

c. 2k2 L *W *W

The devoicing candidate is the most noteworthy at this point, because the markedness con-

straints that assign L and W assigned the opposite values when we considered the form 2k2́

‘oar-acc’. One potential explanation for the presence of a voiceless intervocalic obstruent was

that voiced obstruents were banned, while one potential explanation for the voiced obstruent is

that voiceless intervocalic obstruents are banned. If either explanation were true, observed surface

forms of the language would be illegal, so both must be false. In order to formally express this

intuition, it is necessary to union the two sets of ERCs that have been collected thus far. This is not

a dangerous move, because, as mentioned above, ERCs collected exclusively from identity URs

are guaranteed to be consistent, since the entire class of faithfulness constraints will never assess

L to an observed form. The unioned sets are presented below:

(18) *OBSVOI *IVV *OBSVOI# MAX DEP ID-VOI Comparison

L W 2g2→ 2g2, *22 (17)

L W W 2g2→ 2g2, *2k2 (17)

L W 2k2→ 2k2, *22 (16)

W L W 2k2→ 2k2, *2g2 (16)

As it is currently displayed, the set of ERCs in (18) does not clearly state the intuitive conclu-

sion from the last paragraph, as lines 2 and 4 merely maintain the contradictory disjunctions. What
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is desired is a set of ERCs that sums up our intuition that neither *IVV nor *OBSVOI necessar-

ily outranks the other, but that ID-VOI outranks both of them. The FRed algorithm produces this

conclusion, along with the conclusion that MAX must outrank both *OBSVOI and *IVV (derived

from lines 1 and 3 in the ERC set in (18).

(19) *O
B
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I
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Source

L L W 2g2→ 2g2, 2k2→ 2k2, *22

L L W 2g2→ 2g2, 2k2→ 2k2, *22

The table in (19) summarizes what has been learned so far about the rankings. In the first

row, we see the conclusion that voiced obstruents and intervocalic voiceless obstruents must not

be deleted, while the second row shows that they cannot be changed from their underlying specifi-

cations for voice. All of the unfaithful mappings that could allow a marked structure to be avoided

are not available, since the marked structure must be generated. The basic pattern of a voicing

contrast in onsets has been acquired, while no decision has been made on voice in codas.

2.3.3 Beyond the Basic Case

A critical, though for our purposes ultimately tangential, issue is the correctness of our learning

strategy for all constraint types. As discussed in 2.3.1, ensuring the legality of a corpus of surface

forms by assuming identity URs is a strategy that will always produce a feasible grammar so long as

standard markedness and faithfulness constraints are used. Most importantly, all potentially viable

grammars are represented at any particular point. The reason for this is that only non-feasible

grammars are weeded out in such a system (for a technical discussion of what characterizes these

constraints, see Tesar 2013). However, when the constraint set is expanded beyond these core

constraints, assuming only identity URs means that the full range of feasible grammars is no longer

represented.

As an example of a language whose proper analysis cannot be reached if identity URs are

assumed, consider Extarri Navarese Basque (Kirchner 1995 and references therein). As shown
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in (20), underlying /a/ is realized as [e] when preceding a vowel, while in the same environment,

underlying /e/ is realized as [i], and underlying /i/ as an extra high [ij].

(20) Indefinite Definite Gloss

alaba bat alabe-a ‘daughter’

neska bat neske-a ‘girl’

seme bat semi-e ‘son’

ate bat ati-e ‘door’

erri bet errij-e ‘village’

ari bet arij-e ‘thread’

To generate such a system, the grammar must permit small moves along the phonological scale

(as in /e/ → [i]), but not large ones (as in /a/ → [i]). This is easily translatable into constraint

ranking: a faithfulness constraint banning large phonological jumps must outrank the constraint

that favors one end of the phonological scale, which outranks a faithfulness constraint banning

small phonological disparities. The problem that emerges in learning this with identity URs is

straightforward: an intermediate value on the scale is mapped to itself. In setting the grammar so

that /e/→/ [e] (and not the less marked competitor [i]), the short-distance faithfulness constraint

must be ranked over the markedness constraint. That is, the target analysis of /e/→ [i] is explicitly

precluded as a result of the identity UR assumption.

Note that this failure is not due to having an incorrect constraint inventory. Learning with

identity URs simply rules out potentially valid analyses if a correct constraint inventory is assumed.

When a restricted phonological inventory of y, z out of possible structures x, y, z presented, a

chainshift where x → y and y → z but x 9 z is not identified as a potential analysis. This can

be easily seen by considering a simplified version of the Basque case, where [e] and [i] are legal

surface segments in hiatus, but not *[a]. Even if we assume a constraint set that can generate a

chain-shift under a particular ranking (as in 21), such a grammar is ruled out by the phonotactic

information alone.

(21) a. *NON-HI/ V: Assign one violation mark for a segment that is [-HIGH] or [+LOW]
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preceding a vowel. Assign two violation marks for a segment that is

 −HIGH

+LOW

 and

preceds a vowel.

b. ID-HI: Assign one violation mark for a segment whose output value of [HIGH] differs

from its input value.

c. ID-LOW: Assign one violation mark for a segment whose output value of [LOW] differs

from its input value.

d. ID-HI & ID-LOW: Assign one violation mark for a segment whose output values of

both [HIGH] and [LOW] differ from their input values.

The constraint inventory in (21) contains the necessary ingredients not only to describe a sur-

face inventory with legal [i, e] and illegal *[a] before vowels, but to do so with a chainshift. The

markedness constraint *NON-HI sets up a phonological scale with one end (low vowels) more

marked than mid vowels, which are worse than the least marked high vowel category. Faithfulness

constraints penalizing small moves along the scale are present (21b-21c), along with a conjoined

constraint that bans long moves along the scale (21d). Importantly, encountering [e] provides

evidence that ID-HI outranks *NON-HI:

(22)

ee *NON-HI/ V ID-HI ID-LOW ID-HI & ID-LOW

a. + ee *

b. ie L *W

Upon encountering this positive example, a learner using identity URs has precluded the chain-

shift analysis where /ee/→ [ie]. The hallmark of the chainshift analysis is that the conjoined faith-

fulness constraint outranks the markedness constraint, which outranks the constraints regulating

small phonological disparities. It is this last part that has been placed out of reach by the iden-

tity UR assumption.11 Even though no ERC places restrictions on the conjoined constraint which
11This is not to say that a grammar generating only [e, i] and not *[a] before vowels is out of reach. The ranking
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makes chainshifts possible, chainshifts are still impossible.

Finally, this is clearly not a problem that more data can remedy. Phonological learning in OT

seeks a consistent ranking, and the ERC obtained in (22) simply is inconsistent with the ranking

that generates a chainshift. The best that could happen if alternations suggested a chainshift is

inconsistency.

2.3.3.1 Chainshifts are not Unlearnable

The failure of one learning strategy does not mean that chainshifts are unlearnable. The failure

of the identity UR strategy is straightforwardly attributable to the choice of a particular UR for

deducing rankings. Choosing URs that are consistent with a chainshift would clearly allow the

ranking that drives a chainshift to emerge. The target ranking to generate a chainshift is ID-HI &

ID-LOW ≫ *NON-HI/ V ≫ ID-HI, ID-LOW. For instance, if /ee/ were allowed as a source for

[ie], *NON-HI must outrank ID-HIGH, as is desired in a chainshift:

(23)

ee *NON-HI/ V ID-HI ID-LOW ID-HI & ID-LOW

a. + ie *

b. ee * W L

Furthermore, the ranking requirements in (23) are compatible with a grammar that maps /ae/

to [ee]. If a learner is freed from considering only identity URs, a working grammar that was

precluded re-emerges as a potential analysis.

could still be refined so that /ae/→ [ee], /ee/→ [ee], and /ie/→ [ie].
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(24)

ae *NON-HI/ V ID-HI ID-LOW ID-HI & ID-LOW

a. + ee * *

b. ae ** W L

c. ie L * W * W

Abandoning the assumption of identity URs presents some logistical challenges. Clearly, once

unfaithful URs are posited, there is no longer a guarantee that all faithfulness constraints will favor

the intended winner, making it so that it is no longer safe to pool all the ERCs obtained from

observed words into the same set. Rather, much as in morphophonological learning (see section

2.4), several sets of ERCs must be maintained, each corresponding to a combination of assumed

URs. Of course, a brute force enumeration of the full space of possible inputs is an infeasible

task. To get around this, one might propose that the full set of total rankings is enumerated, and

each ranking made into a transducer following the algorithm in Riggle (2004 chapter 7). From

these transducers, it is straightforward to see whether an observed surface form is legal in the

grammar defined by the total ranking, and if it is legal, what the entire space of inputs that map to

the observed surface form is. To my knowledge, there is currently no algorithm that could avoid

enumerating the entire set of total rankings and determine the viability of unfaithful URs.12

None of the phonological systems considered in the remainder of this work require analyses

that would be precluded by the identity UR assumption. The traditional learning approaches used

thus far will be valid for our purposes. For further discussion of the issues involved in chainshifts,

see Magri (2015a; Magri).

12Such an algorithm would presumably work much like the contenders() algorithm, which finds the winners that
would be generated by any ranking of the constraints, except rather than find the non-harmonically bounded outputs
for an input, it would find all of the inputs for which an output is not harmonically bounded.
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2.4 Dominated Faithfulness

The above discussion makes it clear that phonotactic learning, which is concerned with the legality

of a corpus of surface forms, depends on markedness constraints being dominated. In some cases,

the markedness constraint can be dominated by another markedness constraint or a faithfulness

constraint, while in others only faithfulness constraints favor the winner. In contrast, the legality

of a corpus of paradigms relies on faithfulness constraints being dominated in order to explain

any observed alternations. In order to completely describe a corpus of paradigmatically related

forms, a learner must find a ranking that generates the observed alternations without rendering

any observed surface forms illegal. Elaborating on Tesar and Prince 2007, this is carried out by

collecting ERCs from unfaithful URs, and checking them for consistency against the set of ERCs

collected from identity URs. Merchant 2008 and Tesar 2013) both propose learning strategies

that differ from this one only in detail. This section discusses the analyses that are suggested by

paradigmatic alternations and illustrates the exploration of those options.

Paradigmatic alternations do not by themselves reveal what the underlying form of a morpheme

is. Rather, the differences between allomorphs of a morpheme indicate the features that the gram-

mar causes to alternate. As discussed earlier, a maximum of one surface variant can be faithful to

the underlying representation, but there is no indication which allomorph, if any, is faithful.13 In

such a situation, a viable strategy is simply to exhaust all of the options suggested by the alterna-

tions.14 This can be easiest to see with a worked example. Recall the toy language introduced in

the last section, whose current lexicon is reproduced below:

(25) Nominative Accusative Gloss

2k 2k-2 ‘oar’

2k 2g-2 ‘paddle’

The paradigm for ‘paddle’ has a voice alternation, as can be clearly seen by opposing the

13Albright (2002; 2005; 2010) has proposed that children assume that one allomorph of a morpheme faithfully
reflects the UR, see the review in section 4.6.

14Tesar (2013) proposes that candidate inputs form a complete atomic Boolean algebra, which negates the need for
exhaustive search. Magri (2015b) shows that this property does not hold if many phonological features commonly
used in phonology are used.
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nominative stem allomorph 2k with the accusative stem allomorph 2g. There is no way to tell

which allomorph, if any, is faithful simply by considering these allomorphs by themselves. The

only available inference is that at most one of them is faithful. Hence, at the very least, potential

URs for this paradigm are /2k/ and /2g/, as each of them differs from all allomorphs but one.

The next step is to gather the ERC sets generated by actually using each UR to generate the

paradigm in question. That is, we must see what rankings must hold for /2k/, when embedded in

affixes as necessary, to generate [2k, 2g-2], and likewise for /2g/. No rankings must be instantiated

for /2k/ to map to [2k], because no constraints are violated by the mapping (causing all other

candidates to be harmonically bounded).

(26)

2k *OBSVOI *IVV *OBSVOI# MAX DEP ID-VOI

a. + 2k

In generating the accusative form [2g-2] from /2k-2/, however, faithfulness has been violated,

and so must be dominated.

(27)

2k-2 *OBSVOI *IVV *OBSVOI# MAX DEP ID-VOI

a. + 2g2 * *

b. 2k2 L *W L

c. 22, k2, 2k L *W L

The collective ERCs from these paradigmatic maps are a morphophonological ERC set. They

represent the required rankings that would generate the paradigm for ‘paddle’ in our toy language.

The goal, however, is to find a ranking that both ensures all observed surface forms are legal and

generates all paradigms. Because the phonotactic ERC set encapsulates all grammars that allow
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observed surface forms to be legal, it can serve as a baseline against which to test morphophono-

logical ERC sets. If a morphophonological ERC is inconsistent with the phonotactic ERCs, the

morphophonological ERC set must require a ranking that would cause some observed surface

forms to be illegal. This is the case with the current morphophonological ERC set, as can be seen

from the union of the morphophonological ERC set with the phonotactic ERCs:

(28) *O
B
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L L W Phonotactics (19) 2g2→ 2g2, 2k2→ 2k2, *22

L L W Phonotactics (19) 2g2→ 2g2 2k2→ 2k2, *2k2, 2g2

L W L Alternation /2k-2/→ 2g2, *2k2

L W L Alternation /2k-2/→ 2g2, *22

However, this set of ERCs is inconsistent, as can be seen by fusing the second and third lines,

which produces an ERC that only contains “L”. There is no ranking that can satisfy the require-

ments represented in this ERC set. Since the phonotactic ERCs rule out all grammars that make

observed surface forms illegal, the fault must lie in the morphophonological ERC set. The /2k/ hy-

pothesis must be abandoned. Fortunately, the learner can still consider /2g/. The following tableau

shows that /2g/ can indeed map to [2k].
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(29)

2g *OBSVOI *IVV *OBSVOI# MAX DEP ID-VOI

a. + 2k *

b. 2g *W *W L

c. 2 *W L

d. 2g2 *W *W L

e. 2k2 *W *W L

When collecting phonotactic ERCs, the conditions for mapping /2g2/ to [2g2] were already

collected, and they will not be repeated here. Importantly, the most recent morphophonological

ERC set is consistent with the phonotactic ERC set. Below is the union of the phonotactic ERC

set with the /2g/ ERC set.
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L L W Phonotactics (19)

L L W Phonotactics (19)

W W L Alternations /2g/→ 2k, *2g

W L Alternations /2g/→ 2k, *2

W W L Alternations /2g/→ 2k, *2g2

W W L Alternations /2g/→ 2k, *2k2

Summarizing the set of ERCs in (30) in the notation of constraint domination produces the

following constraint hierarchy: MAX, DEP, *OBSVOI# ≫ ID-VOI ≫ *OBSVOI, *IVV. At this

point, all available information has been extracted from the observed paradigms and surface forms.
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The grammar enforces a ban against final voiced obstruents at the cost of faithfulness to voice,

while in other environments both voiced and voiceless obstruents are allowed. A total ranking

of constraints has not been achieved, but out of an initial set of 6! = 720 available rankings, the

total number of available rankings has shrunk to 3! × 2! = 12.15 Even though the learner has

not identified a unique language from the class of OT languages, the set of languages that it has

identified have all the desired paradigmatic properties. At this point the learner has converged. To

see a summary of the procedure used in pseudocode, please consult section 2.6.

2.5 Composite URs

The discussion in section 2.4 suppressed a potentially controversial point. Individual features or

segments of allomorphs in our model may be unfaithful to an underlying specification. This is

opposed to an alternative view where the UR must be an observed allomorph, so that there is

always an allomorph that is faithful to the underlying specification. Under the view defended here,

the UR of a morpheme may differ from all of its observed allomorphs. This distinction has a long

history in phonological theory, traceable at least to Kenstowicz and Kisseberth (1977 chapter 2)

and appearing more recently in discussions of exemplar models or Albright’s (2002; 2005; 2010)

arguments in favor of the Single Surface Base hypothesis (see section 4.6). This section briefly

outlines the various degrees of closeness that URs can theoretically have to surface allomorphs,

and illustrates how the system outlined here can acquire a lexicon of URs that differ from all

observed allomorphs.

In classifying theoretical positions on the abstractness of underlying forms, we might distin-

guish theories by the amount of leeway given to the learner in determining the UR. The most

restrictive position, advanced most recently by Albright (2002; 2005; 2010), is that the UR for a

morpheme must be a surface allomorph, and the URs for all morphemes of a particular category

must be the allomorph that appears in a particular morphological or phonological environment.

Slightly less restrictive is the theory that maintains that the UR for a morpheme must be a surface

allomorph, but URs need not be drawn exclusively from the same morphological or phonological

15Though this is not generally true, in this case all twelve remaining rankings define the same input-output mapping.
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environment. Less restrictive still is the model used here, the learner might be permitted to con-

struct URs where input segments that alternate in surface forms may contain any of the features or

segments observed in the correspondents of those segments in any allomorph. We might call such

URs ‘composite URs’, and it is a widespread, though not universal, practice in OT phonology to

assume URs at this level of abstraction.16 At the most abstract, underlying representations might

not be required to have any features in common with their surface realizations. As mentioned at

the end of section 2.3.3.1, learning in such a theory is not completely hopeless. However, such

analyses are often charged with being proposed simply to make the synchronic analysis of a lan-

guage recapitulate its diachronic development. Interestingly, Kiparsky (1968a; 1973) argues that

historical changes do not progress according to the predictions of an abstract UR model, though the

issue was never fully settled, since there are longstanding patterns where an abstract UR analysis

is attractive (Piggott 1971).17

To see how our model constructs composite URs, suppose the toy language is enriched with

two further phonological regularities: word-final stress and adherence to a ban on unstressed [O].

The language now appears as below:

(31) Nominative Accusative Gloss

2́k 2k-2́ ‘oar’

2́k 2g-2́ ‘paddle’

Ók 2k-2́ ‘rudder’

Ók 2g-2́ ‘mast’

With the addition of these new regularities, the observed paradigms have alternations in mul-

tiple features. Most importantly, recombining the features that appear in the surface allomorphs

results in URs that correspond to no observed allomorph. This can be seen most clearly in the

paradigm for ‘mast’, which contains a nominative form Ók and an accusative 2g-2́. With stress,

16‘Heteroclitic UR’ has also been suggested as a name, but this appears to conflict with a pre-existing technical
definition (Stump 2006).

17An alternative way of classifying analyses is not by the degree of abstraction in the URs, but in the amount of
forms that must be labeled as irregular. An analysis that uses concrete URs will often require many forms to be
analyzed as irregulars, while an analysis that uses highly abstract URs will tend to treat more forms as regular. A
composite UR analysis, being intermediate in terms of concreteness, is similarly intermediate in terms of regularity.
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vowel rounding, and consonant voice alternating, there are three binary features whose values can

be recombined to make URs. Importantly, only URs the /Óg/ or /Og/ can be mapped to the observed

allomorphs by a grammar that allows all surface forms to be legal. These two URs are both com-

posite URsThe space of URs suggested by the alternations of this morpheme is shown in Figure

2.5.

2g

Og 2k 2́g

Ok Óg 2́k

Ók

Figure 2.1: Hasse diagram of composite and concrete URs for the paradigm containing Ók and
2g-2́. The composite URs that can support the observed alternations are bolded.

To informally substantiate the claim that only the bolded URs in Figure 2.5 can map to both Ók

‘mast’ and 2g-2́ ‘mast-acc’, recall the intended phonological analysis of the enriched language. As

before, there is a general contrast in obstruent voicing except word-finally, and vowel rounding is

contrastive in stressed, but not unstressed syllables. In a system like this, obstruents in word-final

position and vowels in unstressed syllables may be the surface realization of multiple underlying

specifications. Of course, vowels in stressed syllables and obstruents in non-word-final position

cannot be neutralized and so can only be the surface reflex of a single underlying specification. In

seeking possible URs to link Ók and 2g-2́, each form in the paradigm has a different contrastive

element to contribute to the UR.

A more formal demonstration of the analysis first requires an expansion of the constraint set to

describe the new phenomena. These constraints are shown below.

(32) a. *O : Assign one violation for every unstressed [O] in an output.
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b. *2́ : Assign one violation for every stressed [2] in an output.

c. FINALSTRESS: Assign one violation if the final syllable of a word is not stressed or if

any non-final syllable of a word is stressed (abbreviated FINSTR).

d. ID-RD: Assign one violation for every output value of ROUND that differs from the

corresponding input value.

e. ID-STR: Assign one violation for every output vowel where the level of stress from the

corresponding input level.

2.5.1 Phonotactics in Extended Language

These constraints expand the possible typology of languages to include alternations in stress and

vowel height, specifically opening up the possibility of vowel reduction with mobile stress in the

paradigm. Importantly, these constraints also include a markedness constraint, *2́, that must be

dominated for the collective surface forms to be legal. For instance, in order for a surface form like

2́k ‘oar’ to be legal (map to itself, that is we temporarily assume the identity UR), the following

ERCs must hold. Note that all of the constraints regulating obstruent voice from section 2.3 are

still present, but have been supressed to avoid visual clutter.

(33)

2́k *O *2́ FINSTR MAX DEP ID-RD ID-STR

a. + 2́k *

b. 2kÓ L *W *W

c. Ók L *W

d. 2k L *W *W

The full set of phonotactic ERCs for the language is the union of the ERCs established in

section 2.3 and those immediately above. This set is displayed below:
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2.5.2 Morphophonology in the Extended Language

A particularly important ERC appears in the fourth line of the above table. This ERC shows that in

order for the surface forms of the language to be legal, ID-ROUND must outrank *2́. In effect, this

rules out [2-Ó] alternations being caused by avoidance of stressed [2́]. More formally, this ERC is

inconsistent with any morphophonological ERC set derived from a UR that contains [2] in Figure

2.5. For example, consider the ERC set that is derived from attempting to ensure /2́k/ maps to /Ók/

‘mast’:

(35)

2́k *O *2́ FINSTR MAX DEP ID-RD ID-STR

a. + 2́k *

b. 2́k *W L

c. 2kÓ *W L *W

d. 2k *W L *W

In the tableau above, the fully faithful loser [2́k] can only be ruled out by the markedness

constraint *2́ outranking ID-ROUND, but it was just shown that in order for the observed word

2́k to be legal at all, precisely the opposite ranking must hold. Because the phonotactic ERC set
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encodes all properties of the ranking that are necessary for surface forms as a whole to be legal, the

narrower paradigmatic hypothesis cannot be true. In short, the faithful realization of all underlying

round vowels is prioritized over the potential dispreference against their being stressed.

An attentive reader might object that the two above tableaux seek to map the same input to dif-

ferent outputs (the same input-output pair must be both a winner and a loser, a clear contradiction).

The inconsistency that has been detected may therefore have more to do with OT languages be-

ing defined as functions than the impossibility of any particular featural change. This objection is

ill-founded, because the ERCs merely reflect the content of the constraints which must be ranked.

The phonotactic ERC set includes a statement that it is more important to protect an underlying [-

ROUND] feature than it is to satisfy a surface constraint against stressed [2́]. The morphophono-

logical ERC set contains the exact opposite statement. It is this contradiction that underlies the

extrapolation that low vowels cannot be the underlying source for vowels that alternate between

mid and low heights, not the spurious fact that the same UR was being used to generate two differ-

ent surface forms.

With the learner having encountered a contradiction in this branch of the search for constraints

that can dominate ID-ROUND, this morphophonological hypothesis must be abandoned and a dif-

ferent UR must be considered. In this case, it works to make the allomorph found in 2g-2́ ‘mast-

acc’ be unfaithful for the value of the feature ROUND. For instance, the UR /Og-2́/ requires the

following rankings to hold if 2g2́ is its optimal surface form.
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(36)

Og-2́ *O *2́ FINSTR MAX DEP ID-RD ID-STR

a. + 2g2́ * *

b. Og2́ *W * L

c. 2gÓ L **W

d. Óg2 L *W L **W

e. Óg L L *W

This set of ERCs is compatible with the phonotactic ERCs, which informally means that posit-

ing an underlying unstressed /O/ is a viable extension of the phonotactic rankings.18 Furthermore,

as should be expected given the earlier discussion of morphophonological learning in the simplified

language, the UR /Og/ can map to [Ók] ‘mast’:

18The morphophonological ERCs in the tableau above are slightly incomplete, because contenders with unfaithful
obstruent voice have been supressed. This is not a problem, since such candidates are losers for this allomorph, and
the phonotactic ERCs do not rule out the rankings that make them lose.
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a. + Ók * *

b. Og *W *W *W *W L L

c. Óg *W *W * L

d. Ok *W *W L *

e. 2k *W *W L *

f. Ó *W * L

g. Óg2 *W *W *W * L

The phonotactic ERCs also impose an important restriction on the underlying voice specifi-

cation of the morpheme ‘mast’. The allomorph [2g-2́] has a non-word-final obstruent, that is, an

obstruent that is not in a potentially neutralizing environment given the phonotactic ERCs. The

surface value is thus contrastive, ensuring that the underlying specification matches the surface

value.

With all of the URs with voiceless obstruents or an underlying low vowel ruled out, the only

URs remaining are /Og/ and /Óg/. Under the constraint set used here, it does not matter which of

these is used, as final stress can be generated from either UR. By considering all paradigmatic

forms, the learner is able to build a set of grammars that allow all surface forms to be legal and

does not rule out the alternations observed in paradigms. Under the available grammars, the only

URs for some paradigms are composite URs.
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2.6 Algorithm Pseudocode

To limit the amount of imprecision in the discussion of the basic process for finding phonological

analyses from paradigmatically labeled data, I provide the following pseudocode summary of the

intended method. The learning procedure can be productively conceived of as having two stages.

The first stage, shown in algorithm 1, is concerned with collecting phonotactic and morphophono-

logical ERCs. The second stage, shown in algorithm 2, is concerned with finding the rankings

under which the allomorphs of all alternating morphemes are correctly generated. The pseudocode

confronts several issues that were glossed over in the prose discussion. As a result, the algorithms

are accompanied with a line by line walkthrough.

Algorithm 1 Collecting Constraint Rankings
1: function COLLECTION(C, T ) ◃ C = CON, T = text of paradigm labeled forms
2: Perc,Merc← ∅, ∅ ◃ Phonotactic, Morphophonological ERCs
3: A,M ← ∅, ∅ ◃ Allomorphs, Morphemes
4: for f ∈ T do ◃ f = ⟨str, ⟨morphs⟩, ⟨allo indices⟩⟩
5: Perc← Perc ∪ ercs(contenders(f [0], C), f [0])

6: for f ∈ T do
7: for i ∈ range(length(f [1])) do
8: m← f [1][i]
9: M ←M ∪ {m}

10: obA← f [0][f [2][i]] ◃ string representation of observed allomorph
11: A← A ∪ {⟨m, obA, context(f [0], obA)⟩}
12: Alts← {obA}
13: for a ∈ A do ◃ a = ⟨morpheme, allomorph, context⟩
14: if a[0] = m and a[1] ̸= obA then
15: Alts← Alts ∪ {⟨a[1], a[2]⟩}
16: URs← urs(disparities(Alts))
17: for ur ∈ URs do
18: h← ∅
19: for alt ∈ Alts do
20: if ercs(contenders(ur + alt[1], C), alt[0] + alt[1]) then
21: h← h ∪ ercs(contenders(ur + alt[1], C), alt[0] + alt[1])
22: else h← ∅
23: break
24: if h and consistent(h ∪ Perc) then Merc←M ∪ {⟨m,h⟩}
25: return ⟨Perc,Merc,M⟩
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2.6.1 Algorithm 1 Lines 1-3: Initialization

Lines 1-3 cover the starting values of the algorithm. The algorithm’s arguments are a list of con-

straints C and a text T of paradigm-labeled surface forms. Lines 2 and 3 initialize the key vari-

ables for phonotactic ERCs Perc, morphophonological ERCs Merc, observed allomorphs A and

observed morphemes M to empty sets.

2.6.2 Algorithm 1 Lines 4-5: Phonotactic Loop

In line 4, the algorithm starts to iterate over the paradigm labeled forms f held in the text T .

As discussed in section 2.1.2, paradigm labeled data are a tuple consisting of a string, a tuple of

morpheme identifiers, and a tuple of tuples containing the indices where each morpheme is realized

in the string.

This loop populates Perc, the set of phonotactic ERCs. Following the discussion in section

2.3, line 5 augments the set of phonotactic ERCs. It does this by adopting the observed SR as an

input and running the contenders() algorithm from Riggle (2004) on this input and the constraint

set C. ERCs are extracted from the resulting set of possible winners with the function erc(x, y),

which takes a set x of candidates paired with violation vectors and a winner y from within x and

produces vectors where absolute violation values are replaced with W , L or e. The goal is to

ensure that the observed SR is not rendered illegal by the grammar winner, so the observed SR is

designated as the winner.

It is important that Perc be complete before morphophonological ERCs are collected. Oth-

erwise a set of morphophonological ERCs can be judged to be consistent and stored, only for

phonotactic ERCs collected from a later form to render that judgement incorrect. Hence, the for-

loop terminates on line 5 and immediately restarts for the morphophonological loop.

2.6.3 Algorithm 1 Lines 6-24: Morphophonological Loop

At this point in the algorithm, the observed paradigmatically related form is broken down into its

component allomorphs and different appropriations of unfaithfulness, as suggested by alternations
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considered. Ultimately these appropriations of unfaithfulness are distilled into ERCs.

Line 6 starts this procedure by opening a for-loop over the morphemes observed in the form

f . To facilitate reference to morphemes and the allomorph of that morpheme, the for-loop actually

iterates over the position held by each morpheme in the tuple of morpheme identifiers in f .

Lines 8-12 manage variables pertaining to the current morpheme and allomorph. The mor-

pheme that is currently being examined is assigned to the variable m, and since it has been ob-

served, it is added to the set of observed morphemes M . Likewise, the current allomorph of the

morpheme in question is assigned to obA, which, along with the morpheme identifier and the con-

text in which the allomorph appears, is added to the set of observed allomorphs A. Finally, further

processing will depend on the alternations that the morpheme undergoes, so a new variable Alts is

initialized as a set containing obA.

Lines 13-15 carry out the search for already observed alternants of the morpheme m. Every

observed allomorph a ∈ A is tested for whether it is an allomorph of m and if it is different from

obA. If both tests are positive, the alternant is added to Alts.

As discussed in section 2.4, alternations between allomorphs of the same morpheme reveal

what phonological features must be unfaithful to the input specification. However, there is no

clue as to which surface value is faithful to the input. The learner must therefore try allocating

different amounts of unfaithfulness to each observed allomorph. This is carried out in line 16.

I assume a function disparities() identifies the locations of differences between allomorphs and

what the differences are. The value this function takes on Alts is passed to a function urs(), which

constructs a set URs of underlying representations that reflect the various ways unfaithfulness

could be allocated among surface allomorphs.

These URs are iterated over by the for-loop in lines 17-23. Each individual UR ur represents a

different hypothesis of how the observed allomorphs might be unfaithfully derived, and thus might

require a different ranking of constraints than any other UR. Accordingly, a new morphophonolog-

ical hypothesis h is initialized as an empty set for each UR in line 18. By necessity, ERCs must be

extracted from the mapping between ur and each observed alt, which is taken up in lines 20-21.

Importantly, it is possible for an allomorph to be harmonically bounded from a non-faithful
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UR, in which case obtaining ERCs for the UR will be pointless. Thus, line 20 tests whether any

ERCs are produced at all once ur is embedded in the context alt[1] of the allomorph alt[0] and

alt[0] in alt[1] is specified as the intended winner.19 If the intended winner is not harmonically

bounded, then ERCs can be computed and stored in h (line 20).

However, if alt[0] in alt[1] is harmonically bounded from ur, then the value of contenders()

will not contain it and ercs() will return a null value. In this case, there is no point in storing any

ERCs associated with ur, so h is reset to the empty set (line 22) and the for-loop started on line 17

is subsequently exited.

The last analytic step of the algorithm is performed on line 24, where h is tested for whether

it is non-empty and if h ∪ Perc is consistent. If so, the morphophonological hypotheses Merc

are updated to contain a tuple ⟨m,h⟩. The inclusion of the morpheme m for which the ranking

information pertains will be relevant in algorithm 2, where it is necessary to ensure that the final

rankings are compatible with some hypothesis for every morpheme. The algorithm concludes on

the next line.

2.6.4 Algorithm 2: Identification

The second stage of learning consists of seeking the combinations of morphophonological ERCs

that, together with the phonotactic ERCs, can generate the observed corpus. The pseudo-code that

carries this out is presented in algorithm 2.

2.6.5 Algorithm 2 Lines 1-2: Initialization

Algorithm 2 takes as arguments the values returned by algorithm 1, namely the set of observed

morphemes M , the set Merc of tuples of morphemes and sets of ERCs, and the set Perc, which

is the set of phonotactic ERCs. The only variable that needs to be initialized outside of the main

for-loop is Fin, which will contain every combination of ERCs that are compatible with the text

19Lines 20-21 contain some abuses of notation and inaccuracies. First, alt[0]+alt[1] is meant to convey the combi-
nation of an allomorph with its context, but the context (alt[1]) could easily be suffixal, prefixal or circumfixal. Second,
and more importantly, ur + alt[1] designates that the currently considered UR for the morpheme m is embedded in
the surface context in which the allomorph alt[0] appears. Strictly speaking, ur must be embedded not with alt[0]’s
surface context, but with each of the URs for alt[0]’s surface context.
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Algorithm 2 Identifiying Viable Constraint Rankings
1: function IDENTIFICATION(Perc,Merc,M )
2: Fin← {Perc}
3: for m ∈M do
4: kill← True
5: temp← ∅
6: for hyp ∈Merc do
7: if hyp[0] = m then
8: for mainHyp ∈ Fin do
9: if consistent(hyp[1] ∪mainHyp) then

10: temp← temp ∪ {hyp[1] ∪mainHyp}
11: kill← False
12: if kill = True then return ∅
13: else Fin← temp

14: return Fin

T processed in algorithm 1. On line 2 Fin is initialized to be a set containing Perc.

2.6.6 Algorithm 2 Lines 3-13: Main Loop

Intuitively, the goal of this algorithm is to ensure that no morphophonological hypothesis (set of

ERCs) is inconsistent with all other morphophonological hypotheses. To achieve this end, the

algorithm loops through the set of observed morphemes M from the text T . Loosely speaking, if a

set of ERCs associated with a morpheme is consistent with a set of ERCs associated with another

morpheme, those ERC sets are unioned. As soon as no ERC set associated with a morpheme is

consistent with any other collection of ERCs, the algorithm halts and announces that the entirety

of the observe language cannot be generated with OT. We walk through this procedure in more

detail below.

Each time the for-loop pulls out a new m in the for-loop on line 3, on line 4 the algorithm

prepares for the possibility that none of the ERCs associated with m are compatible with the

collective ranking requirements already encountered. The variable temp, which will hold the

rankings that m is consistent with is subsequently initialized to the empty set.
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2.6.6.1 Algorithm 2 Lines 6-11: Testing Morpheme Hypotheses

In line 6 the tuples hyp of a morpheme identifier n and a set of ERCs h from Merc are looped over.

Recall that h is a set of ERCs that can compel the alternations observed in the allomorphs of n.

Line 7 ensures that only hypotheses that are associated with the current morpheme are examined.20

Upon reaching line 8, the algorithm loops over the ERC sets mainHyp stored in Fin, and

in line 9 checks them for consistency with the ERC set contained in hyp[1]. If this test is passed,

temp is updated to include hyp[1]∪mainHyp, and kill is switched off (since all of the morphemes

considered thus far can be generated by a grammar).

2.6.6.2 Algorithm 2 Lines 12-13: Winding Down

Once the for-loop started on line 8 is exited, either no hypothesis hyp associated with m was

consistent with any consistent combination of prior hypotheses, or some hyp was consistent. If the

former, then the algorithm returns ∅ as its indication that no grammar will generate the patterns in

T . If the latter, Fin is updated to temp so that it contains the most recent set of consistent ERC

sets. If the ERC sets in Fin are never incompatible with all sets of ERCs associated with some

morpheme, the algorithm will terminate and return the set of viable ranking hypotheses.

2.7 Local Summary

This chapter has explored the algorithm that forms the core of a phonological learner in OT. The

data a learner can reasonably expect to confront are surface forms that may be related morpholog-

ically. There are two main types of information that this data reveals about the grammar. First,

morphological relations between forms can be ignored in phonotactic learning, where the learner

seeks to find the constraints that dominate markedness constraints that disprefer observed surface

forms. Second, if a morpheme has more than one allomorph, in morphophonological learning

20Note that this is the first (and fairly trivial) way that the language can be detected to be inconsistent. If the
faithfulness violations suggested by the alternations of n are inconsistent by themselves or with Perc, n will not be
represented in Merc and thus no hypotheses will pass the test in line 7. The only opportunity to flip the value of kill is
on the more deeply embedded line 11, so any morpheme failing line 7 will trigger the announcement of inconsistency.
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the learner seeks to find the constraints that dominate the faithfulness constraints that govern the

alternating features.

The learner pursues the grammars that could generate the observed corpus by building a set

of phonotactic ERCs and sets of morphophonological ERCs reflecting every underlying specifica-

tion suggested by alternations. The sets of ERCs are then tested for consistency with each other,

with the ultimate goal of compiling at least one consistent set of ERCs that allow all observed

alternations and all observed surface forms to be generated.

This procedure has been demonstrated to work for small toy languages, and most importantly,

demonstrates the learnability of languages that require composite URs. In chapter 3 we will show

that an existing human language, Russian, that requires such URs is evidently diachronically sta-

ble. Chapter 4 will move the learning theory further to propose a response for when there is no

consistent set of ERCs that allow the entire corpus to be generated.
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CHAPTER 3

Russian: A Case Study of Composite Underlying

Representations

Chapter 2 introduced the topic of learning a phonological grammar from only the information

present in surface forms and their morphological relationships to each other. Particular emphasis

was placed on the necessity of synthesizing information from multiple paradigmatically related

forms, which raises the possibility of composite representations that bear features of distinct sur-

face forms but are identical to none. The parade case (on which the toy language in chapter 2 was

based) of a system that requires composite representations is Kenstowicz and Kisseberth’s (1977,

chapter 2) discussion of Russian. Kenstowicz and Kisseberth discuss oxytone (final stress) nouns

like the word for ‘pie’, where pirók ‘pie’ is unsuffixed and receives stress on the stem, revealing

the quality of the last stem vowel, though word-final devoicing obscures the underlying voicing of

the stem-final obstruent. To obtain the voicing of the stem-final velar, the genitive singular form

pir@g-á ‘pie-gen.sg’ must be consulted, though the genitive singular cannot be relied on for all fea-

tures of the UR, since the stem-final vowel has been reduced to [@]. The underlying representation

that best allows this paradigm to be generated is the composite UR /pirog/, with the /g/ coming

from the genitive singular and the /o/ from the nominative singular.

While the analysis of the Russian word for ‘pie’ is straightforward, a variety of alternative hy-

potheses could be advanced to cover the small number of forms cited by Kenstowicz and Kisseberth

(1977). For instance, a rule could map a stem final sequence [@g] in paradigms with alternating

final stress directly to [ók]. Such an analysis would work well if most stems that end in /g/ have

[ó] rather than [á] when the stem vowel is stressed. Convincing arguments that humans employ

such traditionally dispreferred solutions have been made, see Albright and Hayes (2003) and fur-

ther afield Hayes, Zuraw, Siptar and Londe (2009) have argued for a limited ability of humans
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to adopt phonetically unnatural constraints. Indeed, the Single Surface Base hypothesis (Albright

2002; 2005; 2010, briefly reviewed in section 4.6) forbids composite URs and thus requires that

such a non-traditional analysis be formed. Albright (2002:101-106) conducts a partial survey of

the Russian data and concludes that the prospects for such an analysis being accurate may be quite

good.

To ascertain whether such an analysis is plausible, this chapter surveys Zaliznjak (1977),

an extensive analytic Russian lexicon commonly used in morphophonological investigations (cf.

Linzen, Kasyanenko and Gouskova 2013). The primary focus is on whether the paradigms that

appear to require composite URs share a small number of segmental traits, that would permit a

non-composite UR analysis to capture the data. For instance, if all (or a very large proportion of)

stems end in @g before a suffix and ók (and not ák) when unsuffixed, a composite UR analysis may

not be the only suitable analysis for the data. While this survey is concerned with a very small

corner of the lexicon, the results are fairly strongly in favor of a composite UR analysis.

Note briefly that what is not at issue is whether Russian generally enforces word-final devoicing

or vowel reduction. Textbook treatments of Russian, like Kenstowicz and Kisseberth (1979:53-55)

discuss how word-final devoicing is often transferred to the second language of Russian speakers,

and that loanwords and neologisms uniformly obey word-final devoicing. Similarly, unstressed

vowel reduction is virtually exceptionless in Russian, with the only potential counterexamples

coming from loanwords and ecclesiastical terms, though Gouskova (2012:99) indicates that fail-

ure to reduce in these words is only a feature of highly conservative speakers. What is at issue is

whether paradigms where all paradigmatic cells have been targeted by one of reduction or devoic-

ing can be generated by positing rules that undo the neutralization.

An additional common question is whether a particular phonological phenomenon is under-

attested in the lexicon. It appears that paradigms requiring composite URs are not under-attested

in the lexicon relative to the paradigms attested in the language generally. As discussed in section

3.3, while paradigms with stress alternations are a minority in Russian (approximately 9% of the

nouns in Zaliznjak 1977), and we are interested in the subset with a stem-final voiced obstruent

and vowels that reduce when unstressed, the 142 stems that suggest a composite UR analysis fall

in line with the lexical trends of Russian.
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3.1 Word-Final Devoicing

To better understand the facts as they stand in modern Russian, I conducted a preliminary survey

of Zaliznjak (1977), an analytical dictionary of the Russian lexicon. The citation forms in Zal-

iznjak’s dictionary were converted to digital format and provided with full inflectional paradigms

by Andrej Usachev.1 Following the method used by Linzen, Kasyanenko and Gouskova (2013)

on this lexicon, nouns were identified by the size of their paradigm, which is uniform across the

lexicon since paradigm gaps were filled by Usachev. All analysis reported here was done with

the aid of a Python script written by myself. The resulting list of 29,521 nominal paradigms was

passed through a simple morphological analysis to identify the nominal stem. Five paradigms were

discarded as their inflectional paradigms did not conform to the major declension types, bringing

the number of analyzed nouns to 29,516. The table below gives counts for the number of nominal

stems according to whether they end in a vowel, sonorant consonant or obstruent.

(38) Stem-Final Segments

Vowel Sonorant Obstruent

9,679 5,656 14,181

The class of stems of current interest are those that end in obstruents, and among those, the

ones that occur in declension classes where the stem-final obstruent is placed in word-final and

word-medial position, as in kaban
>
tSjikj ‘pylon’, kaban

>
tSjikj-i ‘pylon-nom.pl’. Noun stems over-

whelmingly occur in paradigms where the morphology moves the final consonant in and out of

of the devoicing environment, with 14,012 of 14,181 stems falling into this category. The key

comparison within this set is between the stems that end in voiced obstruents and those that end in

voiceless obstruents. (39) summarizes the respective counts; because affricates and [x] are not op-

posed by voiced segments, (39) also displays the count for voiceless obstruents that have a voiced

counterpart.

1The source file for the dictionary can be found at www.speakrus.ru/dict/all_forms.rar.
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(39) Stem-Final Obstruents

Voiced All Voiceless Paired Voiceless

3,308 10,704 9,516

Non-alternation is clearly the majority pattern in the lexicon as a whole.Figure 3.1 breaks

down the consonant alternations by voicing pair, showing in each case whether the voiceless (un-

alternating) phoneme is more common than the voiced (alternating) phoneme. The conclusion that

emerges from inspecting Figure 3.1 is that the bulk of the non-alternating segments are [k], while

labial and alveolar places of articulation show stronger tendencies for voicing alternations.

3.2 Vowel Reduction

Russian vowel quality is correlated with consonant palatalization/velarization and stress (Avanesov

1956; 1972, Crosswhite 1999). In stressed syllables, five vowels are distinguished as shown in

Figure 3.2, with the quality of the high front vowel varying between [i] and [1] after palatal-

ized and velarized consonants. Following Padgett (2001), non-back high vowels will be tran-

scribed as [i]. When necessary to distinguish between high non-back vowel quality or when

palatalization/velarization departs from the typical association with front/back vowels palataliza-

tion/velarization will be marked on the preceding consonant.2

Padgett and Tabain (2005) provide the examples of the Russian stressed vowel inventory in

(40), where an evident transcription error in the word for ‘law’ is corrected:

(40) "dGim ‘smoke’ "vjit ‘species’

"sudn@ ‘ship’ klju
>
tS ‘key’

"
>
tsGex ‘workshop’ "del@ ‘business’

"got ‘year’ "sljos ‘tears (gen.pl)’

"prav@ ‘law’ "rjat ‘row’

2The form
>
tsGex ‘workshop’ in (40) does not have palatalization of the initial consonant, though it appears to be

a loan word. The native Russian vocabulary palatalizes consonants before [e], though not necessarily across prefix
boundaries.
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Figure 3.1: Prevalence of alternation versus non-alternation by voicing pair in nouns from Zalizn-
jak (1977). Alternation is better attested relative to non-alternation at labial and alveolar places
of articulation and in fricatives. The counts from Zaliznjak (1977) for [p, b] are 261 and 158,
respectively. The sibilant pairs [s, z] and [S, Z] have very similar rates of alternation versus non-al-
ternation, and so were collapsed.
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(1) u

o

a

e

(i)

Figure 3.2: Russian Stressed Vowel Inventory

In unstressed syllables, the vowel inventory is reduced in different ways depending on the

palatalization of the onset and position relative to stress. When the preceding consonant is palatal-

ized, only two vowels, [i, u] are legal. Paradigmatic alternations show that the non-high vowels

[e, o, a] all neutralize with [i] in this environment, as can be seen in the adjectival forms of the

palatalized forms from (40) in (41), also drawn from Padgett and Tabain (2005).3

(41) vjid-5"voj ‘species-adj’

klju
>
tS-i"voj ‘key-adj’

djil-5"voj ‘business-adj’

sljiz@t5"
>
tSivGij ‘tear gas (adj)’

rjid-5"voj ‘row-adj (rank and file)’

The vowel inventory in unstressed syllables with velarized onsets shrinks to three vowels, [i,

u] and a low vowel, from the full five vowel inventory. The phonetic character of the low vowel

varies according to the position relative to stress. Immediately pre-tonic low vowels are higher

than stressed low vowels, being described as [5], while unstressed low vowels elsewhere are raised

further to [@]. The vowel system in velarized contexts is shown in Figure 3.3.

With three vowel categories after velarized consonants, the pattern of neutralization shifts.

Where in palatalized contexts all non-high vowels are neutralized with [i], in velarized contexts

only [e] is neutralized with [i]. Hence, Padgett and Tabain (2005) provide the examples reproduced

in (42), which can be compared to the parallel non-adjectival forms in (40).
3The examples in (41) show that derivational morphology can trigger stress shifts and allow voiced consonants

to surface faithfully. The derivational patterns that a noun stem takes part in could also therefore provide data that
would motivate a composite UR analysis. Derivational morphology will not be considered here, primarily because
of inconveniences posed in extracting such data from Zaliznjak (1977). Note, however, that this does allow the often
vexed issue of the productivity of derivational morphology to be sidestepped.
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Figure 3.3: Russian Unstressed Post-Velarized Vowel Inventory

(42) dGim-5"voj ‘smoke-adj’

sud-5"voj ‘ship-adj’
>
tsGix-5"voj ‘factory shop-adj’

g@d-5"voj ‘year-adj (yearly)’

pr@v-5"voj ‘law-adj (legal)’

Henceforth, the distinction between pre-tonic and otherwise unstressed vowels will not be rel-

evant to our purposes. Transcriptions will mark reduced back vowels in velarized contexts with

[@]. The crucial point is that there are four neutralizing vowel reduction alternations in Russian:

/o/ neutralizes with /a/ in velarized contexts, /o/ and /a/ neutralize with /i/ in palatal contexts, and

/e/ neutralizes with /i/ in both velarized and palatal contexts.

3.2.1 Stress Alternations

Our interest in vowel reduction is rooted in the alternations it causes when stress shifts between

syllables in an inflectional paradigm. As mentioned above, the vast majority of nouns in Russian

have non-alternating (columnar) stress, and only about 9% of all nouns in Zaliznjak (1977) have

mobile stress. Stress alternations come in two types. The most common type is made up of

nouns that exclusively have stress on the last syllable of the word. The other stress shifting nouns,

accounting for approximately 1% of nouns in Zaliznjak (1977) alternate stress between the first

syllable of the word and the last syllable of the word. An example of each type is provided in (43).
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(43) UR nom.sg gen.pl gloss

/bagre
>
tsG/ b@gré

>
tsG b@grji

>
tsG-óf ‘scarlet’

/golovG/ gol@vG-á g@lófG ‘head’

Of the mobile stress words, approximately 640 have a stressed vowel that deletes in other mem-

bers of the paradigm, as in són ‘sleep’, which has the genitive sn-á ‘sleep-gen.sg’. While it is true

that stress is mobile, if the stress then falls on an affix, the paradigm does not fit our specifications,

as our interest is in stress conditioning vowel quality alternations. Removing these nouns leaves

2,038 nouns with relevant stress alternations. These nouns were then analyzed for which vowels

had both stressed and unstressed allophones in the paradigm. Counts were tabulated both for the

total number of vowels belonging to a particular phoneme and for the total number of stems con-

taining vowels of the phoneme in question. These counts are presented in (44). Note that summing

each row does not equal the total number of stems in the category, since the existence of alterna-

tions between the first and last syllable of the stem means that a single stem can contribute more

than one vowel to the count, or even be categorized in more than one column. Non-parenthesized

counts represent totals for a phoneme without accounting for the palatalization/velarization of the

preceding consonant, parenthesized counts represent the total for the phoneme in a particular con-

sonantal context.4

(44) Stressed Vowel Counts

a (Cja) o (Cjo) e i (CGi) u

mobile vowels 611 (154) 398 (97) 277 540 (92) 333

mobile stems 604 (154) 388 (97) 273 538 (91) 333

Our chief concern is paradigms that suggest composite URs, which include alternating vowels

withing mobile stress paradigms. Figure 3.2.1 illustrates how well attested alternating vowels are in

mobile stress paradigms relative to the non-alternating categories they are neutralized with. Recall

4Our ability to detect consonantal environment is slightly hampered by our reliance on orthographic data. Russian
orthography indicates palatalization of consonants with specialized vowel graphemes for back vowels and [i], but
has only one grapheme for [e]. This is not generally a problem, since [e] occurs almost exclusively after palatalized
consonants, but as (40) shows, there are some cases where it occurs after velarized consonants. Avanesov (1985:663)
includes some words where the orthography indicates velarized consonants, but the spoken language has palatalized
consonants.
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that [o] and [a] neutralize with [i] in palatalizing contexts and [o] is mapped to [a] in velarized

contexts. Figure 3.2.1 represents this by comparing the [a]-[o] alternation only against the [a]’s

that occur in velarized contexts, while the [a]-[i] alternation and the [o]-[i] alternation is compared

only against the post-palatal allophone of [i]. No such distinction is made for [e], which alternates

with [i] in all contexts. Due to the tight link between front vowels and palatalization in Russian, we

can assume that the bulk of the alternations are in the palatal context, though as mentioned above,

the orthography does not allow us to be certain.

From Figure 3.2.1 we can conclude that the [a]-[o] alternation and the [i]-[e] alternation are

the most well attested relative to their non-alternating counterparts. This is not surprising, as the

trend in favor of [a]-[o] and [i]-[e] alternations reflects the historical link between front vowels

with palatalization and back vowels with velarization.

3.2.2 Low [e, o] Counts

A brief look at (44) makes it immediately clear that in mobile stress paradigms, [o] and [e] (the

vowels that undergo neutralizations in every context when unstressed), are the third and fifth most

numerous vowels, while [a] and [i] (the vowels with which [o] and [e] are neutralized) are the

first and second most well-attested vowels. A tempting explanation for this is that the language

has been systematically, if slowly, losing alternating mid vowels in favor of the non-alternating

phonemes that they are neutralized with. While it is certainly plausible that learners exposed to

any neutralizing alternation could adopt the neutralized value as the underlying one, a broader look

at the language indicates that this is unlikely to be the main cause of the low counts for [e] and [o].

If it is the neutralizing allophony that is driving the low numbers of [o] and [e] (and high

numbers of [a] and [i]) in mobile stress paradigms, then columnar stress paradigms, where such al-

lophony is not present, are a suitable baseline. (45) presents the counts for mobile stress paradigms

alongside parallel data for columnar stress paradigms. The columnar stress figures include mobile

stress paradigms where the stressed stem vowel is deleted.5

5Furthermore, the number of columnar stems is two greater than would be expected, since the suppletive paradigms
for

>
tSelovek ‘man’ and rebjonok ‘child’ were counted as both columnar and mobile. The singular forms of these

words have columnar stress, while the plural forms have mobile stress, viz. ljúdj-i ‘man-nom.pl’ and ljudj-mj í ‘man-
instr.pl’. Figures for [a] in columnar stress paradigms include palatalized and velarized contexts, but the count for [a]
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Figure 3.4: Prevalence of alternation versus non-alternation by vowel pair and preceding conso-
nantal context in nouns from Zaliznjak (1977). The value for [i] in the /a/ versus /i/ and /o/ versus
/i/ comparison represents instances of /i/ in post-palatal environment, while the /e/ versus /i/ com-
parison includes all contextual variants of [i]. Alternation is best attested between [a] and [o],
followed by [i] and [e]. If all contextual variants of [i] are pooled, then nearly half of all types of
unstressed [i] are mapped to one of [e], [o] or [a].
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(45) Stressed Vowel Counts

a (Cja) o (Cjo) e i (CGi) u

columnar vowels 7,861 — 7,309 (900) 5,914 5,751 (585) 1,752

columnar stems 7,705 — 7,221 (900) 5,825 6,266 (578) 1,746

mobile vowels 611 (154) 398 (97) 277 540 (92) 333

mobile stems 604 (154) 388 (97) 273 538 (91) 333

Figure 3.5 plots the non-parenthesized totals of the columnar and mobile vowel counts in (44)

as percentages of the respective paradigm types. The figure confirms the general impression: [o]

and [e] are a greater share of the stressed vowels in columnar stress paradigms than in mobile stress

paradigms, and in mobile stress paradigms [a] and [i] are a greater share of stressed vowels than in

columnar stress paradigms.

However, the 7.2 percentage point drop in the prevalence of [o] and the 7.9 percentage point

drop in the prevalence of [e] in mobile paradigms are not matched by equivalent gains in [a]

and [i], which rise by 0.8 percentage points and 4.9 percentage points, respectively. Rather, the

largest jump in attestation comes from [u], whose rate of attestation as a stressed vowel in mobile

stress paradigms is 9.3 percentage points higher than in columnar stress paradigms. Importantly,

[u] does not share unstressed allophones with any of the vowels in question. As a result, the

skewing of the vowel counts in mobile stress paradigms relative to columnar stress paradigms

cannot be due entirely to alternations weakening mid vowels at the expense of the phonemes they

are neutralized with. It is more likely that the counts of vowels in the relatively small number of

mobile stress paradigms were skewed to begin with, in which case these data will not permit us

to assess the effect of alternations weakening the counts of mid vowels. An alternative possibility

is that some other process has asymmetrically targeted mid vowels in mobile stress paradigms

(perhaps transferring their stems to columnar stress paradigms).

in palatalized contexts was not tabulated independently.
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Figure 3.5: Individual vowels as percentages of the total number of stressed vowels in mobile
and columnar stress paradigms. In mobile paradigms [e] and [o] are less robustly attested than
in columnar stress paradigms, while [a], [i] and [u] are more robustly attested in mobile stress
paradigms than in columnar stress paradigms. The gains for [i] and [a] in mobile stress paradigms
cannot have been solely due to [o] and [e] losing lexemes to [i] and [a], as [u] is the category with
the bulk of the gain relative to columnar stress.
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3.3 Devoicing and Reduction

Having reviewed the general phenomena of vowel reduction and word-final devoicing, we turn

now to the paradigms where the alternations caused by these processes suggest a composite UR

analysis. As should be expected from the small numbers of paradigms that have stress alterna-

tions, paradigms that end in voiced consonants and have vowels that alternate are not particularly

numerous, with 142 mobile stress paradigms meeting the criteria. Importantly, however, the counts

from sections 3.1 and 3.2 allow us to estimate the probability that a Russian noun stem will end

in a voiced obstruent and the probability that a mobile stress paradigm will contain an alternating

vowel. The product of these probabilities times 2,038 (the number of mobile stress paradigms) is

how many paradigms that suggest a composite UR we might expect to observe. As (46) shows, the

number of observed composite paradigms is generally not lower than expected with these proba-

bilities.

(46) Observed vs (Expected) Composite Paradigms

b d g v z Z

0.5% 2.2% 1.3% 4.2% 1.4% 0.6%

CGo 13.9% 7 (1.4) 20 (6.2) 10 (3.6) 27 (11.9) 5 (3.9) 6 (1.6)

e 12.8% 2 (1.3) 8 (5.7) 4 (3.3) 12 (10.9) 0 (3.6) 5 (1.4)

Cja 7.1% 1 (0.7) 1 (3.2) 0 (1.8) 0 (6.1) 2 (2) 5 (0.8)

Cjo 4.5% 1 (0.4) 2 (2) 0 (1.2) 3 (3.8) 1 (1.3) 20 (0.5)

(46) demonstrates that it is unlikely that a dispreference against composite URs has whit-

tled away the number of composite paradigms over time. If anything, the number of composite

paradigms has increased relative to our baseline expectation, though the robustness of composite

paradigms is skewed towards paradigms like vjiSéstf ‘stuff (gen.pl)’, vjiSjistv-ó ‘stuff-nom.sg’, or

p@lubók ‘demigod (nom.sg)’, p@lub@g-á ‘demigod-gen.sg’, which contain [o] or [e].

The more pressing issue is the viability of a non-composite UR analysis of these paradigms.6

For concreteness, I will assume that a non-composite UR analysis follows Albright’s (2002) Single
6To be sure, 142 paradigms are probably not beyond the capacity of a person to memorize, so in some sense, a

non-composite UR analysis that relies on lexical listing of morphological alternants must be viable.
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Surface Base hypothesis (reviewed in section 4.6) by picking some morphophonological category

(e.g. the genitive plural, a suffixed form or an unsuffixed form), and using it as the input to all

phonological rules. The key to success for such a model is that the neutralized category in the

allomorph chosen must be the only category in that phonological environment. It is no good to

form a process turning [@] into [o], if half of the [@]’s in that phonological environment must be

mapped to [a].

Figure 3.6 illustrates the type frequencies of composite paradigms with an [o]-[a] alternation

against non-composite paradigms with non-alternating [a], categorized by which voiced obstruents

the stems end in. It depicts the answer to the question “how accurate would processes that restored

[o] from [@] according to the stem-final consonant be?”. As can be seen in figure 3.6, the answer

is “fairly accurate”, since non-alternating [a] paradigms predominantly have different stem-final

consonants than paradigms with an [o]-[a] alternation. Concretely, a process that took a suffixed

form as an input and mapped [@d] to unsuffixed [ót] would get the right answer 20 out of 26 times,

and similar accuracy figures exist for the other voiced obstruents. The mistakes such a process

would make would be in over-extending [o] in paradigms where [a] is correct. (47) exemplifies

an application of this process to forms where it would derive the correct and incorrect results,

respectively.

(47) ‘movement’ ‘mood ’ Gloss

x@d-á l@dG-i UR Source (nom.pl)

/x@d/ /l@dG/ UR

xót lótG @d→ ót / #

[xót] [lótG] SR

[xót] [látG] Correct SR

However, selecting a suffixed form and undoing the vowel neutralization is much less straight-

forward if the vowels in question are neutralized to [i]. This is primarily because, as Figure 3.7

shows, the non-alternating [i] is roughly as well attested throughout the space of voiced obstruents

as the main alternating category [e]. Further, there is the problem of having to correctly specify the

stressed vowel, since it is in fact a four-way neutralization between /e/, /i/, /a/, /o/. In fact, for every
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Figure 3.6: Prevalence of unstressed [@] that alternates with stressed [ó] against unstressed [@]
that alternates with stressed [á] by stem-final voiced consonant in nouns from Zaliznjak (1977).
Alternation with [ó] is generally better attested than alternation with [á], except for when the
stem-final consonant [Z].
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voiced obstruent except /z/, restoring the most well attested stressed alternant from unstressed [i]

will be correct at most only slightly over 50% of the time. (48) provides a schematic example of

the pitfalls.

(48) ‘hubbub’ ‘case ‘waxwork’ ‘swift (bird)’ Gloss

g@ldjiZj-́i p@djiZj-́i muljiZj-́i strjiZG-́i UR Source (nom.pl)

/g@ldjiZj/ /p@djiZj/ /muljiZj/ /strjiZG/ UR

g@ldjóSj p@djóSj muljóSj strjoS CjiZ→ CjóS / #

[g@ldjóSj] [p@djóSj] [muljóSj] [strjoS] SR

[g@ldjoSj] [p@djéSj] [muljáSj] [strjiS] Correct SR

Turning the tables so that the process attempts to restore voicing to devoiced consonants runs

into similar problems. For instance, as shown in Figures 3.8 and 3.9, there are a greater or equal

number of stem-final non-alternating voiceless consonants than alternating voiced consonants in

mobile stress paradigms with a stressed [o] or a stressed [e]. Any process with a chance at be-

ing accurate would have to impose a non-alternating voiceless obstruent over the original voiced

obstruent. The effect of this would be to remove composite paradigms from the language.

One set of composite paradigms where it is fairly feasible to restore voicing from an allomorph

where it has been devoiced are those where the stressed vowel is [o] in a palatalized context. This

is shown in Figure 3.10. Composite paradigms where the stressed vowel is [a] in a palatalized

context are too few to make a coherent graph, and so are not displayed.

By now it should be clear that attempting to generate the composite paradigms of Russian

without a composite UR would require developing highly idiosyncratic processes. Such processes

are not out of the question, but without reinforcement from high token frequency or a background

of phonological or semantic reliability, it is fairly likely that paradigms with what would essentially

be irregular phonology would be regularized at some point in the diachronic development of the

language. Strikingly, following Kiparsky (1979) and Lunt (1980), the reduction and devoicing

alternations in Russian have coexisted for approximately 700 years. If learners were treating the

composite paradigms as anomalous, one might expect regularization to have already taken place.

By contrast, if composite paradigms pose no special challenge to learners, the stability of these
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Figure 3.7: Prevalence of unstressed [i] that alternates with stressed [ı́, é, á, ó] by stem-final voiced
consonant in nouns from Zaliznjak (1977). Alternation with any single vowel quality is typically
offset by alternation with the remaining three vowel categories.
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Figure 3.8: Prevalence of voiceless obstruents in word-final position that have voiced or voiceless
realizations by obstruent type in mobile stress nouns with a stressed [ó] from Zaliznjak (1977).
Alternating (voiced) and non-alternating (voiceless) obstruents are approximately evenly attested.
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Figure 3.9: Prevalence of voiceless obstruents in word-final position that have voiced or voiceless
realizations by obstruent type in mobile stress nouns with a stressed [é] from Zaliznjak (1977).
Non-alternating (voiceless) stops are better attested in than alternating (voiced) stops.
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Figure 3.10: Prevalence of voiceless obstruents in word-final position that have voiced or voiceless
realizations by obstruent type in mobile stress nouns with a stressed [ó] following a palatalized
consonant from Zaliznjak (1977). Fricatives are heavily skewed towards being alternating (voiced),
while stops are skewed towards being non-alternating (voiceless).
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paradigms is unremarkable. As a result, a learning algorithm that can acquire composite URs, as

discussed in chapter 2 is supportable.
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CHAPTER 4

Imperfect Learning

4.1 Learning and Language Change

Language change is at first blush paradoxical. Different generations within a speech community

at any given time share a language, yet speakers from different periods may speak varieties that

are mutually unintelligible. Despite unbroken transmission and acquisition, the language changes.

There are two major explanations for this. First, humans can robustly produce and comprehend a

wide range of variation, which makes it possible for the language spoken by a community to drift

subtly over time. Second, even if intergenerational transmission is constant, it may be discontinu-

ous.

These two factors in linguistic change have been recognized since at least Baudouin de Courte-

nay (1972) and Saussure (1959) and were given theoretical precision by Kiparsky (1988; 1995) and

Bermúdez-Otero (2007; 2014a) among others. Discontinuous learning is made possible by recog-

nizing that learners compile a mental phonological system from the physical phonetic utterances

of their parents. That is, parents are assumed to know a grammar with the modular, feed-forward

architecture common in generative linguistics. The phonological module compiles discrete sym-

bolic representations, which are fed to a phonetic module, where gradient processes implement

them as physical sounds.

Diachronic sound change starts as drift in the phonetic component. Gradient phonetic processes

can be language-specific (Keating 1985), and thus can become more or less exaggerated over time.

If they become sufficiently extreme, then language learners may misperceive them as categorical

phonology, not gradient phonetics (Hyman 1976, Ohala 1989; 1992; 1993, see also Blevins 2004,

Fruehwald 2013). Learners must then posit a phonological analysis where their parents had only a
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phonetic analysis. This process is often referred to as phonologization.

Discontinuous learning occurs when the phonetic system of a speech community crosses a

threshold and learners categorize it as part of a novel phonological system. As a schematic exam-

ple, consider a fairly recent change found in many English dialects. In the seventeenth century, [r]

weakened in coda position, and by the late eighteenth century, deletion of coda [r] was well attested

(Bailey 1996:98-109, McMahon 2000:234-240, see also Hay and Sudbury 2005 for a sociolinguis-

tic study of New Zealand English). Hence, manner varied between [mæn@r] and [mæn@], while

Anna was pronounced [æn@]. Coda deletion then became so prevalent that the final syllables of

manner and Anna were only distinguished when the [r] was syllabified as an onset (“linking [r]”).

At this stage, manner is [mæn@r Iz] contrasted with Anna is [æn@ Iz]. Then, [r] started to appear

in words that historically never had it (“intrusive [r]”), as in Anna[r] is [æn@r Iz]. The change is

summarized below.

(49) manner manner is Anna Anna is

mæn@ mæn@r Iz æn@ æn@ Iz Linking [r]

mæn@ mæn@r Iz æn@ æn@r Iz Linking and Intrusive [r]

Though the analysis of [r]-sandhi in modern English is controversial (see McCarthy 1991;

1993, Harris 1994, McMahon 2000, Bermúdez-Otero 2011, Sóskuthy 2013), the most important

(and uncontroversial) fact is that a significant change has taken place. Either final [r] has been

added after non-high vowels throughout the lexicon, or an epenthesis process has emerged.

Bermúdez-Otero and Hogg (2003:99 ff) discuss how frequency asymmetries may have permit-

ted learners to maintain an epenthesis analysis instead of guiding them to the veridical deletion

system (see also Bermúdez-Otero 2011). At the point that deletion became prevalent, learners per-

ceived a categorical alternation between [r] and ∅, and began to construct an appropriate lexicon

and a phonological grammar. It would not be unreasonable for learners to analyze the alternation

as being the result of epenthesis, so that underlying representations could lack syllable-final /r/.

Importantly, prior sound changes had skewed the lexicon so that words like Anna that did not al-

ternate were comparatively rare. An earlier apocope process had decreased the number of words

without an alternation after [@] (Minkova 1991). Meanwhile a process known as “pre-[r] breaking”
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had greatly increased the number of words that had an alternation after [@] (see McMahon 2000).

With only infrequent counter-evidence against epenthesis from words like Anna, a substantial pro-

portion of learners kept it. The rise of intrusive [r] from the linking [r] system was simply the

productive application of this grammar.

4.1.1 Change by Design

English [r]-sandhi might be called an “accidental change”, since the proposed cause depends heav-

ily on idiosyncratic facts of the English lexicon. Whenever multiple analyses are theoretically

available, or a more accurate analysis is ignored, such an accidental cause must feature. Com-

monly discussed causes in this vein include sensitivity to particular “triggering” data (Lightfoot

1999), the order or age in which data is encountered (Kiparsky 1978; 1995), the relative frequency

of structures (Niyogi 2006), or prior biases against particular analyses (Moreton 2008, White 2013;

2014).

A stronger claim is that a particular change follows from the definitional principles of language

itself. Such a change might be called a “change by design” Arguments for change by design posit

that learners were exposed to data that did not conform to the requirements for human language.

This is not as outlandish as it sounds, since it is possible for phonetic drift to move the surface forms

produced by a valid human language over categorical thresholds, triggering a novel phonological

analysis. All that is required for learners to encounter “non-human” surface forms is for phonetic

drift to move a language to the point where the perceived phonological system is impossible. In

section 4.6 we will review one such proposal by Albright (2002), but will eventually settle on

using the typology defined by sets of Classic OT constraints as the means to delineate possible

from impossible languages.

Allowing learners to enforce change by design moves our theory of learning further from the

standard task in computational learnability, which is to determine whether a class of languages

L (subsets of Σ∗) can be identified by a learning function ϕ(), see chapter 2. Intuitively, all the

languages in the class bear common properties, and when the learning function ϕ() is exposed

to one language in the class, it exploits these properties to identify which language the observed
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strings come from. More concretely, a human child may be presumed to be born with or quickly

develop some idea of what a human language is, and leverage this knowledge to determine what

language(s) are spoken in its environment.1 In the context of OT, as chapter 2 showed, learners are

assumed to learn or already know a complete inventory of markedness and faithfulness constraints,

the permutations of which determine a typology of input-output functions. Because multiple rank-

ings of OT constraints may be consistent with the surface forms and alternations of a language, the

learning function ϕ() must rule out the input-output functions that are contradicted by the observed

data.

If a learner is to carry out change by design, however, it is not enough to identify the languages

in the typology defined by a constraint set. The learning function ϕ() must also recognize when a

language is outside of the available typology and respond by producing a grammar for a language

that is within the available typology. This chapter will review how a learner can recognize when

a language is not representable by any ranking of OT constraints (section 4.2) and section 4.6

extends a proposal developed by Albright (2002) to specify how the learner should respond in

such a situation.

4.2 Detecting Non-OT Languages

In OT, the typology of available languages is obtained by permuting the ranking of the assumed

constraints. As we have seen in chapter 2, learning from paradigm-labeled surface forms is carried

out by accumulating sets of partial rankings, where each set represents a distinct hypothesis to

explain the surface inventory and alternations in the data. Because the learner assumed the structure

of OT, all sets were internally consistent (i.e. no set had contradictory rankings), while each datum

in the observed corpus was the unique optimum of an input for any total ranking that respects the

partial rankings in the set. If no ranking of OT constraints is compatible with the observed data, it

is because either of of these properties is violated. That is, if no set ensures that each datum is a

1To assume otherwise is to assume that human children can learn arbitrary subsets of Σ∗. It would be a mistake
to adopt such an assumption, not least because of Gold’s (1967) proof that it is impossible to learn the relatively
unconstrained set of recursively enumerable languages (languages whose legal utterances can be recognized by a
finite device recursively applying a finite set of rules) or indeed any strict superset of the finite languages (languages
whose legal utterances can be enumerated in a finite list).
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unique optimum, or every set is inconsistent with an ERC from a datum, then the learner ϕ() has

been signaled that the observed language is outside of the assumed typology. See section 2.2.1 for

a discussion of how inconsistency is detected.

The only point that must be added is how to detect that the observed datum is not a unique

optimum. This is a straightforward question. When computing the contenders of an input (the finite

set of non-harmonically bounded outputs), if one contender performs identically to the intended

winner on every constraint, then the observed output cannot be distinguished from the contender.

As an ERC, this situation is signaled by a vector consisting only of e, as shown below.

(50)

natibadim *CCC *V MAX-V

a. + natbadim *** *

b. + natibdim e *** e * e

c. natibadim e **** W L

d. natbdim * W ** L ** W

Assuming an input of /natibadim/ for an observed winner natbadim with the constraint set in

50 means that there is no way to distinguish between the intended winner natbadim and natibdim.

Under any ranking of these constraints, the observed winner is not the unique optimum for this

input. The learner must simply be able to detect a tie to notice that this assumed property of an OT

language has been violated. A learner will have to either try a different UR for this output, or if no

other UR is feasible, announce that the observed language is not in the assumed typology. See also

Tesar and Smolensky (1993, §4.1).

True ties are generally not considered to be a realistic problem in OT, since there is a large

enough inventory of postulated constraints that some constraint, however tangentially related to

the phenomenon being analyzed, will distinguish between any pair of candidates. However, in

chapter 5 we will consider a language where tied candidates on relevant constraints are so common
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that recruiting tangentially related constraints to consistently pick winners is infeasible, so tied

candidates will be expositionally relevant.

4.3 Alternations (Partly) Cause Inconsistency

The learning system discussed here uses OT to define the space of possible languages. Importantly,

of the two targets of phonological learning, the phonotactic distribution cannot by itself place a

language outside of the space of OT-languages. To see this, assume a set of OT constraints CON

containing markedness constraints and faithfulness constraints such that any deviation from a string

penalized by a markedness constraint is penalized by at least one faithfulness constraint. Recall

from section 2.3 that phonotactic learning seeks to ensure the legality of the corpus of observed

surface forms. To acheive this, the learner must rule out grammars that cannot derive utterances

in the observed data, that is, the grammars that do not dominate violated markedness constraints

with constraints that favor observed forms. Because faithfulness constraints do not inherently

disprefer any surface form (unlike markedness constraints), a perpetually available grammar that

derives all observed surface forms is one where all markedness constraints are dominated by every

faithfulness constraint. Such a grammar may be called the “identity grammar”, since it ensures that

all forms in any corpus of data are derived from URs that are identical to the observed SRs. The

upshot of the availability of the identity grammar is that no matter how many marked structures

are present in a corpus of data, there is always a grammar that permits all of them to surface. A

phonotactic distribution is always describable by the constraints in CON.

Note that this is not a claim that any set of constraints CON can make the gaps of any phono-

tactic distribution be principled gaps. For instance, if CON is the set of constraints that define

human phonological patterns, it will include markedness constraints that disfavor voiced obstruent

codas and will not include markedness constraints that favor them. If a learner is presented with a

language that has voiced obstruent codas to the exclusion of voiceless codas, it will learn a rank-

ing that permits voiced codas, but will be unable to ensure that voiceless codas are illegal. The

observed surface forms will simply be a subset of the language derived by the grammar. Clearly,

the prediction from OT is that if sound change produced a language with solely voiced obstruents
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(Blevins 2004, Yu 2004, Kiparsky 2006; 2008), learners would be able to maintain exclusively

voiced codas in words they had encountered. However, their grammar would accept voiceless

obstruent codas, making the restriction of codas to voiced segments be merely an accident of the

lexicon. We would expect speakers of such a language to not modify loan words with voiceless ob-

struent codas, or to judge nonce words with voiceless obstruent codas as acceptable.2 See section

4.5 for further discussion of how a learner could respond to a language that violates the assumed

typology.

Where any phonotactic distribution is compatible with some OT grammar with constraints in

CON, alternation patterns do not benefit from such a guarantee. Beyond the trivial case where CON

does not contain markedness constraints that can compel some alternation, it is possible to imagine

sets of paradigms that satisfy the same markedness constraint by different faithfulness violations.

For instance, complex coda violations could be resolved by MAX violations in [and-a, an], but by

DEP violations in [and-a, andi]. If both paradigms were in the same language, a ranking paradox

between MAX and DEP would result.

This is not simply a result of picking a convenient example. The nature of morphophonolog-

ical learning is different from phonotactic learning. Phonotactic learning has a restricted pool of

constraints that might disfavor observed forms (markedness constraints), and a separate pool of

constraints that can always favor observed forms (faithfulness constraints). This situation does

not obtain in morphophonological learning, since alternations show which faithfulness constraints

prefer losers. Since the observed forms may still violate markedness constraints, there is no corre-

sponding guarantee that markedness constraints will only prefer winners. In morphophonological

learning there is no pool of constraints that can be counted on to ensure consistency.

Morphophonological alternations may not only be internally inconsistent, but can also be in-

consistent with the phonotactic distribution. Some ranking that may be necessary to keep observed

forms legal could be incompatible with what is demanded by alternations. For example, consider

a language with contrastive voicing in all environments, so that ag, aga, ak, aka are legal. The nec-

essary constraint ranking is ID-VOI≫ *VOIOBS#, *VOIOBS, *IVV. Barring underspecification,

2Kiparsky (2006; 2008) argues that there is no evidence that diachronic paths that end in word-final voicing are
taken to completion. Given the ability of OT to accomodate any phonotactic distribution, we cannot rely on the
architecture of OT to ensure that synchronic voiced codas never arise via sound change.
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a paradigm with a voice alternation like [ag-a, ak] demands that ID-VOI be dominated by *IVV or

*OBSVOI#. If such a paradigm exists in the language, the morphophonological data will require

rankings that are incompatible with rankings required for the phonotactic data.3

Indeed, this situation has already been encountered in the previous chapter, where a mor-

phophonological hypothesis could be rejected if it conflicted with the phonotactics. The important

point here is that all morphophonological hypotheses may be inconsistent with the phonotactic

ranking requirements. In such a case, a learner should arrive at the conclusion that the observed

language is outside of the assumed typological space. There are several imaginable next steps for

a learner in such a situation, including just giving up, adopting a default language, or seeking a

language that resembles the observed language to some degree. Later sections of this chapter will

explore the latter possibility.

4.3.1 Opacity and OT

The discussion thus far in section 4.3 focuses on OT languages in the abstract, assuming only

that OT languages are total functions between Σ∗×Σ∗, as defined by the permutations of the con-

straints in the set CON. The only assumption made about CON was that it contains markedness

and faithfulness constraints. Obviously, the content of CON matters quite a bit, as it determines

which functions between phonological inputs and outputs are actually possible in any given case.

A narrow (and mundane) way for a language to fail to be an OT language is simply if CON does

not contain constraints that can be ranked to make the required input-output mapping optimal.

A more substantial cause of OT being unable to generate a particular input-output mapping lies

in the key OT tenet of parallel evaluation, whereby all possible outputs are evaluated simultane-

ously and the best output as determined by the constraint ranking is selected. This contrasts with

serial evaluation, where the output of an input is the product of a chain of operations, as occurs

in rule based phonology (Chomsky and Halle 1968) or in Harmonic Serialism (McCarthy 2010).

3It is well known that such systems of voice alternations in fact exist, as in Turkish (Inkelas, Orgun and Zoll 1997),
a fact that motivates an underspecification analysis. In general, featural alternations that contradict unambitious phono-
tactic rankings can be generated by proposing underspecification. However, alternations that do not properly involve
features, like insertion/deletion, moraic alternations, or stress alternations are not amenable to underspecification and
are thus more prone to contradicting phonotactic requirements.
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One of the crucial effects of using parallel evaluation is that phonological phenomena that require

reference to a representation that is intermediate between the UR and the SR cannot be generated

(see especially McCarthy 2008, and chapter 5). Many of these phenomena that OT cannot generate

are what were traditionally described with opaque rule interactions (Kiparsky 1968b; 1971; 1973).

There continues to be debate over the proper meaning of opacity in an OT setting (Bakovic 2007;

2011, McCarthy 2007a, Tesar 2013), and a variety of novel constraint types and other modifica-

tions to OT have been proposed to augment the range of patterns it can produce. Nonetheless,

opaque alternations are widely recognized as problematic for OT, as they very frequently require

inconsistent rankings.

The goal of the discussion here is not to provide an argument for or against the validity of

opaque phenomena generally. However, with the fomulation of a learning theory, it does attempt

to provide some precision to Kiparsky’s original thesis that opaque phonology may be difficult to

learn and hence will be prone to be changed by learners (see especially section 4.8). The change

that our learner will enforce is a paradigmatic change known as levelling, which the next section

takes up.

4.4 Responding to Inconsistency

On the face of it, the stated goal of responding to an inconsistent language by producing a maxi-

mally similar, but consistent, language is straightforward. Once the corpus contains data such that

all hypotheses become inconsistent, the learner could construct all consistent subsets of the ERCs

that form the hypotheses, and compare the subsets on an accuracy metric for the observed lan-

guage. Rather than seek an exact solution to this problem, our algorithm will sacrifice alternations

and keep phonotactic generalizations, thereby actuating a paradigmatic change known to historical

linguists as levelling (see section 4.4.2).
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4.4.1 Why not Sacrifice Phonotactics?

It is not obvious that alternations must be sacrificed when inconsistency results, since one poten-

tial reason for inconsistency is a conflict between phonotactics and alternations. Importantly, the

historical record contains events dubbed by historical linguists “extension” where phonotactics are

overturned. English [r]-sandhi, discussed in section 4.1, is one such case, since before intrusive

[r] was generalized from linking [r], the phonotactics permitted non-high vowels in hiatus. The

imposition of intrusive [r] in words that historically permitted hiatus amounts to the sacrifice of

a phonotactic pattern to an alternation. Other cases of extension include Portuguese laxing (De

Chene 2010) and an ongoing change in Korean (Albright and Kang 2008).

Frequency features prominently in prior explanations for why a phonotactic pattern might be

overruled by an alternation. As mentioned in section 4.1, the English lexicon had been heavily

skewed so that alternation in hiatus was more frequent than non-alternation, while Albright and

Kang (2008) point out that the pivot forms in the Korean change are dramatically more frequent

in child-directed speech than the changed forms.4 While the precise role of frequency in change

is still to be worked out (see Albright and Kang 2008), it seems probable that some frequency

statistic may help to decide whether alternations or phonotactics are sacrificed. At the very least,

this question will not be immediately relevant for us, since the case studies considered in section

4.8 and chapter 5 all involve the sacrifice of alternations for phonotactics.

4.4.2 Levelling Introduced

Leveling is usually diagnosed observationally by one allomorph of a morpheme (the pivot) gaining

a wider distribution by replacing other allomorphs of the morpheme. A preliminary example of

this will appear in section 4.5, while section 4.6 will refine this idea further, The classic case

of levelling is the Latin honor analogy (Kiparsky 1971, Kenstowicz 1996, Albright 2002; 2005),

Gorman 2012), whereby the Classical Latin paradigm for ‘honor’ shows the generalization of what

4The English change also featured a more frequent pivot, since word-final consonants are three times more likely
to be parsed into a coda than resyllabified into an onset in English (Bybee 1985:73). The most frequent allomorph in
paradigms that had an [r]-∅ alternation was the [r]-less allomorph, possibly leading human learners to the conclusion
that the less frequent allomorphs had arisen via epenthesis.
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was originally an oblique case allomorph in Old Latin, as shown below:

(51) Old Latin Classical Latin

nom.sg hono:s > honor

gen.sg hono:ris > hono:ris

The description of levelling as involving a “pivot” allomorph that “spreads” to other cells of

the paradigm has no formal status in the theory developed here. Any change that is wrought within

a paradigm occurs via a change in the UR for the morpheme in question, which the grammar, due

to the high rank of faithfulness constraints induced during phonotactic learning, realizes faithfully

in new contexts. There are other commonly attested historical outcomes for paradigms as well,

including the memorization of an irregular paradigm, the development of new lexical entries, and

the maintenance of an irregular form with special semantics alongside a phonologically regular

form with regular semantics. Such changes are not of direct interest here, though a full explanation

of language change would clearly explain them as well.

4.5 Schematized Impossibility

As an example of how sound change might draw a language into inconsistency, consider a lan-

guage that degeminates consonants word-finally and subsequently lenites geminate consonants to

voiceless consonants and singleton consonants to voiced consonants, as in (52).

(52) ‘Horse’ ‘Bridle’

acc nom acc nom unattested Stage

at-a at att-a at *att Degemination

ad-a ad at-a ad *at Lenition

As Kiparsky (2008) has pointed out, one might expect a learner that was exposed to surface

forms in the degemination stage in (52) to acquire a grammar that correctly produced the observed

data. The expectation of successful acquisition is based on the widely observed and uncontro-

versial stability of the pattern of degemination (see Kaye and Nykiel 1979:76-79, and Kennedy
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2003:80-85). Furthermore, it would be unsurprising if speakers with a degemination grammar

developed a phonetic sound change leniting geminate and singleton consonants to voiceless and

voiced segments. However, what learners would do in response to the phonetic lenition data is

controversial.

Much research argues that phonology is phonetically natural (Stampe 1973, Hayes 1999a,

Hayes, Kirchner and Steriade 2004, White 2013). Hayes (1999a,§6.2) summarizes several pho-

netic reasons to expect voicelessness to be favored over voicing in word-final position, while there

are not phonetic factors favoring the reverse. The lenition stage in (52) represents a language where

not only are voiceless segments absent word-finally, but an alternation actively enforces voicing at

the end of the word. If CON does not contain constraints that favor voicing word-finally, then the

perceived language at the lenition stage is outside of the available typology for learners. Once the

learner detects inconsistency, following the idealized response to inconsistency adopted here, the

phonotactic ranking will force the alternating paradigm to lose its alternation.

Under the standard theory of CON adopted by phonologists, the only constraint regulating voice

in word-final position, *VOIOBS#, makes voicing marked in this context. In order for forms like

ad to be legal, such a constraint must be dominated. Indeed, since the claim is that no markedness

constraint prefers word-final voiced obstruents to other segments, the phonotactic ranking requires

that *VOIOBS# be dominated by a faithfulness constraint like ID-VOI:

(53)

ad *VOIOBS# ID-VOI

a. + ad *

b. at L *W

Importantly, this constraint set lacks markedness constraints that can force the alternation ob-

served between at-a ‘bridle-acc’ and ad ‘bridle’. No matter what UR is chosen for the morpheme

‘bridle’, all allomorphs of the morpheme cannot be generated in the appropriate contexts. For

instance, if /at/ is chosen, at-a is generated (as it violates no constraints):
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(54)

at-a *VOIOBS# ID-VOI

a. + ata

But when it comes time to generate the form ad, the desired winner (marked with a frowning

face) isn’t even a contender. An intended loser wins instead. This morphophonological hypothesis

is not only inconsistent with the phonotactic ranking, it is inconsistent outright.

(55)

at *VOIOBS# ID-VOI

a. / ad *

b. + at L

Likewise, the alternative interpretation of the alternation as devoicing fails, since at-a is har-

monically bounded from /ad-a/:5

(56)

ad-a *VOIOBS# ID-VOI

a. / ata *

b. + ada L

With every morphophonological hypothesis being inconsistent, the learner has been signaled

that the observed language is outside of the available typology. Following the mandate set in

5Adding a constraint that forces devoicing, or fortition, in onset position (as advocated for Lezgian by Kiparsky
2008) would allow the intended winner at-a to be a contender. However, the ERC that allows at-a to beat ad-a would
be inconsistent with the phonotactic rankings, which would allow ad-a as a legal form, due to it being attested as the
accusative of ‘horse’ in (52). Kiparsky’s analysis of Lezgian does not encounter this same problem, as there is no
opposing non-alternating voiced segment in the surface inventory of the language.
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section 4.4, the learner will discard the inconsistent morphophonological ERCs but retain the con-

sistent phonotactic ERC set. Fortunately in this example, the phonotactic ERCs provide a total

ranking of the constraint set, so that no further elaboration must be performed (see section 4.5.1

immediately below). With the grammar set, the final realization of the observed paradigm ad, at-a

will depend only on what the UR is set to. If it is set to /ad/, then the grammar will produce ad,

ad-a, effecting a levelling where the nominative is the pivot. While if it is set to /at/, the grammar

will produce at, at-a, where the accusative allomorph appears to spread its distribution.

4.5.1 Elaboration of Rankings Post-Inconsistency

If the full language requires an inconsistent ranking, the strategy of the learner must shift. The

earlier strategy of gathering ERCs from each individual datum was based on the assumption that

there was a correct grammar that could generate all surface forms while deriving paradigmatic

alternations. Once inconsistency has become certain, rankings can no longer be distinguished

along the lines of possibly correct versus definitely incorrect, but instead are just more or less

incorrect.

Recall that it is possible to address phonological learning either by enumerating every total

ranking of constraints or by the more common method of gradually accumulating ranking state-

ments (see chapter 2). These options are still available once alternations have been found to render

the ranking inconsistent, though the enumeration strategy only requires listing the rankings that

are compatible with the phonotactic ERCs, instead of listing all total rankings of constraints. A

major perceived benefit of the accumulation strategy over the enumeration strategy is speed, as

direct consideration of every possible grammar is thought to be too slow to plausibly model human

language acquisition (see for instance Tesar and Prince 2007). However, the speed advantage of

the accumulation approach goes away once grammars are only more or less correct. Magri (2013)

has shown that the problem of finding the OT grammar that maximizes accuracy is NP-complete,

meaning that there is no known way to quickly solve it. At the time of writing, the slowness

argument against an enumeration strategy is inapplicable.

There is also an important obstacle to accumulating ERCs in a language where a full analysis
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would require an inconsistent ranking. It is possible that an observed allomorph is harmonically

bounded under every underlying specification, or at the very least every underlying specification

for some morpheme requires a ranking that is contradicted elsewhere. The observed allomorph

clearly cannot win under any consistent ranking, and if some consistent ranking is to be found,

the allomorph must not be designated as the winner. However, the learner must then decide which

unobserved candidate to declare as the winner. Such a problem may not be insurmountable, as

the learner could compare potential winners to the observed allomorph for phonetic similarity, but

it is a decision where the correct choice is not obviously available. See section 5.7.3.1 for some

discussion of gradient comparison of generated winners to observed allomorphs. If a total ranking

is assumed on the other hand, the winner is determined by the ranking, and the learner simply

needs to check whether the winner matches the observed allomorph.

If we assume that the learner’s goal is to maximize accuracy even when perfect accuracy is im-

possible, enumeration of all of the remaining hypotheses is actually a rather straightforward way

to proceed. Because we are assuming that phonotactic ERCs are kept and the morphophonolog-

ical ERCs are discarded, accuracy only needs to be calculated for alternations, not whether any

surface forms are rendered illegal. To tabulate accuracy, the learner could follow the following

procedure. For each morpheme in the corpus, the learner can obtain the URs that would generate

its allomorphs in their observed environments via the comprehension methods discussed in Eisner

(2002) or Riggle (2004:194 ff).6 The sets of URs for each allomorph would then be intersected

with each other. Each time a non-empty intersection is discovered, an alternation is generated by

the grammar, and the accuracy score may increase. Once this score has been compiled for all rank-

ings, the grammar(s) with the highest score should be selected. This approach will be modified

slightly after the discussion in the next section, after which it will be summarized in pseudo-code.

6This is actually an advantage of the enumeration approach, since the comprehension methods presuppose a total
ranking.
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4.6 The Single Surface Base Hypothesis

A consistent observation is that paradigm levelling within a language consistently spreads an al-

lomorph from the same morphological or phonological environment in all paradigms (see for in-

stance Garrett 2008, §1).7 Hence, in addition to a mechanism to assess overall accuracy, it is also

prudent to specify that allomorphs that occur in a particular morphological or phonological en-

vironment are in some sense privileged. Many proposals to ensure this consistency in levelling

exist, but we will here focus on an especially influential model, the Single Surface Base hypothesis

(Albright 2002; 2005; 2010). This section will review key elements of the Single Surface Base

hypothesis, section 4.7 discusses how the key insights of the Single Surface Base hypothesis can

be incorporated into the model proposed here, and section 4.8 will discuss the case of Yiddish

paradigm leveling in the context of the proposals developed here.

In its original form, the Single Surface Base hypothesis makes a concretist claim about phono-

logical structure: the allomorphs of any morpheme are derived from some allomorph of the same

morpheme. Put another way, the Single Surface Base hypothesis restricts the inputs of phonol-

ogy to be a subset of its outputs, or in OT terms, IO-faithfulness constraints are indistinguishable

from OO-faithfulness constraints (Benua 1997, Burzio 1998; 2002). The hypothesis gets its name

from the stronger restriction it imposes: the allomorphs of morphemes in a morphological cate-

gory, like nouns or non-past verbs, are derived from the allomorph occurring in the context of a

particular morphological feature, like genitive or first person.8 For convenience, rather than re-

fer to “allomorph occurring in the context of a particular morphological feature”, I will refer to a

“paradigmatic cell”, although a precise definition of morphological paradigms will not be sought

here.

To see the practical implications of these restrictions, consider the following synthetic example

adapted slightly from Albright (2002:46), featuring a language with palatalization of [k] before [i].

7This is evidently only a very robust tendency, as there are cases where allomorphs from different morphological
environments have been spread (see Winter 1971:59-60).

8Affixes are themselves instantiations of morphological categories, for instance, number, case, or aspect. It is
conceivable that affixes are derived from a particular morphological context, as in number affixes being derived from
the allomorph that appears in the context of a locative suffix. However, the treatment of affixes remains unsettled,
though Albright and Kang (2008) tentatively suggest grouping affixes by phonological properties.
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(57) Absolutive Ergative

1. Pak Pa
>
tS-i

2. muk mu
>
tS-i

3. lok lo
>
tS-i

4. sa
>
tS sa

>
tS-i

5. ru
>
tS ru

>
tS-i

6. da
>
tS da

>
tS-i

7. lot lot-i

8. gup gup-i

9. lap lap-i

10. ban ban-i

11. yul yul-i

The Single Surface Base hypothesis provides a ready answer to the question of which allo-

morph should be preserved and spread during leveling. At the very least, this allomorph is the base

allomorph. No matter if the ergative or absolutive cell is chosen as the base, the base form will

always be correctly generated within its original environment, since it can be perfectly predicted

from itself.

Importantly, however, while the model stipulates that only a surface form from a particular

context be the base, which context is chosen is determined by analyzing the overall predictability

of the non-base forms from the base forms. In the case of a language like that in (57), the distinction

between non-alternating [
>
tS] and [k] is erased before the suffix [-i]. If the absolutive cell is selected

as the base, it is straightforward to elaborate the phonotactic grammar with a general process that

palatalizes [k] to [
>
tS], while leaving [

>
tS] unchanged. By contrast, if the ergative case is selected as

the base, then there are limited options for elaborating the phonotactic grammar, since generating

the absolutive forms of ru
>
tS-i (ru

>
tS) and mu

>
tS-i (muk) will require either a lexically specific rule

depalatalizing [
>
tS] in the environment [mu #], or there will be no way to predict whether the

absolutive form ends in [k] or [
>
tS].

Albright (2002; 2005) discusses a variety of statistics to quantify which cell of the paradigm
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best supports the alternations in the data. The statistics are primarily dependent on the representa-

tions produced by the Minimal Generalization Learner (Albright and Hayes 2002). A more general

statistic for this question is conditional entropy, as is discussed by Ackerman, Blevins and Malouf

(2009). To my knowledge, the literature has not yet determined which of these statistics is more

appropriate.

Note that phonological predictability is not the only proposed guide for how to decide what

which form to privilege in levelling. The literature on levelling has suggested at various times

that the most frequently occuring allomorph, the allomorph occurring with the fewest affixes, the

least marked morphological features, the least phonologically marked structures, and others may

all be important criteria. Note though, that Albright (2010) discusses Yiddish paradigmatic change

where all of these criteria fail to correctly predict the basic cell. Ultimately for our purposes, it

matters only that there be some way to determine which allomorph to privilege, and our discussion

will not decide between these competing metrics.

4.7 Reinterpreting The Single Surface Base

Despite its utility, the original formulation of the Single Surface Base hypothesis clashes with the

results from elsewhere in this dissertation. Chapters 2 and 3 argued that there is stable human

phonology that is best described with composite URs, i.e. the set of inputs is not limited to be

a subset of outputs. Chapter 5 argues that composite URs also appear in phonological systems

where inconsistency was detected and leveling took place. In terms of the theory developed here,

the evidence presented in chapter 5 indicates that even after inconsistency has been detected, the

central tenet of the Single Surface Base hypothesis is violated.

The insights of the Single Surface Base hypothesis can be reconciled with a model that permits

composite URs if the role of a single surface allomorph is reinterpreted. Where the original formu-

lation of the Single Surface Base hypothesis posits that all allomorphs of a morpheme are derived

from a single paradigmatic cell, the single paradigmatic cell can be recast as a privileged output.

Under the original formulation the goal of learning was to construct a grammar that derived other

allomorphs from the base allomorph, with this reinterpretation the goal is to construct a gram-
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mar that derives other allomorphs while ensuring that the base allomorph surfaces. Nothing else

need change in this reinterpretation. Most saliently, the requirement that the privileged allomorph

always be drawn from the same paradigmatic cell remains unchanged.

This reinterpretation of the Single Surface Base hypothesis is easily incorporated into our the-

ory. Rather than counting any generated alternation towards the accuracy count proposed in section

(4.5.1), only alternations that can be generated from the URs for the privileged output are counted.

Needless to say, the entire paradigm will also be generated from the URs for the privileged output.

With the UR for the paradigm yoked to the privileged output, the descriptive generalization that

the privileged output is both stable in cases of levelling and spreads to other cells will be ensured

by the high rank of faithfulness constraints left over from phonotactic learning. The procedure that

is followed once inconsistency has been detected is summarized in the following pseudo-code.

In prose, the algorithm in 3 carries out the following procedure. The procedure starts with an

enumeration of rankings R (presumably only those consistent with the set of phonotactic ERCs), a

text of paradigm labeled surface forms T and a specification of the morphological or phonological

context in which the privileged allomorph occurs.9 Each ranking in R is associated with a with a

score, which is contained in S. The algorithm then loops through the set of rankings, augmenting

the score of a ranking every time the set of URs that can be mapped to the privileged allomorph

overlaps with the set of URs that can be mapped to a non-privileged allomorphs. The algorithm

rewards overlapping sets of URs, because an overlapping set of URs means that under the current

ranking, an observed alternation will still be generated. Upon completion of the loop, the algorithm

returns the rankings that achieved the highest score.

4.8 Yiddish Levelling

Under the original formulation of the Single Surface Base hypothesis, neutralizations in the base

cell are the root cause of paradigmatic change. As discussed above, if the toy language in (57) were

to have the ergative cell be specified as the base, the collapse between the categories [k] and [
>
tS]

9There is a significant imprecision in the pseudocode. First, an undefined function alreadyObserved() is used
on line 21. The intended meaning is that the function determines if an allomorph of a morpheme has already been
observed.
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Algorithm 3 Response to Inconsistency
1: function MOSTACCURATE(R, T, C) ◃ Rankings = R, text = T , privileged context = C
2: n← length(R)
3: S ← ⟨01, 02 . . . 0n⟩
4: for i ∈ range(n) do
5: r = R[i]
6: A← ∅ ◃ Non-privileged allomorphs
7: ObA← ∅ ◃ Observed morphemes (non-privileged)
8: P ← ∅ ◃ Privileged allomorphs
9: ObP ← ∅ ◃ Observed morphemes (privileged)

10: for f ∈ T do ◃ f = ⟨string, ⟨morphemes⟩, ⟨allomorph indices⟩⟩ (section 2.1.2)
11: for j ∈ range(length(form[1])) do
12: m← form[1][j]
13: a← f [0][f [2][j]]
14: URs← comp(a, f, r) ◃ See Eisner (2002), Riggle (2004:194 ff)
15: if context(a, f) ∈ C and m /∈ ObP then
16: P ← P ∪ {⟨m, a, URs⟩}
17: ObP ← ObP ∪ {m}
18: if m ∈ ObA then
19: for b ∈ A do
20: if b[0] = m and b[2] ∩ URs ̸= ∅ then S[i]+ = 1

21: else if context(a, f) /∈ C and alreadyObserved(a,m) = False then
22: A← A ∪ {⟨m, a, URs⟩}
23: if m ∈ ObP then
24: for p ∈ P do
25: if p[0] = m then
26: if p[2] ∩ URs ̸= ∅ then S[i]+ = 1
27: break
28: return ⟨R[j] if R[j] = max(S)⟩
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before [i] would pose problems for generating the absolutive forms, and either non-alternating [
>
tS]

would begin to alternate with [k], or alternating [
>
tS] would stop alternating. The position taken here

is that neutralizations are not by themselves a hurdle for learner, rather neutralizing alternations that

cannot be generated by the grammar are the ones that must be changed. As it turns out, attested

paradigmatic changes that have been adduced in arguments supporting the Single Surface Base

hypothesis often involve not just neutralizing alternations, but opaque neutralizing alternations.

This section reviews how our model explains one such case study, focusing on the levelling of

vowel length and consonant voice alternations in Yiddish (Albright 2004; 2008; 2010).

4.8.1 Precursor to Levelling

The Yiddish levelling we are concerned with has its roots in an opaque system that emerged in

Middle High German, which is often taken to be roughly the last common ancestor language for

Yiddish and modern German. In the 14th century, Middle High German (MHG) developed word-

final devoicing and, to a first approximation, open syllable lengthening. This was followed by the

innovation of word-final schwa deletion (apocope), which rendered the first two processes opaque.

Crucially, both nouns and non-past verbs had a suffix [-@] that was targeted by the apocope process,

resulting in opaque alternations, as shown in (58).

(58) ‘say-1.sg ‘say-2.sg’ ‘praise’ ‘praise-nom.pl’

/sag-@/ /sag-st/ /lob/ /lob-@/ UR

— — lop — Devoicing

sa:g@ — — lo:b@ Open σ Lengthening

sa:g — — lo:b Schwa Apocope

[sa:g] [sagst] [lop] [lo:b]

The deletion of word-final schwas meant that word-final devoicing underapplied in forms like

sa:g ‘say.1.sg’ and lo:b ‘praise.nom.pl’. Under the current description, we also have that open syl-

lable lengthening overapplied in the same forms. However, there is some uncertainty regarding the

data, as King (1988) reports that monosyllabic nouns in fact had already gained long vowels in all

allomorphs, with only one known exception. Hence, it seems likely that the paradigm for ‘praise’
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before schwa apocope was innovated had the nominative singular form lo:p and the nominative

plural form lo:b-@. Multisyllabic nouns are not mentioned by King, but presumably length had not

spread to all members of the paradigm.

4.8.2 Aftermath of Opacity

The opacity wrought by apocope meant that obstruent voice in word-final position was no longer

predictable in surface forms, and that vowel length was similarly not predictable by syllable type.10

The situation was made worse by the fact that morphemes had alternations in these features, caus-

ing each allomorph to need its own UR. Subsequently, the alternations were lost. It is hard to

pinpoint exactly when and how the alternations were lost, but the modern Yiddish paradigms for

the forms in (58) are zOg ‘say.1.sg’ and zOk-st ‘say-2.sg’, and l>OIb ‘praise’ and l>OIb-n
"

‘praise-pl’.11

The crucial point to observe is that [O] is the Yiddish reflex of Middle High German long [a:],

while [>OI] is the Yiddish reflex of Middle High German long [o:]. Hence, it appears that during

the development of Yiddish, vowel length and in the case of nouns, obstruent voice as well, spread

from one part of the paradigm, as depicted in (59).

(59) MHG Pre-Yiddish Yiddish

lop > *lo:b > lOIb ‘praise’

lo:b > *lo:b > lOIb-n
"

‘praise-pl’

sag-st > *sa:g-st > zOk-st ‘say-2.sg’

sa:g > *sa:g > zOg ‘say.1.sg’

The alternations from Middle High German may also have been severely weakened in the

course of the development of modern German. King (1988) states that the rules governing vowel

length in modern German have been lost, or are at best minor processes. Strikingly, Gress-Wright

(2010) reports that even though modern German has word-final devoicing, the spelling of devoicing

stopped soon after the advent of apocope. Whether this was due to a change in spelling norms or

10Even before apocope was innovated, vowel length did not correspond perfectly with syllable type (King 1988:28-
29, Albright 2010:491). For instance, a degemination process had resulted in words containing V̆CCV becoming
V̆CV.

11See Albright (2010:520-521) for the realization of suffixes romanized as -en in modern Yiddish.
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due to the actual loss of word-final devoicing (prior to re-emerging in the modern language) is a

matter of some dispute.12

That alternations would be lost after they were opacated has led several authors to speculate

that there is a causal link between opacity and paradigmatic change (Kiparsky 1968b, Vennemann

1972, King 1976). As the next section shows, the model of learning proposed in this dissertation

enforces paradigmatic change in response to opacity.

4.8.3 Actuating Yiddish Levelling

The critical point in the development of Middle High German for our purposes was when what was

presumably a phonetic process of word-final schwa reduction became misperceived as deletion.

For the sake of argument, assume that the surface lexicon was simply lop ‘praise.nom.sg’ and lo:b

‘praise.nom.pl’, so that both vowel alternations and consonant alternations can be addressed in the

same paradigm. Assume also the following constraint set:

(60) a. *V:C]σ : Assign one violation for every long vowel in a closed syllable.

b. *V̆]σ : Assign one violation for every short vowel in an open syllable.

c. *VOIOBS#: Assign one violation for every word-final voiced obstruent.

d. ID-VOI: Assign one violation for every instance of the feature VOICE that differs be-

tween input and output.

e. ID-LEN: Assign one violation for every instance of the feature LONG that differs be-

tween input and output.

As is by now familiar, the learner starts with two goals: ensure the legality of the observed

surface forms and compel the observed alternations. In order to ensure that the observed surface

forms are legal, the faithfulness constraints ID-VOI and ID-LEN must have a fairly high rank. For

instance, when the learner encounters lo:b ‘praise.nom.pl’, the major markedness constraints that

would enforce word-final devoicing and vowel length regularities must be dominated, as shown in

(61).
12King (1976:5) states that the Yiddish from communities with strong Polish contact re-asserted devoicing as well.
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(61)

lo:b *V:C]σ *V̆]σ *VOIOBS# ID-LEN ID-VOI

a. + lo:b * *

b. lo:p * L *W

c. lob L * *W

d. lop L L * W * W

Once, lop ‘praise.nom.sg’ is encountered, it becomes clear that the grammar needs to compel

a faithfulness violation in both voicing and vowel length. However, no matter which direction the

unfaithfulness goes in, the required rankings are incompatible with the high rank of faithfulness

constraints. For instance, if lop were to carry all the unfaithfulness from a UR like /lo:b/, every

ranking necessary for lo:b to be a legal word must be overturned, as shown in (62).

(62)

lo:b *V:C]σ *V̆]σ *VOIOBS# ID-LEN ID-VOI

a. + lop * *

b. lo:b *W *W L L

c. lo:p *W L *

d. lob W * * L

Examining the constraint set and the rankings required for the observed surface forms to be

legal make further examples unnecessary. The markedness constraints that governed the formerly

lawful distributions of obstruent voice and vowel length must be demoted below faithfulness con-

straints. Since faithfulness constraints prohibit change from the underlying specification, theiir
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high rank prohibits alternations. The learner cannot successfully learn the ambient language.

At this point, as this chapter has discussed, the learner’s goals shift away from capturing all

observed unfaithfulness. The question turns instead to which grammar, if any, can generate alter-

nations in addition to the privileged allomorph. Following Albright’s argumentation, the privileged

allomorph was the plural in nouns (and the first person singular in verbs). With this final point in

place, the learner will produce a paradigm that matches the historical change. To see this, note

first that with identity URs high in the phonotactic ranking, every total ranking that respects the

phonotactic ERCs will produce the UR /lo:b/ for the privileged allomorph lo:b. As shown in (61),

the phonotactic rankings require that this UR be mapped to lo:b. Hence, the observed nominative

singular form lop will be replaced by lo:b.

To summarize the discussion of Yiddish, after apocope opacated open syllable lengthening and

word-final devoicing, our learner produces the following analysis. The final ranking is ID-LEN≫

V:C]σ and ID-VOI ≫ *VOIOBS#. The UR for ‘praise’ is /lo:b/, and the resulting paradigm has

invariant length and consonant voicing.

4.9 Local Summary

This chapter has proposed that when no constraint ranking can satisfy all of the requirements

posed by the data, the learner retrenches to find a ranking that satisfies most of the requirements.

Inconsistency is often the result for OT when phonology is opaque, and we have reviewed part

of the history of Yiddish, a case of paradigm levelling evidently triggered by opaque phonology.

Importantly, the Latin honor analogy also was a response to opacity, as the s → r process was

counterfed by degemination and a large influx of foreign words. See Kiparsky (1971), Kenstowicz

(1996), Albright (2002; 2005) and Gorman (2012) for further discussion of the honor analogy.
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CHAPTER 5

Odawa: Composite URs and Levelling

5.1 Introduction

Having developed a theory for how learners can force paradigm levelling, this chapter turns to a

case of dramatic restructuring that took place in the early 20th century in the Odawa and Eastern

dialects of Ojibwe (Algonquian, United States and Canada). The change was rather intricate, so

we will take some time to lay out the particulars before showing how our model derives the change

in section 5.7. Specifically, a phonetic process of vowel reduction applying to stressless syllables

in left-to-right iambic feet became so extreme that it was confusable with categorical deletion

(Bloomfield 1957, Kaye 1973; 1974b, Piggott 1980). We will we refer to categorical deletion in

this configuration as rhythmic syncope.1 The next generation, however, did not phonologize the

pattern, undertaking instead a massive reanalysis of the language.

The key aspect of the reanalyzed language is that the classic rhythmic syncope alternations

have been removed by paradigm leveling (Rhodes 1985a, Valentine 2001). This is not to say

that some speakers cannot produce some, or even many, paradigms with classic rhythmic syncope

alternations. Indeed, it would be surprising if all forms from such a recent stage of the language

were completely absent. But the productive pattern, as recorded in nearly every entry in Rhodes

(1985a) and substantiated by my own fieldwork at Walpole Island, is the use of levelled paradigms.

Native speakers of the language recognize that “you can never go wrong” using levelled forms,

even while more experienced or conservative speakers retain some non-levelled forms (Corbiere

Corbiere:21, quoted in Valentine 2001:66).

1The term “rhythmic syncope” is borrowed from Kager (1997). In McCarthy (2008), this process is referred to as
“metrically conditioned syncope”. McCarthy’s use of the term is distinct from Gouskova’s (2003), which designates
syncope that optimizes prosodic constraints.
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Despite pervasive levelling, however, the language still retains some alternations. Most saliently,

the restructured language has replaced the incipient rhythmic deletion pattern with deletion in the

well-known two-sided open syllable (roughly VC CV, Kuroda 1967), and inherited an apocope

process (section 5.2.3). Concomitant with these changes, the language developed an innovative

prefix system (Kaye 1974a, Piggott 1980:2, 1985b). Remarkably, despite pervasive levelling, there

are paradigms in the modern language that require a composite UR, that is a UR that is not iden-

tical to any one surface form. This indicates that languages that undergo leveling are not bound

to strictly concrete URs. Furthermore, the paradigms that require composite URs are exactly the

ones in which apocope and two-sided open syllable syncope interact, which strongly suggests that

URs and grammars are learned in tandem in both levelling stable scenarios.

As argued in chapter 4, if a learner cannot acquire the grammar that generates a language,

then a plausible response is to acquire a grammar that generates only a portion of the language.

Parallelist models of phonology cannot generate rhythmic syncope (Kager 1999, McCarthy 2008),

as will be illustrated in section 5.6. If learners use a parallelist phonological architecture, they

would have been forced to restructure Odawa. Attributing the cause of restructuring to the use

of a parallelist grammar is circumstantially supported by the grammar that was acquired by the

restructuring generation. Unlike rhythmic syncope, two-sided open syllable syncope and apocope

can be represented with a parallelist grammar. In keeping with the notion that only a portion of

an impossible language will be retained, this grammar only allows a subset of the alternations in a

rhythmic syncope system to continue.

In order to keep the restructured and near-rhythmic syncope stages of Odawa distinct we will

follow the practice of Richards (1997) and refer to the restructured language as “New Odawa” and

the ancestral language as “Old Odawa”. Examples are labeled with the stage of the language they

belong to.

The chapter will procede as follows. Section 5.2 provides an overview of Old Odawa. Section

5.3 discusses the paradigm levelling and prefix reanalysis that mark New Odawa as a restructured

language. Section 5.4 will describe the new two sided open syllable syncope process. Section 5.6

analyzes the shift to New Odawa using modern constraint based frameworks. Section 5.7 shows

that the application of our learning approach to the Old Odawa data results in the New Odawa
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grammar being a viable hypothesis.

5.1.1 Preliminaries

Because Old Odawa alternations are rather dramatic, mappings from underlying forms to surface

forms for Old Odawa will be illustrated with rule-based derivations. The use of rules is not an

endorsement of a rule-based theory, rather, they are employed simply as a convenient means of dis-

playing complex alternations. Beyond the description of Old Odawa, constraint based approaches

will be used, focusing mainly on classical Optimality Theory (OT, Prince and Smolensky 2004)

and Harmonic Serialism (McCarthy 2008; 2010).

Some New Odawa phenomena in section 5.4.1 are variable. There are numerous proposals

for generating variation in constraint-based phonology, including partial-order grammars (Anttila

1997), Stochastic OT (Boersma 1997, Boersma and Hayes 2001), Maximum Entropy Harmonic

Grammar (Goldwater and Johnson 2003) and Noisy Harmonic Grammar (Boersma and Pater to

appear). The data do not support a particular model of variation, but for continuity with the rest of

the analysis, variable ranking as in Stochastic OT or partial-order grammars will be used.

5.1.1.1 Sources of Data

Prior descriptive scholarship on Odawa and other Ojibwe dialects is extensive. For brevity, we will

only mention works that treat Odawa. Scholarship on Odawa and related Ojibwe dialects began in

the 17th century (Hanzeli 1969) and was quite sophisticated by the 19th century, as demonstrated by

Baraga’s seminal grammar and dictionary (Baraga 1878b; 1878a). Baraga’s work was followed by

Bloomfield, whose work on Odawa from 1938 was posthumously published as Bloomfield (1957).

See Goddard (1987) for a summary of Bloomfield’s broad experience with Algonquian languages.

The latter half of the 20th century saw three major descriptive undertakings. First, the Odawa

Language Project began carrying out fieldwork in 1968. This led to several publications, including

Piggott et al. (1971), Piggott and Kaye (1973), Kaye (1974b) and Piggott (1980). Second, Rhodes

began fieldwork in 1972, and ultimately authored a detailed description of Odawa morphosyn-

tax (Rhodes 1976) and the authoritative Eastern Ojibwa-Chippewa-Ottawa Dictionary (Rhodes
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1985a, henceforth the Rhodes dictionary). Finally, Valentine began fieldwork in 1983, producing

a detailed dialectological survey (Valentine 1994), and a reference grammar (Valentine 2001).

The current study benefits from the consensus derived from such sustained investigation. Ex-

amples are drawn primarily from the Rhodes dictionary, which contains nearly 10,000 New Odawa

entries and their corresponding Old Odawa forms. Additionally, examples were verified by con-

sulting descriptions of non-syncopating dialects of Ojibwe. I consulted sources describing both

the modern dialect spoken in Minnesota (Nichols and Nyholm (1995) or the Ojibwe People’s Dic-

tionary published by the University of Minnesota (2012) and older, geographically closer dialects

(Baraga 1878b; 1878a). Also consulted were the analyses by Bloomfield (1957), Kaye (1973),

Piggott (1980, 1983) and Valentine (2001). In the rare cases where a form cannot be found in the

Rhodes dictionary, the consulted source is provided.

The data in the sources above were augmented by fieldwork carried out in the summer of 2011

at Walpole Island, Ontario. Three speakers of New Odawa who were born between 1938 and

1942 were interviewed. Data was collected on the productivity of two-sided open syllable syncope

(section 5.4.1) and the distribution of person prefix allomorphs in New Odawa (section 5.3.2).

Because we are dealing with a case of language change, it is useful to provide some information

on the sociological aspects of the speech community. Odawa is spoken in communities dispersed

over several hundred miles of the Great Lakes region. Language loss confronts all communities

to varying degrees. In some communities, like those located on Manitoulin Island, Ontario, inter-

generational transmission was robust until approximately the 1970’s. In other communities there

have been no new native speakers since the 1940’s. The speakers interviewed for this study belong

to the last generation to speak Odawa natively on Walpole Island, Ontario. The learning situation

was still fairly robust for these speakers, as some report being monolingual Odawa speakers until

they began school.

The failure to acquire rhythmic syncope is unlikely to be related to non-linguistic factors like

language attrition. Though it is true that Odawa communities have faced language attrition, re-

structuring has been observed even in robust communities. Indeed, as discussed in section 5.3.4,

the first mention of restructuring is found in Piggott (1974 [1980]), which describes the speech of
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one of the most robust communities, Manitoulin Island. Note further that even if learners did not

have enough data to make a credible attempt at learning Old Odawa, the the restructurings of Old

Russian and Old Irish (see section 5.5), which do not coincide with language attrition, must be

explained.

Previous scholarship has shown Odawa to have highly complex derivational morphology. Much

of the derivational morphology can be safely ignored, since nearly all etymologically multi-morphemic

stems restructured without regard to the historical stem constituents. Additionally, many inflec-

tional categories are unfamiliar to non-Algonquianists, so glosses will be fairly impressionistic.2

Works discussing the morphosyntax of Algonquian languages include Valentine (2001), Ritter and

Rosen (2005, 2009), Bruening (2009) and references therein. All relevant morpheme boundaries

have been provided.

5.1.1.2 Phoneme Inventory and Syllable Structure

Both Old and New Odawa have a segment inventory of eighteen consonants and seven vowels.

The IPA transcription used in this article follows the transcription used in the Rhodes dictionary

and Valentine (2001), which represent a lenis-fortis contrast with the characters for voiced and

voiceless segments, respectively.3 For simplicity, we will often refer to lenis consonants as voiced,

and fortis obstruents as voiceless, though nothing hinges on this terminology. The consonant

inventory is shown in Figure (5.1).

The vowel system contrasts three short vowels and four long vowels, shown in Figure (5.2). The

long vowels are more peripheral than the short vowels, and the low vowels are central. Nasalization

2Verbal affixes discussed in this paper include: nI- ‘first person’ (reanalyzed to nd2-/ndo:- in New Odawa), gI-

‘second person’ (reanalyzed to gd2-/gdo:- in New Odawa), U- ‘third person’ (reanalyzed to null in New Odawa),-
d (-g after nasals) ‘third person conjunct order’, -a: ‘direct theme sign’, -n ‘singular inanimate object’ -w2g ‘third
person plural’, -IdIzU ‘reflexive’, -wIn ‘nominalizer’, -SkI ‘negative habit’. Nominal morphology includes: nI- ‘first
person’ (reanalyzed to nd2-/ndo:- in New Odawa), gI- ‘second person’ (reanalyzed to gd2-/gdo:- in New Odawa), U-

‘third person’ (reanalyzed to null in New Odawa), -2g ‘animate plural’ (-w2g after an underlying short vowel), -2n

‘inanimate plural’ (-w2n after an underlying short vowel). Acute accents mark stress, and underscores mark deleted
segments.

3The only major departure in this transcription system from the traditional transcriptions used in Bloomfield (1957),
Piggott (1980) and other early work is that fricative stop-sequences are represented with voiceless symbols instead of
voiced symbols. Bloomfield indicates that fricative-stop clusters are phonetically intermediate between fortis and
lenis. Such a designation probably comes from the fortis articulation of the fricative, but the unaspirated lenis-like
articulation of the stop (Rhodes 1985a).
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Bilabial Alveolar Post-Alv. Palatal Velar Glottal
Plosive p b t d k g P

Nasal m n
Affricate

>
tS

>
dZ

Fricative s z S Z (h)
Glide w j

Figure 5.1: Odawa Consonant Inventory

is contrastive on long vowels in stem-final position, though this is not included in Figure (5.2).

UI

o:

2

a:

e:

i:

Figure 5.2: Odawa Oral Vowel Inventory

Before reduction became extreme in Old Odawa, the surface syllable structure consisted of vo-

calic nuclei and optional onsets and codas. Onsets maximally contained consonant-[w] sequences.4

Word-internal syllables could only be closed by the first member of the sequences shown in Table

(5.3). Word-final syllables could be closed by complex codas, consisting of the clusters shown in

Table (5.3), though this was rare enough that some clusters are not attested word-finally.

Strident-stop Nasal-obstruent

sp mb
st nd
sk nz
Sp nZ

St n
>
dZ

Sk ng

Figure 5.3: Odawa Consonantal Clusters.

4There are two small wrinkles in the generalization. First, voiceless/fortis consonants were historically geminates
and could not occur word-initially. A corollary of this is that word-initial branching onsets were only voiced stop-[w]
sequences.
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5.2 Old Odawa Description

Old Odawa was the language encountered by Bloomfield in 1938, a grammar of which was pub-

lished as Bloomfield (1957). We will discuss four important processes in Old Odawa: the stress-

reduction system, apocope, hiatus resolution and a rule of stem-initial [U]-lengthening (Kaye 1973,

Piggot 1980, Valentine 2001). The latter three processes were well-established parts of Odawa

phonology, being attested in descriptions dating to the 1600s (Hanzeli 1969). Some of these pro-

cesses can also be found in other Algonquian languages, suggesting a pre-historic origin. Drastic

reduction was on the other hand a new phonetic change in progress, see section 5.2.1.1. For brevity

and ease of identifying the effects of individual processes, Old Odawa will be displayed with rule

based derivations. Section 5.6.1 will show how Old Odawa can be captured in modern constraint

based systems.

5.2.1 Old Odawa Stress and Reduction

Old Odawa followed a typical iambic pattern, building right-headed feet from left to right (Hayes

1995). Stress was quantity sensitive, where only syllables containing long vowels were heavy. The

final syllable of the word was always stressed, even at the cost of a degenerate foot. A gradient

phonetic process severely reduced unstressed vowels to [@], which we define as a centralized micro-

vowel varying all the way down to zero in its duration. This is shown in (63). These reduced

vowels were presumably highly likely to be misperceived as absent, which we represent with an

additional line in derivations labeled as “likely percept”. The gradience of the process in Old

Odawa is underscored in section 5.2.1.1, and is given more formal consideration in section 5.6.1.

(63) Reduction V

−stress

 → @

These points are illustrated in (64). The strong reduction process caused /m2kIzIn-2n/ ‘shoes’

to surface as [m@ḱIz@n2́n], which would be easily perceived as [mkIzn2n].
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(64) ‘shoe-pl’ ‘shoe’ (O. Odawa)

/m2kIzIn-2n/ /m2kIzIn/ UR

(m2ḱI)(zIn2́n) (m2ḱI)(źIn) Stress

(m@ḱI)(z@n2́n) (m@ḱI)(źIn) Reduction

[m@ḱIz@n2́n] [m@ḱIźIn] SR

[mkIzn2n] [mkIzIn] Likely percept

Closed syllables were not heavy and thus did not attract stress. Hence, as we see in (65), the

initial syllable in /d2ngISk2m2w-a:-d/ ‘if he kicks his thing’ had a coda but was still unstressed.

(65) ‘If he kicks his thing’ (O. Odawa)

/d2ngISk2m2w-a:-d/ UR

(d2n.ǵIS)(k2m2́)(wá:d) Stress

(d@n.ǵIS)(k@m2́)(wá:d) Reduction

[d@nǵISk@m2́wá:d] SR

[dngISkm2wa:d] Likely percept

The domain of stress assignment was the prosodic word, which included the stem, suffixes

and person prefixes.5 The person prefix inventory consisted of /nI-/ ‘first person’, /gI-/ ‘second

person’, and /U-/ ‘third person’. Because person prefixes were monomoraic and footing applied

from left to right, person prefixes shifted foot boundaries leftward, as shown in (66). Due to the

interaction between stress and reduction, dramatically different sets of vowels surfaced in prefixed

and unprefixed forms.

5There could only be one prefix included in the stress domain with a stem, since all other prefixes (called preverbs
and prenouns in the Algonquianist literature) formed their own prosodic word. When these prefixes were employed,
the person prefixes were attached to the preverb or prenoun instead of the stem, where they could be expected to trigger
stress alternations within the prefix complex. Though we will not discuss preverbs or prenouns, their entries in the
Rhodes dictionary indicate that they restructured in the same way that free morphemes did.
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(66) ‘I fish with a rod’ ‘If he fishes with a rod’ (O. Odawa)

/nI-gUnd2mo:
>
dZIge:/ /gUnd2mo:

>
dZIge:-d/ UR

(nIgÚn)(d2mó:)(
>
dZIgé:) (gUnd2́)(mó:)(

>
dZIgé:d) Stress

(n@gÚn)(d@mó:)(
>
dZ@gé:) (g@nd2́)(mó:)(

>
dZ@gé:d) Reduction

[n@gÚnd@mó:
>
dZ@gé:] [g@nd2́mó:

>
dZ@gé:d] SR

[ngUndmo:
>
dZge:] [gnd2mo:

>
dZge:d] Likely percept

The examples in (67) illustrate some of the variety of stem-internal alternations.

(67) ‘I . . . ’ ‘If he . . . ’ (O. Odawa)

n@-ńIs@dÚpw-á: n@śId@pw-á:-d ‘recognize his taste’

n@-d2́g@ńIgé: d@gÚn@gé:-d ‘mix things’

n@-b́Iz@gé:ŚIn b@zÚge:ŚIn-g ‘stumble’

n@-z2́n@ǵItó: z@n2́g@tó:-d ‘have a hard time’

n@-gÚt@gÚm@n2́g@b́In-á: g@t́Ig@mÍn@ǵIb@n-á:-d ‘roll someone’

These alternations were quite widespread in Old Odawa. Unambiguous stem-internal alterna-

tions occurred in stems that began with a CV syllable. These constituted approximately 40% of

the lexicon.6 More dramatic alternations were found in CVCV-initial words, which constituted

approximately 25% of the lexicon. The only words without alternations at the left edge began

with a heavy syllable. Though not the majority pattern, Old Odawa was rife with paradigmatic

alternations from the radical reduction process.

5.2.1.1 Severe Reduction as a Late Rule

Drastic reduction appeared fairly recently in Odawa. The first documentation of reduction comes

in a 1912 text collected by Sapir, though clearly an earlier date is possible. In this text some words

like InIw and nIw ‘that other thing’ appear in both syncopated and unsyncopated forms (Richard

Rhodes, p.c.). This indicates that reduction had yet to become fully pervasive. It is unlikely that

6These statistics are approximate, as there is only limited data on the Odawa lexicon at the time in question. These
figures were calculated from the Ojibwe People’s Dictionary (University of Minnesota, 2012), which represents the
very closely related dialect spoken in Minnesota. There is no reason to expect a major difference between Odawa in
the 1930s and modern Minnesota Ojibwe in this regard.
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reduction began much before Sapir’s work, since Bloomfield’s texts from a speaker born in 1868

show no radical reduction (Williams 1991), mirroring texts written by a native speaker in the late

19th century (Blackbird 1887). Furthermore, Baraga’s dictionary admonishes readers that vowels

in his transcription are “never silent” (Baraga 1878b:4, emphasis original), presumably to preclude

pronunciations with “silent vowels” from English orthography, but underscoring a lack of drastic

reduction.

Bloomfield encountered Old Odawa reduction in 1938. For his consultant, Old Odawa reduc-

tion was extreme and pervasive. Bloomfield described unstressed vowels as “rapidly spoken and

often whispered or entirely omitted” (Bloomfield 1957:5). This observation is echoed by Kaye

(1973) and Piggott (1980:81), in their description of data from speakers born in the early 20th

century.

The gradual development of reduction into an ever more extreme process follows the typical

trajectory of sound change. Bloomfield’s consultant was at the extreme end of a phonetic contin-

uum. In the final step of this change, children would misinterpret the severe but gradient reduction

as categorical deletion. Whether children could represent and learn a rhythmic syncope system de-

pends on whether the phonological component of UG allows serial evaluation. This will be spelled

out more fully in section 5.6.

5.2.2 Old Odawa Hiatus Resolution

Old Odawa repaired vowel hiatus by epenthesizing [d] between the vowels.7,8

(68) Hiatus Resolution

∅ → d / V V

7The epenthesis of [d] only resolved vowel hiatus that spanned the prefix-stem boundary. In other environments [P]
was epenthesized or one of the vowels deleted. These aspects of the phonology do not concern this discussion, making
(68) an adequate representation for present purposes. Rule (60) in Piggott (1980) is the more precise articulation.

8An alternative analysis might posit that the first person prefix is underlyingly /nId-/, with deletion of the [d] pre-
consonantally. Such an analysis is proposed for Proto-Algonquian. However, I follow the analysis of underlying /nI-/
because of a distinct process of hiatus resolution on inalienably possessed nouns. In inalienably posessed nouns, the
prefix vowel deletes to avoid hiatus. Hence, /nI-o:s/ ‘my father’, maps to [no:s]. Achieving the same surface form from
underlying /nId-o:s/ is slightly more complicated. Nothing in the argument below hinges on this analysis.
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Hiatus resolution was a well-established phonological process, and thus applied before pho-

netic reduction (69).

(69) ‘My sacred story’ (O. Odawa)

/nI-a:dIso:ka:n/ UR

nI[d]a:dIso:ka:n Hiatus Resolution

(nIdá:)(dIsó:)(ká:n) Stress

(n@dá:)(d@só:)(ká:n) Reduction

[n@dá:d@só:ká:n] SR

[nda:dso:ka:n] Likely percept

5.2.3 Old Odawa Apocope

Old Odawa had an apocope process that deleted word-final short vowels in inflected verbs.9 Sim-

plifying slightly, the rule is formalized in (70).

(70) Apocope

V → ∅ / ]v +person

Apocope is illustrated in (71), where the form on the left undergoes apocope while the form on

the right does not because of the presence of a consonantal suffix.

(71) ‘I am dry’ ‘If he is dry’ (O. Odawa)

/nI-ba:sU/ /ba:sU-d/ UR

nIba:s — Apocope

(nIbá:s) (bá:)(sÚd) Stress

(n@bá:s) — Reduction

[n@bá:s] [bá:sÚd] SR

[nba:s] [ba:sUd] Likely percept

9Historically the process non-iteratively removed word-final short vowels and glides on all nouns and verbs (Piggott
1980). The rule appears to have been restructured some time before Old Odawa, since the only convincing alternations
in the modern language are found in the deletion of vowels in inflected verbs.
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The syllables moved into word-final position by apocope must have been stressed, because the

mapping from underlying /nI-Ina:be:wIzI/ to [n@[d]-́Iná:bé:wÍz] ‘I am shaped so’ shows that they

were not reduced. In a rule-based framework, this is handled by apocope applying prior to the

stress rules. This is illustrated in (72).

(72) ‘I am shaped so’ (O. Odawa)

nI-Ina:be:wIzI/ UR

nI[d]Ina:be:wIzI Hiatus Resolution

nIdIna:be:wIz Apocope

(nId́I)(ná:)(bé:)(wÍz) Stress

(n@d́I)(ná:)(bé:)(wÍz) Reduction

[n@d́Iná:bé:wÍz] SR

[ndIna:be:wIz] Likely percept

The examples in (73) demonstrate apocope in more forms.10

(73) ‘If he . . . ’ ‘I . . . ’ (O. Odawa)

ná:dá:sÚ-d n@-ná:dá:s get things

né:wé:b́I-d n@-né:wé:b rest

ńi:gá:n@b́IzÚ-d n@-ńi:gá:n@b́Iz drive ahead

á:b@d́IźI-d n[d]-á:b@d́Iz be useful

5.2.4 [U] Lengthening

A rather unusual rule lengthened stem-initial [U] after a prefix, which we formalize in (74).

(74) [U] Lengthening

U → o: / ]prefix

Before reduction became extreme in Old Odawa this rule drove the alternation between Upwa:g2n

‘pipe’ and nI[d]-o:pwa:g2n ‘my pipe’, which is still observed in Minnesota Ojibwe. As reduction

10Our examples are restricted to showing [U] and [I] deleting because no verb stems or affixes ended in [2]. Note
however that the Ojibwe People’s Dictionary does contain stems ending in [2].
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became more severe, Old Odawa surface forms came to have an alternation between [@] and [o:],

as (75) illustrates.

(75) ‘pipe’ ‘my pipe’ (O. Odawa, Valentine 2001:62-63)

/Upwa:g2n/ /nI-Upwa:g2n/ UR

— nIo:pwa:g2n [U] Lengthening

— nI[d]o:pwa:g2n Hiatus Resolution

(Upwá:)(g2́n) (nIdó:)(pwá:)(g2́n) Stress

(@pwá:)(g2́n) (n@dó:)(pwá:)(g2́n) Reduction

[@pwá:g2́n] [n@dó:pwá:g2́n] SR

[pwa:g2n] [ndo:pwa:g2n] Likely percept

5.3 Levelling and Recutting in New Odawa

New Odawa deviates from Old Odawa in two major respects. First, New Odawa has levelled

out the Old Odawa alternations at the left edge of the word. Second, the person prefix system

has undergone a radical change, with multiple innovative allomorphs for each prefix. Third, New

Odawa possesses an innovative syncope process that is descended from Old Odawa reduction but

is computed solely off of surface phonotactics, not stress. This section discusses the paradigm

levelling and prefix re-analysis, while section 5.4 discusses the new grammar. In section 5.6, we

argue that a parallelist architecture is sufficient to trigger restructuring and show how our learning

algorithm correctly produces the observed levelling.

5.3.1 Loss of Stem Alternations

New Odawa has leveled out the Old Odawa alternations at the left edge of the stem. Recall that

stems that began with a CV syllable in Old Odawa alternated dramatically. As seen in (76), when

the word for ‘arrive’ was not prefixed, as in /d2gUSIn-g/ ‘if he arrives’, it surfaced as [d@gÚŚIn-g].

The addition of a prefix shifted the footing, resulting in [n@-d2́g@ŚIn] ‘I arrive’.
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(76) ‘If he arrives’ ‘I arrive’ (O. Odawa)

/d2gUSIn-g/ /nI-d2gUSIn/ UR

(d2gÚ)(ŚIng) (nId2́)(gUŚIn) Stress

(d@gÚ)(ŚIng) (n@d2́)(g@ŚIn) Reduction

[d@gÚŚIng] [n@d2́g@ŚIn] SR

[dgUSIng] [nd2gSIn] Likely percept

In New Odawa, prefixation no longer triggers the realization of a completely different set of

vowels. Instead, the Old Odawa unprefixed form is used throughout the paradigm. Thus, the New

Odawa word for ‘if he arrives’ is [dgUSIn-g], while the main New Odawa correlate of Old Odawa

[n-d2gSIn] is [nd2-dgUSIn]. The vowel-zero alternations of Old Odawa reduction have been lost in

New Odawa. They have been replaced with a consistent vocalism derived mainly from Old Odawa

unprefixed forms.

A second restructured feature of New Odawa is that the regular prefixation strategy has changed.

Where Old Odawa had phonologically conditioned n- or nd-, New Odawa uses innovative pre-

fixes nd2- or ndo:- interchangeably (Rhodes 1985a; 1985b, see also Valentine 2001), with some

speakers also using ndI- as a less frequent variant.11 Thus, in addition to [nd2-dgUSIn] ‘I arrive’,

[ndo:-dgUSIn] and even [ndI-dgUSIn] are grammatical. The origin and patterning of these innovative

prefixes is discussed in section 5.3.2.

The loss of severe reduction alternations is exceptionless in New Odawa. For example, consider

the Old Odawa words cited in (67), repeated in (77).

(77) ‘I . . . ’ ‘If he . . . ’ (O. Odawa)

n@-ńIs@dÚpw-á: n@śId@pw-á:-d ‘recognize his taste’

n@-d2́g@ńIgé: d@gÚn@gé:-d ‘mix things’

n@-b́Iz@gé:ŚIn b@zÚge:ŚIn-g ‘stumble’

n@-z2́n@ǵItó: z@n2́g@tó:-d ‘have a hard time’

n@-gÚt@gÚm@n2́g@b́In-á: g@t́Ig@mÍn@ǵIb@n-á:-d ‘roll someone’

11The Rhodes dictionary specifically lists ndI- for words that begin with the relative root IZ/In, instead of listing nda-
which stands for any of nd2-, ndI-, ndo:. In my experience speakers do not indicate that ndI- is uniformly preferred
with words beginning with the relative root.
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Compare these forms with their productive New Odawa reflexes. In every case, the unprefixed

form is the same as the Old Odawa unprefixed form, and this stem allomorph is used throughout

the paradigm.

(78) ‘I . . . ’ ‘I . . . ’ ‘If he . . . ’ (N. Odawa)

nd2-nsIdpw-a: ndo:-nsIdpw-a: nsIdpw-a:-d notice his taste

nd2-dgUnge: ndo:-dgUnge: dgUnge:-d mix things

nd2-bzUge:SIn ndo:-bzUge:SIn bzUge:SIn-g stumble

nd2-zn2gto: ndo:-zn2gto: zn2gto:-d struggle

nd2-gtIgmIngIbn-a: ndo:-gtIgmIngIbn-a: gtIgmIngIbn-a:-d roll him

The loss of Old Odawa stem alternations in New Odawa is concomitant with the restructuring

of prefixes, which we take up in the next section.

5.3.2 Prefix Recutting

The major New Odawa prefix allomorphs nd2-, ndo:-, and ndI- are unlikely to have been created ex

nihilo, but rather arose through recutting, a diachronic shift in the placement of a morpheme bound-

ary. A simple example of recutting is the shift in English from a nadder to an adder (Chantraine

1945; Lynch 2001; Diertani 2011).

Old Odawa stems that began with a short vowel followed by a heavy syllable (underlying

/VCVV/) were particularly vulnerable to recutting in New Odawa, as their initial vowel only ap-

peared when the stem was prefixed. Example (79) shows an Old Odawa derivation that motivated

nd2-.
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(79) ‘I hang’ ‘If he hangs’ (O. Odawa)

/nI-2go:
>
dZIn/ /2go:

>
dZIn-g/ UR

nI[d]2go:
>
dZIn — Hiatus Resolution

(nId2́)(gó:)(
>
dŹIn) (2gó:)(

>
dŹIng) Stress

(n@d2́)(gó:)(
>
dŹIn) (@gó:)(

>
dŹIng) Reduction

[n@d2́gó:
>
dŹIn] [@gó:

>
dŹIng] SR

[nd2go:
>
dZIn] [go:

>
dZIng] Likely percept

Because the stress algorithm “restarted” the iambic stress pattern after a long vowel, the person

prefix was only able to affect the footing of the stem-initial vowel in /2go:
>
dZIn/. This means that

when the form had no person prefix, the stem-initial vowel was unstressed and severely reduced,

producing @gó:
>
dŹIng ‘if he hangs’. When a person prefix was attached, the stem initial vowel was

stressed, as in n@d2́go:
>
dŹIn.

From the perspective of a language learner, the segmentation of n- given the forms nd2go:
>
dZIn

‘I hang’ and go:
>
dZIng ‘if he hangs’ leaves [d2] with no morphemic parse. In contrast, a historically

incorrect parse of the prefix as nd2- leaves no unexplained material, as schematized in (80).

(80) go:
>
dZIng ‘If he hangs’

nd2 go:
>
dZIn ‘I hang’

With this segmentation, the formerly stem-initial vowel has become part of the prefix, and the

stem is now consonant-initial.

This process can be repeated for stems that began with other short vowels. The derivations of

the Old Odawa stem /Ina:b2
>
dZIto:/ ‘use something so’ in (81) demonstrate how ndI- arose. First,

consider the derivation that generated the surface forms @n]’a:b@ >
dŹItó:-d ‘if he uses it so’ and n@-

d́Iná:b@ >
dŹItó:-n ‘I use it so’.
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(81) ‘I use it so’ ‘If he uses it so’ (O. Odawa)

/nI-Ina:b2
>
dZIto:-n/ /Ina:b2

>
dZIto:-d/ UR

nI[d]Ina:b2
>
dZIto:n — Hiatus Resolution

(nId́I)(ná:)(b2
>
dŹI)(tó:n) (Iná:)(b2

>
dŹI)(tó:d) Stress

(n@d́I)(ná:)(b@ >
dŹI)(tó:n) (@ná:)(b@ >

dŹI)(tó:d) Reduction

[n@d́Iná:b@ >
dŹItó:n] [@ná:b@ >

dŹItó:d] SR

[ndIna:b
>
dZIto:n] [na:b

>
dZIto:d] Likely percept

Aligning the shared material at the left edges of the words provides a prefix ndI- ‘I’.

(82) na:b
>
dZIto:d ‘If he uses it so’

ndI na:b
>
dZIto:n ‘I use it so’

Words like Old Odawa /U
>
dZe:pIzI/ ‘be lively’ created ndo:-. We first provide the Old Odawa

derivations in (83). Recall from section 5.2.4 that [U] lengthened after a prefix.

(83) ‘I am lively’ ‘If he is lively’ (O. Odawa)

/nI-U
>
dZe:pIzI/ /U

>
dZe:pIzI-d/ UR

nIo:
>
dZe:pIzI — [U] Lengthening

nI[d]o:
>
dZe:pIzI — Hiatus Resolution

nIdo:
>
dZe:pIz — Apocope

(nIdó:)(
>
dZé:)(ṕIz) (U

>
dZé:)(pIźId) Stress

(n@dó:)(
>
dZé:)(ṕIz) (@ >

dZé:)(p@źId) Reduction

[n@dó:
>
dZé:ṕIz] [@ >

dZé:p@źId] SR

[ndo:
>
dZe:pIz] [

>
dZe:pzId] Likely percept

String alignment between the two surface forms favors a prefix ndo:- ‘I’ and a stem
>
dZe:pIzI

‘be lively’.

(84)
>
dZe:pzId ‘If he is lively’

ndo:
>
dZe:pIz ‘I am lively’
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Learners had evidence for simpler prefixes as well. The most frequent prefix allomorph n- was

segmentable off of CVV-initial words like /ga:sk2nUzU/ ‘whisper’, whose derivations appear in

(85).

(85) ‘I whisper’ ‘If he whispers’ (O. Odawa)

/nI-ga:sk2nUzU/ /ga:sk2nUzU-d/ UR

nI-ga:sk2nUz — Apocope

(nIgá:s)(k2nÚz) (gá:s)(k2nÚ)(zÚd) Stress

(n@gá:s)(k@nÚz) (gá:s)(k@nÚ)(zÚd) Reduction

[n@gá:sk@nÚz] [gá:sk@nÚzÚd] SR

[nga:sknUz] [ga:sknUzUd] Likely percept

String alignment of [nga:sknUz] ‘I whisper’ and [ga:sknUzUd] ‘If he whispers’ allows the seg-

mentation of n-.

(86) ga:sknUzUd ‘If he whispers’

n ga:sknUz ‘I whisper’

Finally, the allomorph nd- would be pulled off of Old Odawa words that began with long

vowels, like n@d-á:dá:g@né:ŚIn ‘I am snow-bound’.

(87) ‘I am snow-bound’ ‘If he is snow-bound’ (O. Odawa)

/nI-a:da:gUne:SIn/ /a:da:gUne:SIn-g/ UR

nI[d]a:da:gUne:SIn — Hiatus Resolution

(nIdá:)(dá:)(gUné:)( ŚIn) (á:)(dá:)(gUné:)( ŚIng) Stress

(n@dá:)(dá:)(g@né:)( ŚIn) (á:)(dá:)(g@né:)( ŚIng) Reduction

[n@dá:dá:g@né:ŚIn] [á:dá:g@né:ŚIng] SR

[nda:da:gne:SIn] [a:da:gne:SIng] Likely percept

The segmentation would be performed mechanically by string-alignment between [nda:da:gne:SIn]

‘I am snow-bound’ and [a:da:gne:SIng] ‘if he is snow-bound’.

(88) a:da:gne:SIng ‘If he is snow-bound’

nd a:da:gne:SIn ‘I am snow-bound’
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In sum, Old Odawa surface forms provided evidence for five prefix allomorphs for the first

person; of these nd2- and ndo:- emerged as defaults.12 Hence, in addition to the forms listed in (77),

innovative prefixes appear on the words in (89), where we suppress ndo:- for brevity. Crucially,

these innovative default prefixes appear on practically all stems. The data collected for this study

indicate that default prefixes even occur on vowel-initial words, despite the fact that they always

took nd- in Old Odawa.

(89) If he . . . (O/N. Odawa) I . . . (O. Odawa) I . . . (N. Odawa)

ga:sknUzU-d n-ga:sknUz nd2-ga:sknUz whisper

na:b
>
dZIto:-d n[d]-Ina:b

>
dZIto:-n nd2-na:b

>
dZIto:-n use it so

a:bn2mw-a:-d n[d]-a:bn2mw-a: nd2-a:bn2mw-a: untie him

a:bdwe:we:bzU-d n[d]-a:bdwe:we:bIz nd2-a:bdwe:we:bIz make noise

The remaining prefix allomorphs are still in use to a limited degree (Rhodes 1985b, Bowers

2011, see also Kaye 1974a and Valentine 2001:62-72). The allomorph nd- sporadically appears

on vowel-initial stems, bringing about words like nd-a:bdwe:we:bIz ‘I make noise while moving’.

Likewise, n- can appear on stems that begin with a vowel, a singleton consonant, or a legal branch-

ing onset, as seen in n-a:bdIz ‘I am useful’, n-ko:
>
dZi:SIw ‘I have lice’, or n-Skwa:ta: ‘I die’. Finally,

the use of ndI- varies between speakers; some use it as a markedly less frequent alternative to nd2-

and ndo:-, while others don’t use it at all.

In contrast to Old Odawa, the default New Odawa prefix system attaches nd2- and ndo:- to all

lexical items. This is a major restructuring of the prefix allomorph inventory. To deny that the

language has radically changed its inventory would require proliferating word-initial vowels on all

stems and arbitrarily forcing them to surface as [2] or [o:], but not [I] for the majority of speakers.

Such an approach is not only suspect, it obtains only modest success, as historically hiatus avoiding

allomorphs are predicted to become obligatory. This is disconfirmed by the attestation of n- as a

secondary pattern that occurs even outside of its historical domain. A more accurate analysis states

that prefixes in New Odawa have been recut, and they attach to a base that corresponds at the left

edge to the Old Odawa unprefixed stem allomorph.
12Second person prefixes regularized in the same way, though third person inflection is often null, as the Old Odawa

prefix U- ‘third person’ left no segmental residue after syncope.
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In sum, New Odawa restructuring features two concurrent phenomena. First, paradigms have

been leveled, so that stem allomorphs that only appeared in the absence of prefixes now occur

throughout the New Odawa paradigm. Second, the prefix inventory has been reshaped, gaining

recut allomorphs.

5.3.3 New Odawa Prosody

Old Odawa reduction left a prosodic vacuum in New Odawa. By removing unstressed vowels,

Old Odawa reduction thoroughly obscured prominence relations between syllables. Old Odawa

was a system where escaping severe reduction was the most robust diagnostic for stress. As we

have seen, New Odawa has lost the Old Odawa stress-conditioned alternations. Accordingly, New

Odawa lacks evidence for Old Odawa stress. We may safely state that the Old Odawa iambic stress

pattern has been lost.

Given the loss of unstressed vowels, the only remaining stress contrast in Old Odawa was be-

tween main stress and secondary stress. The main stress rule of Old Odawa targeted the antepenul-

timate foot (Kaye 1973, Piggott 1980, Halle and Vergnaud 1987). In Old Odawa surface forms,

this translates straightforwardly into stress on the antepenultimate syllable. Valentine (2001) states

that New Odawa also has antepenultimate stress.13 My own field recordings confirm this. Thus, we

find á:b
>
dZI

>
tSg2n ‘tool’, and a:b

>
dŹI

>
tSg2n-2n ‘tools’. Stress assignment interacts transparently with

deletions that are still part of the modern language (discussed in section 5.4). This is exemplified

by pairs like dé:we:g2n ‘drum’ and dé:we:g n2n ‘drums’. Because stress assignment is completely

transparent and plays no role in the remaining phenomena we will discuss, it will not be marked in

the remaining discussion.

5.3.4 The Time Course of Restructuring

The approximate beginning of restructuring was identified by Piggott (1980:2), where affixation by

speakers in their mid-thirties and younger on Manitoulin Island is noted to be considerably different

13The question may not be completely settled. Valentine (1994:156-7) expresses doubt that New Odawa has the Old
Odawa main stress rule, though he does not specify what led to this conclusion.
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from that of their elders. Kaye (1974a) and Rhodes (1985a,b) identify prefix restructuring as the

crucial shift in affixation. Given that most of the fieldwork for Piggott (1980) was carried out in

1968-1970, the earliest that these New Odawa speakers could have been born is 1932.

Crucially, the early childhood of these speakers coincides with the severe reduction docu-

mented by Bloomfield’s 1938 fieldwork. Recall from section 5.2.1.1 that the severity of this reduc-

tion had steadily increased from the early 1910’s so that by 1938 outright deletion was common.

These dates point to an important conclusion: the phonetic loss of underlying vowels and radical

restructuring were temporally and causally linked.

The proposed sequence of events is as follows. The Old Odawa generation phonologically

represented weak vowels, but produced them as voiceless, extra short, or even (as a free variant)

entirely obscured segments. At this point, the language had arrived at the tipping point between

gradient phonetic reduction and categorical phonological deletion. Children interpreted their pri-

mary language data as categorically syncopated. Concretely, Old Odawa speakers had phonologi-

cal representations like [(m2ḱI)(źIn)] ‘shoe’ and [(nIm2́)(kIźIn)] ‘my shoe’. Children were exposed

to drastic reduction, and represented the Old Odawa forms as categorically syncopated [mkIzIn]

‘shoe’ and [nm2kzIn] ‘my shoe’. In response, children did not learn a system that reproduced the

Old Odawa patterns.

5.4 New Odawa Grammar

This section investigates the phonological grammar of New Odawa. This rounds out the picture of

New Odawa, showing that it is well-behaved despite the upheaval of the Old Odawa-New Odawa

transition. In New Odawa, there are two processes that delete short vowels. Apocope deletes word-

final short vowels, while syncope removes short vowels in the cross-linguistically common two

sided open syllable environment (roughly, VC CV, Kuroda 1967). Deletion in the two sided open

syllable is traditionally understood as deletion being regulated by syllable structure constraints

(Kisseberth 1970, Kenstowicz 1980, Gouskova 2003). Crucially, this does not require a serial

stress-before-syncope grammar. This new syncope process is a categorical descendent from Old

Odawa. My fieldwork revealed that even in very slow, monitored speech, deleted vowels are not
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pronounced. In place of the stress-before-syncope grammar necessary to recapitulate Old Odawa,

New Odawa developed a system of syncope insensitive to odd-even position, but instead regulated

by surface phonotactics.

5.4.1 New Odawa Syncope Description

Syllabification is the major constraint on New Odawa short vowel deletion. Complex codas may

be created by syncope, but must respect sonority sequencing constraints. Meanwhile, acceptable

complex onsets include consonant-glide, strident-voiceless stop, and strident-stop-glide sequences.

Syncope also cannot create word-final clusters. Syncope is obligatory at the right edge of the word,

but is optional at the left edge.

This analysis uses URs that respect the alternation condition (Kiparsky 1968a; 1971). This

takes the paradigm levelling observed in New Odawa at face value (see Albright 2002; 2005;

2010 for a potential mechanism that can force levelling to a single member of the paradigm).

Vowels from Old Odawa prefixed forms that are absent from New Odawa paradigms are assumed

to be absent from URs. Concretely, where Old Odawa had /d2gUSIn/ ‘to arrive’, New Odawa has

/dgUSIn/, because its paradigm contains dgUSIn-g ‘if he arrives’ and nd2-dgUSIn. A major effect

of this is that underlying consonant clusters are common. Indeed, morpheme-internal VCVCV

sequences are nearly nonexistent, so configurations for deletion are almost exclusively the result

of morpheme concatenation.

In the simplest case, a vowel deletes between singleton consonants, as illustrated in (90).

(90) Singular Plural (N. Odawa)

a:n2k a:n.k-2g brown thrasher

wa:gUS wa:g.S-2g fox

pwa:g2n pwa:g.n-2g pipe

nme:gUs nme:g.s-2g brown trout

tIbdo:w2n tIbdo:w.n-2n wheel

mkIzIn mkIz.n-2n shoe

wa:gka:g2n wa:gka:g.n-2n rainbow
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Syncope also creates complex codas, as shown by the mapping from /a:bzIngUSI-d/ to [a:bzIng.SI-

d] ‘if he wakes up rested’. More examples are listed in (91).The deleted vowels in the underlying

forms are attested in prefixed forms, which are included in (91). The apocope process that deletes

the word-final vowel will be reviewed in section 5.4.2.

(91) Underlying Unprefixed Prefixed (N. Odawa)

a:nd2bI-d a:nd.bI-d nd2-a:nd2b change seats

nISp2bI-d nISp.bI-d nd2-nISp2b sit so high

we:ndIzI-d we:nd.zI-d nd2-we:ndIz be easy

nnIng2
>
dZI-d nnIng.

>
dZI-d nd2-nnIng2

>
dZ shiver from cold

mo:Sk2mU-d mo:Sk.mU-d nd2-mo:Sk2m surface/appear

gwi:SkUSI-d gwi:Sk.SI-d nd2-gwi:SkUS whistle

Syncope also creates complex onsets, as shown by the mapping from underlying /b2g2Sk-o:n/

‘cutweeds’ to [b2g.Sk-o:n]. The Rhodes dictionary lists other words that form complex onsets

when syncope applies, some of which appear in (92).

(92) Singular Plural (N. Odawa)

nInI nI.n-w2g man

wa:wa:te:sI wa:wa:te:.s-w2g firefly

pI
>
tSI pI.

>
tS-w2g robin

za:d2j za:.dj-2g poplar

p2kwe:j2Sk p2kwe:j.Sk-o:n cattail

Deletion is blocked when any other cluster would result. For instance, no alternation is ob-

served between
>
dZi:gd2bg2n ‘broom’ and

>
dZi:gd2bg2n-2n ‘brooms’, where the vowel that does

not delete is underlined. Many other words attest this blocking effect, among them mi:ga:dwIn-2n

‘wars’, mi:ZmIn-2n ‘acorns’, bd2knIgU-d ‘if he has a nightmare’ and SIda:kpIzU-d ‘if he is fas-

tened’.

Syncope is also blocked when it would create otherwise legal nasal-voiced obstruent or strident-

voiceless stop clusters at the right edge of the word. Hence, even though New Odawa has words
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like p2kwe:j2Sk ‘cattail’, or nInw2nZ ‘milkweed’, the vowels that separate [s k] in nta:de:bwe:sIk

‘if he is a good liar’, or [n z] in nd2-n
>
dZIn2z ‘I fight for a reason’ surface faithfully.

Finally, in contrast to the obligatory syncope found at the right edge of the word, syncope is

optional at the left edge of the word. In the fieldwork conducted for this study, New Odawa words

that begin with CV syllables, like /ZIda:ba:n/ ‘to drag someone’, freely vary when prefixed between

alternants like [nd2-ZIda:ba:n-a:] and [nd2-Zda:ba:n-a:] ‘I drag him’, or [nd2-nISkwe:m-a:] ‘I bother

him by talking’ and [nd2-n.Skwe:m-a:].14

5.4.2 New Odawa Apocope

Unlike syncope, which was significantly changed between New Odawa and Old Odawa, apocope

was kept in the same form. That is, word-final short vowels delete in afffixed verbs. Hence, there

are alternations like those shown in (93).

(93) Non-Deleted Deleted (N. Odawa)

bd2knIgU-d nd2-bd2knIg have a nightmare

dgUbI-d nd2-dgUb sit with others

gbe:SI-d nd2-gbe:S seek shelter

Apocope differs from syncope in that apocope can create a word-final consonant cluster. Hence,

there are alternations like gIni:wa:nzU-d ‘if he is rose colored’ and nd2-gIni:wa:nz ‘I am rose col-

ored’.

5.4.3 A Parallel OT Analysis

To model New Odawa syncope, a dispreference against short vowels must be overridden by phono-

tactic constraints enforcing cluster well-formedness and a ban on word-final clusters. We collapse

the cluster well-formedness conditions into a single cover constraint LEGALMARGIN. Apocope

requires that a constraint specifically banning word-final vowels outrank the ban on word-final

14The Old Odawa prefixed forms of these words were n@[d]-IZ@da:ba:n-a: and n@[d]-o:n@Skwe:m-a:. This precludes
the New Odawa syncopated forms being whole memorized Old Odawa forms.
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clusters. To protect long vowels from deleting we assume that MAX-V:, which prohibits the dele-

tion of long vowels, is high-ranking. (94) displays the crucial constraints for our discussion.

(94) a. FINAL-C: Assign one violation mark for a prosodic word that does not end in a con-

sonant (McCarthy 1993).

b. *CC#: Assign one violation mark for a word-final consonant cluster.

c. LEGALMARGIN (abbreviated as LEGMAR): Assign one violation mark for every com-

plex coda that is not composed of glide-consonant, strident-voiceless stop ([sp, st, sk,

Sp, St, Sk]), or nasal-voiced obstruent ([mb, nd, nz, nZ, n
>
dZ, ng]), and every complex

onset that is not composed of consonant-glide or [sp, st, sk, Sp, St, Sk] (+ w, j).

d. *V̆ (abbreviated as *V): Assign one violation mark for every short vowel.15

e. MAX-V: assign one violation mark for every short vowel in the input that has no output

correspondent.

5.4.3.1 Apocope Ranking

The rankings for the apocope alternation are straightforward, as FINAL-C must outrank MAX-V

for /nd2-bd2knIgU/ to map to [nd2-bd2knIg] ‘I have a nightmare’.

(95) FINAL-C≫ *MAX-V (New Odawa)

nd2-bd2knIgU FINAL-C MAX-V

a. + nd2-bd2knIg *

b. nd2-bd2knIgU *!

15Gouskova (2003) argues that *V and other constraints from the *STRUC family should be excluded from CON.
Deletion under that theory is held to be driven by satisfaction of constraints that do not specifically penalize the
existence of structure. However, syncope sometimes only results in a complex onset (for instance, when CVwV maps
to C wV). In the absence of more evidence, such a deletion optimizes nothing other than a dispreference against short
vowels (though see Munshi and Crowhurst 2012). To be sure, not all CVwV strings syncopate, as discussed below, but
the central point is that *V or something like it is necessary. Whether this constraint is an ad-hoc creation of language
learners or part of universal CON is not a question we will pursue.
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Furthermore, FINAL-C must also outrank *CC# for /nd2-gIni:wa:nzU/ to map to nd2-gIni:wa:nz]

‘I am rose colored’.

(96) FINAL-C≫ *CC# (New Odawa)

nd2-gIni:wa:nzU FINAL-C *CC# MAX-V

a. + nd2-gIni:wa:nzU * *

b. nd2-gIni:wa:nzU *!

5.4.3.2 Syncope Ranking

The core ranking for the grammar is LEGALMARGIN, *CC# ≫ *V ≫ MAX-V. Because New

Odawa has underlying clusters that violate LEGALMARGIN, as seen in dgUSIn ‘he comes’, or

wa:bnda:ng ‘if he sees it’, this constraint is not undominated. While these clusters are being sim-

plified by many speakers, this phenomenon is beyond the scope of this paper, and it is assumed

without further argument that MAX-C is high ranked.

The crucial ranking argument for LEGALMARGIN over *V in the grammar comes from word-

internal cluster avoidance. For instance, syncope cannot occur in
>
dZi:gd2bg2n-2n because deletion

of the penultimate vowel in the word would create an illegal [bgn] cluster. We illustrate the block-

ing effect in tableau (97).

(97) LEGALMARGIN≫ *V (New Odawa)

>
dZi:gd2bg2n-2n LEGMAR *V MAX-V

a. +
>
dZi:g.d2b.g2n2n ***

b.
>
dZi:g.d2b.gn2n *! ** *

Because syncope does not create otherwise legal word-final clusters, *V must also be domi-
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nated by *CC#. For instance, the vowel that separates [s k] in nd2-nta:de:bwe:sIk ‘I am a good

liar’, surfaces faithfully, as shown by (98).

(98) *CC#≫ *V (New Odawa)

nd2-nta:de:bwe:sIk *CC# *V MAX-V

a. + nd2nta:de:bwe:sIk *

b. nd2nta:de:bwe:sk *! *

*V must outrank MAX-V in the grammar, as seen in the mapping from /a:n2k-2g/ ‘brown

thrashers’ to [a:nk2g] in (99).

(99) *V≫ MAX-V (New Odawa)

a:n2k-2g *V MAX-V

a. + a:n.k2g * *

b. a:.n2.k2g **!

Crucially, *V dominates other constraints that could regulate deletion, like *COMPLEXONSET

or *COMPLEXCODA, because New Odawa deletion creates complex clusters so long as they are

compliant with LEGMAR. This is shown by the mapping from /gwi:SkUSI-d/ to [gwi:Sk.SI-d] ‘if he

whistles’ in (100).
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(100) *V≫ *COMPLEXCODA (New Odawa)

gwi:SkUSI-d *V MAX-V *COMPCODA

a. + gwi:Sk.SId * * *

b. gwi:SkUSId **!

The tableau in (101) illustrates that *COMPLEXONSET must also be dominated by *V, as the

mapping from /nInI-w2g/ ‘men’ to [nInw2g] shows that complex onsets can be formed by deletion.

(101) *V≫ *COMPLEXONSET (New Odawa)

nInI-w2g *V MAX-V *COMPONS

a. + nI.nw2g * * *

b. nI.nI.w2g **!

5.4.3.3 Optional Deletion at the Left Edge

During the fieldwork carried out for this study, two sided open syllable syncope was found to be

optional at the left edge of the word. Since naturalistic production data is not currently available,

it is difficult to give a complete account of the relative frequency of the variants. As an approx-

imation, 21 out of 25 elicited stems with light initial syllables had an acceptable deletion variant

(Bowers 2012§3.1.8).16 Furthermore, deletion variants were judged to be as acceptable as a faithful

variant roughly a quarter of the time.

To model this variation, we use variable ranking, as described by Anttila (1997) or work in

16Of the four stems that failed to show deletion, one of them, /gUnda:gna:pne:/ ‘get a sore throat’, would have had
an unsyllabifiable intervocalic [gnd] sequence if deletion occured, as in *[nd2-gnda:gna:pne:]. The failure of the other
three stems to show deletion cannot be due to phonotactic constraints. We might explain this as optional deletion
simply failing to apply.
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Stochastic OT (Boersma 1997, Boersma and Hayes 2001), though Maximum Entropy (Goldwater

and Johnson 2003) or Noisy Harmonic Grammar (Boersma and Pater to appear) could potentially

also be used. Our analysis uses a positional faithfulness constraint MAX-Vstem-initial (Beckman

1998), defined in (102).

(102) MAX-Vstem-initial (abbreviated as MAX-Vs): assign one violation mark if the first vowel

in the stem in the input has no output correspondent.

Tableau (103) illustrates how the free-ranking of MAX-Vs with *V enforces optional deletion

between nd2-k2wa:te:SIn and nd2-kwa:te:SIn ‘I cast a shadow’. The jagged line represents free

ranking.

(103) *V variably ranked with MAX-Vs (New Odawa)

nd2-k2wa:te:SIn MAX-Vs *V MAX-V

a. + nd2k2wa:te:SIn ***(!)

b. + nd2kwa:te:SIn *(!) ** *

The constraint rankings motivated for New Odawa are summarized in the Hasse diagram in

(104); a dashed line indicates free ranking.

(104) Hasse diagram of New Odawa rankings

FINAL-C

*CC#LEGMAR MAX-Vstem-initial

*V

MAX-V*COMPONS *COMPCODA
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5.4.3.4 Non-Directionality of Syncope

The assumption that New Odawa syncope is regulated solely by phonotactics is confirmed by

its non-directionality. Free variation in deletion sites is observed when more than one vowel is

in a two-sided open syllable, licensing either one to delete. Such free variation is widespread

in languages with phonotactic deletion, see the typological discussion in Bowers (2015) and the

much-discussed case of French schwa deletion (Dell 1973, Kimper 2011 inter alia). Schematically,

in the underlying configuration VCVCVCV either, but not both, of the underlined vowels may

delete, producing VC CVCV or VCVC CV. This free variation in deletion sites could never have

been produced in Old Odawa, because underlying strings were always footed in the same way.

In the fieldwork carried out for this study, free variation in deletion sites was observed. A

consultant was asked to nominalize reflexive verbs, which created the underlying sequence /X-

IdIzU-wIn/ ‘X-reflexive-nominalizer’. This placed the second and third vowels of the reflexive

morpheme -IdIzU in the two-sided open syllable. On separate repetitions, the consultant produced

forms where either vowel deleted, as shown in (105).17 To ensure that the data fits on the page, we

elide the root in the surface forms.18

(105) Underlying Surface 1 Surface 2 (N. Odawa)

da:ngn-IdIzU-wIn . . . -Id zU-wIn . . . -IdIz -wIn self-feeling-ness

da:ng
>
dZi:bn-IdIzU-wIn . . . -Id zU-wIn . . . -IdIz -wIn self-brushing-ness

Other words were not recorded as having multiple variants, but nonetheless illustrate that dele-

tion sites are not consistent when two vowels are in the two sided open syllable. Among them are

[wi:km-Id zU-wIn] ‘self egging on-ness’, [bi:skUnje:- dIz -wIn] ‘self clothing-ness’ and [de:pta:-

d zU-wIn] ‘self hearing from afar-ness’.

Formalizing the variation in deletion sites for our examples is not straightforward. The chief

difficulty lies in the fact that intervocalic [d.zw] sequences are syllabifiable. Our account thus

17The underlying form /da:Nn/ differs from /da:ngIn/, which might be expected if the Rhodes dictionary is consulted.
The speaker the verb was elicited from never gave any utterance that would have indicated that [I] was present in the
UR.

18Note that variants like da:ngńId zUwIn have deletion of the antepenultimate vowel, which would otherwise be
stressed. Variants like da:ngńIdIz wIn have deletion of a vowel that is two syllables away from the stressed vowel. If
this analysis assumed that stress still conditioned deletion, these facts would be difficult to handle. See section 5.4.4.
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predicts that *da:ngn-Id z -wIn, in which two vowels have been deleted, should be attested. We

leave the precise formulation of this aspect of New Odawa grammar for further research. Note,

however, that the larger point that New Odawa does not have the same grammar as Old Odawa

stands, because the Old Odawa footing algorithm never produced variation in deletion sites.

5.4.3.5 Productive Extensions of Syncope

Rhodes (1985b) and Valentine (2001) state that in some cases, consonant cluster simplifications

counterfeed syncope in New Odawa. However, for the consultants interviewed for this study,

consonant cluster simplifications fed syncope. For instance, (106) shows that Old Odawa set up a

[ds] cluster in all surface forms of /me:d2sIn/ ‘miss him’.

(106) ‘I miss him’ ‘If he misses him’ (O. Odawa)

/nI-me:d2sIn-a:/ /me:d2sIn-a:-d/ UR

(nImé:)(d2śI)(ná:) (mé:)(d2śI)(ná:d) Stress

(n@mé:)(d@śI)(ná:) (mé:)(d@śI)(ná:d) Reduction

[n@mé:d@śIná:] [mé:d@śIná:d] SR

[nme:dsIna:] [me:dsIna:d] Likely percept

Rhodes reports that [d] frequently deletes before [s] in New Odawa, giving rise to the dictionary

entry me:sIn-a:-d ‘if he misses him’.19 The deletion of [d] places the [I] in the two sided open

syllable, but for this particular word, the dictionary indicates that the [I] never deletes. The field

data collected for this study show that in New Odawa, two-sided open syllable syncope has spread

to this word. Hence, ‘he misses him’ was invariably pronounced me:sn-a:. Other cases where

cluster simplification fed deletion are presented in (107).20

19In New Odawa the deletion of [d] before [s] is not universal, as the Rhodes dictionary also lists mskUds2n-g ‘if he
paints it red’ as an Odawa word.

20How widespread the new deletions are in New Odawa is not currently known. Importantly, the speakers who
provided these data points are members of the first restructuring generation, and one of them contributed to the Rhodes
dictionary. The discrepancy between the Rhodes dictionary and these data is most likely due to the regularization of
exceptional forms. For additional discussion, see Bowers (2012)§3.1.9.
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(107) Old Odawa New Odawa Deletion Form Gloss

de:we:Pg2n de:we:g2n de:we:g n-2n drum

ZIbi:Pm2w ZIbi:m2w ZIbi:m w-a: write for him

The extension of syncope to new contexts confirms that it is productive in New Odawa. Ad-

ditional confirmation of the productivity of syncope comes from its application to nonce forms

(Berko 1958). For instance, a speaker gave [de:tzIs ko:n] and [ko:
>
tSpa:k do:n] as the plurals for

nonce [de:tzIsIk] and [ko:
>
tSpa:kUd]. The plural forms lack a vowel that otherwise would be in a

two sided open syllable, confirming that there is an active deletion process in the language.

5.4.3.6 Lexical Exceptions

Though syncope is very general in New Odawa, there are forms that do not straightforwardly

conform. Most saliently, third person plural inflection does not condition syncope as would be

expected given the analysis above. That is, third person plural verbs are formed with the suffix -

w2g, but stem-final short vowels frequently do not delete before the suffix. Thus, we see stem-final

short vowels in the words in (108). These forms are from the author’s field notes.

(108) ‘They are white’ ‘They are alive’ (N. Odawa)

/wa:ba:nzU-w2g/ /bma:dIzI-w2g/ Underlying

wa:.ba:n.zU-w2g bma:d.zI-w2g Surface

*wa:.ba:n.z-w2g *bma:d.z-w2g Expected

The crucial aspect of (108) is that the stem-final vowels have not deleted even though the

resulting string would be syllabifiable. The pattern seen in (108) is importantly not a direct hold-

over from Old Odawa, as illustrated in the derivations in (109). These Old Odawa forms are not

present in Bloomfield (1957), they have instead been produced by applying rhythmic reduction to

full voweled forms like those still found in Minnesota Ojibwe.
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(109) ‘They are white’ ‘They are alive’ (O. Odawa)

/wa:ba:nzU-w2g/ /bIma:dIzI-w2g/ UR

(wá:)(bá:n)(zUw2́g) (bImá:)(dIźI)(w2́g) Stress

(wá:)(bá:n)(z@w2́g) (b@má:)(d@źI)(w2́g) Reduction

[wá:bá:nz@w2́g] [b@má:d@źIw2́g] SR

[wa:ba:nzw2g] [bma:dzIw2g] Likely percept

Comparison between (108) and (109), shows that in Old Odawa, the stem-final vowel in

/wa:ba:nzU-w2g/ ‘they are white’ would have reduced, while in New Odawa it does not delete.

This rules out the possibility that the persistence of stem-final vowels is entirely an inherited fea-

ture of Old Odawa.

Strikingly, some vowels do delete before -w2g, as underlying /ga:we:-SkI-w2g/ ‘they are jealous’

maps to [ga:we:Sk w2g]. The situation is complicated further by deletion failing to occur in the

closely parallel ga:we:-SkI-wIn ‘natural jealousy’. It is important to note that these exceptions are

quite limited, apparently being confined to an unpredictable failure to delete before [w]-initial

suffixes. These lexical idiosyncracies will need to be generated with an appropriate theory of

lexical exceptions, see Pater (2010) for an approach that handles idiosyncratic syncope in Yine

(Maipurean, Peru). It is possible as well that a study with a broader base of speakers will show

these exceptions to be idiosyncratic to the speakers I have intereviewed.

This concludes the analysis of New Odawa. The essential point is that a novel syncope system

has evolved out of the reduction patterns of Old Odawa. This system retains a subset of Old Odawa

alternations (see section 5.7.2), but the modern pattern is governed by distinct principles.

5.4.4 No Rhythmic Syncope in New Odawa

Deletion patterns in New Odawa cannot be captured with iambic rhythmic syncope. This is because

the modern system is insensitive to underlying even-odd position. Words like ZIda:ba:n-a:-d ‘if

he drags him’ and de:we:g n-2n ‘drum-pl’ illustrate this nicely. By virtue of following a long

vowel, the deleted vowel in de:we:g n2n is underlyingly in an “odd-numbered” position (as in

(dé:)(wé:)(g2n2́n)). However, the first vowel in ZIda:ba:n-a:-d is as well. Even more telling is the
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free variation in deletion sites from section 5.4.3.4. Recall that /da:ngn-IdIzU-wIn/ ‘self-feeling-

ness’ varies between [da:ngn-Id zU-wIn] and [da:ngn-IdIz -wIn]. In these examples, we see deletion

of a vowel in either an even or an odd position. In contrast, phonotactic deletion describes the

environment for deletion quite cleanly.

One might ask if deletion is regulated only with reference to the antepenultimate stress pat-

tern of New Odawa. This does not work. Recall that stress falls on the surface antepenultimate

syllable in New Odawa, as in á:b
>
dZI

>
tSg2n ‘tool’, and a:b

>
dŹI

>
tSg2n-2n ‘tool-pl’. Stress assignment

interacts transparently with deletion, as seen in dé:we:g2n ‘drum’ and dé:we:g n-2n ‘drum-pl’. In

other words, stress appears on the surface antepenultimate syllable even when deletion applies.

Stress assignment accomodating deletion is prima facie evidence for stress following deletion in a

serialist model. Of course, stress cannot condition syncope if it follows syncope. Deletion of ante-

penultimate vowels further undermines this analysis. This can be seen in words like nd2-Z bi:w-a:

‘I draw him’ (an optional variant of nd2-ZIbi:wa:) or da:ngn-Id zU-wIn ‘self-feeling-ness’. If stress

conditions deletion, the deletion of stressed vowels is highly anomalous.

5.5 Cross-Linguistic Responses to Rhythmic Syncope

Synchronic rhythmic syncope is strikingly absent from the languages of the world. Bowers (2015)

discusses cases where the historical record shows that learners reject rhythmic syncope when it

arises. We briefly consider the cases of Old Irish and Old Russian, which developed rhythmic

syncope in approximately 550 CE and 1250 CE, respectively (Jackson 1953, McManus 1983,

Kiparsky 1979:97-103).

5.5.1 Old Irish

Old Irish and other Insular Celtic languages had left-aligned trochees until unstressed vowels

started dropping in 550 CE (Jackson 1953, McManus 1983). Though documents from the time

do not discuss the phonetics of unstressed vowels, I assume here and below that this was extreme

reduction like Old Odawa. Thurneysen (1946) provides the forms in (110).
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(110) ‘Similar’ ‘neg-similar-pl’

/kosamil/ /e-kosamil-i/ UR

(kósa)(míl) (éko)(sámi)(ĺi) Stress

(kós@)(míl) (ék@)(sám@)(ĺi) Reduction

[kos@mil] [ek@sam@li] SR

[kosmil] [eksamli] Likely percept

Thurneysen provides strong evidence that the language restructured. In many Old Irish manuscripts,

deletion has ceased to be sensitive to the even-odd syllable count. In its place is deletion governed

by phonotactics, as shown in (111).21

(111) Isolation Affixed

kumaxtax kumax.t x-u mighty, mightier

komokjus komoj.kj s-e near, nearness

As can be seen above, if the resulting cluster was parsable into a simplex coda and an onset

of rising sonority, deletion resulted.22 The forms in (112) show deletion creating complex onsets

of fricative-liquid and stop-fricative sequences, supporting a conjecture that indicate that in the

restructured language complex onsets could maximally consist of stop-fricative-liquid sequences.23

(112) Historical Restructured

(t́im@)(T́irext) tim.T rext service

(rág@)(báTa) rag.b Ta have been sung

(tár@)(t́is:etj) tar.t satj they have given

21One might expect [kumaxtax] ‘mighty’ and [komokjus] ‘near’ to have consonant clusters in place of their second
syllables. The [a] in [kumaxtax] survived because vowels never deleted before [xt] (Thurneysen 1946:67). The
form komokjus, originally had an additional syllable that was completely effaced, as some texts have orthographic
{comḟocus}, where the diacritic on {ḟ} indicates that the segment has been deleted (see the Electronic Dictionary of
the Irish Language, published by the Arts and Humanities Research Council 2013).The original parse was probably
(kóm )(fókjus) ‘near’.

22Deletion under-applies in komokjus ‘near’, soxumaxt ‘capable’, and foditiu ‘endurance’. Either these must be
analyzed as exceptional forms, or a derived environment condition might have been active.

23The [e] of [tartis:et] becomes [a] in [tartsat] because [e] optionally dissimilates to [a] before a palatalized conso-
nant (Thurneysen 1946:54).
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The final evidence that Old Irish restructured comes from quadrisyllabic words where deletion

of both medial vowels would result in an illegal cluster. Just as in New Odawa, free variation is

observed here, even within the same manuscript. This is shown in (113).

(113) Underlying Variant 1 Variant 2

/tomonitis/ tom nitis tomon tis that they would think

/indirise/ ind rise indir se invade (participle)

The restructuring of Irish was abrupt. The first attestations of strong reduction date from the

mid-sixth century, and by the mid-seventh century radical changes to Irish phonology had taken

place (Jackson 1953, McManus 1983). If children resist positing rhythmic syncope, this rapid re-

structuring is expected. We need not follow Koch (1995:46) in stating that “it is simply impossible

for a language to have evolved as quickly as the evidence seems to imply”. To the contrary, very

rapid change in response to rhythmic syncope is rather characteristic.

5.5.2 Old Russian

Old Russian had two short high vowels, [I] and [U], commonly referred to as jers. At the end

of the Common Slavonic period, a process known as Havlik’s Law strongly reduced jers in the

weak branch of a trochaic foot and lowered them to [e, o] in the strong branch of a foot (Kiparsky

1979:97-103). Thus, Old Russian had alternations like those illustrated in (114).24

(114) ‘Hermit-acc.sg’ ‘Hermit-nom.sg’

/otUSjIlI
>
tsj-a/ /otUSjIlI

>
tsj-I/ UR

(ótU)(Sj ÍlI)(
>
tsjá) (ó)(tÚSjI)(ĺI

>
tsjI) Stress

(ótU)(SjélI)(
>
tsjá) (ó)(tóSjI)(lé

>
tsjI) Lowering

(ót@)(Sjél@)(
>
tsjá) (ó)(tóSj@)(lé

>
tsj@) Reduction

[ot@Sjel@>tsja] [otoSj@le
>
tsj@] SR

[otSjel
>
tsja] [otoSjle

>
tsj] Likely percept

It has been well established that Modern Russian and other Slavic languages no longer attest

the historical pattern of jer deletion (Isačenko 1970, Kenstowicz and Kisseberth 1977, Pesetsky
24Kiparsky does not provide the actual phonetic forms of the words in (114), these are filled in from his description.
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1979, Yearley 1995, Gouskova 2012). Hence, the alternation between ot Sjel
>
tsj-a and otoSj le

>
tsj

has been replaced with otSelj >
ts-a and otSelje

>
ts in Modern Russian. Note that the stem-final vowel

deletes in Modern Russian otSelj >
ts-a. Importantly, Gouskova (2012) and Gouskova and Becker

(2013) have shown that deletion is now regulated by phonotactic constraints that make no reference

to stress.

Strikingly, Modern Russian “did not preserve a single case of multiple vowel/zero alternations”

(Isačenko 1970:122, emphasis original). The loss of the Old Russian pattern was very swift, as

Isačenko (1970:96) observes that “in most cases multiple vowel/zero alternations were eliminated

simultaneously with the jer-shift itself”. The one area where multiple vowel zero alternations

endured was in prefixed forms, which Blumenfeld (2012) and Linzen et al. (2013) have shown to

be highly lexicalized and subject to constraints that were not present historically.

5.5.3 Other Languages

The number of languages that have come to the brink of rhythmic syncope is prohibitively large

to cover in depth. However, we note in passing that the following languages support the thesis

that learners restructure rather than learn rhythmic syncope. Just within the Algonquian language

family we find that Potawatomi, a very close relative of Odawa, developed severe reduction a short

time before Odawa did. Hockett (1948:5) encountered restructuring in progress, as the unprefixed

allomorphs of stems appeared after a recut prefix ndo:-, just as in New Odawa. The recut pre-

fix has since become standard in the community, featuring even in language pedagogy (Robert

Lewis, personal communication). Unami, an Eastern Algonquian language in the Delaware group,

also levelled out most alternations that would evidence a prior rhythmic reduction stage (Goddard

1979:x-xxi).

Further afield, Malone (1997:143, 153) demonstrates that the variety of Mandaic spoken cen-

turies ago had rhythmic syncope, but the modern language has syncope in the two-sided open

syllable (see also Haberl 2009:96-98). Rhythmic syncope also appeared during Late Latin (Pope

1952, Rickard 1989, Jacobs 2004), but was lost by Gallo-Romance (Kager 1997, Jacobs 1989).25

25Archaic and Classical Latin had optional rhythmic syncope (Jacobs 2004, Blumenfeld 2006, Nishimura 2010;
2012). Its persistence can thus be explained within parallel OT with Output-Variant faithfulness (Kawahara 2002).
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Some modern languages cited in support of synchronic rhythmic syncope by McCarthy (2008)

can be shown to have syncope in the two sided open syllable instead. Ohala (1977) explicitly shows

that schwa deletion in Hindi makes no reference to stress and occurs only in non-initial syllables

when the resulting cluster is legal. Similarly, though descriptions of Tundra Nenets (Staroverov

2006, Kavitskaya and Staroverov 2008) make use of metrical structure, the alternations they dis-

cuss can also be the result of deletion being regulated by phonotactics. Neither Hindi nor Tundra

Nenets attest the multiple vowel-zero alternations that are the hallmark of rhythmic syncope.

Other languages, like Aguaruna and Tonkawa, have been analyzed as having synchronic rhyth-

mic syncope. In the case of Aguaruna, following Payne (1990), Alderete (2001), and McCarthy

(2008), the language builds iambic feet from left-to-right. However, the language lacks prefixes

(Overall 2007), so there is no morphological way for a change in foot assignment to ripple through

the word, and all alternations are at the right edge of the word, much as in New Odawa. Fur-

thermore, current dictionaries show an abundance of cases where syncope has either targeted an

incorrect syllable or failed to target a particular syllable (Wipio Deicat 1996, Uwarai Yagkug and

Paz Suikai 1998).26 Finally, Tonkawa closely resembled rhythmic syncope, except a pattern of

compensatory lengthening meant that deletion did not obscure the stress system (Hoijer 1933;

1946), that is, the deletion was not opaque. Consequently, the language did not show signs of

restructuring. See Bowers (2015) for further discussion of these and similar cases.

5.6 Old Odawa in Constraints

The learning theory advanced in chapters 2 and 4 can produce New Odawa when exposed to

paradigm-labeled data from what we might call Ostensible Old Odawa, that is, the likely percept

of Old Odawa, which has categorical rhythmic syncope instead of vowel reduction. As a brief re-

view, the learning theory starts with the basics of Classic OT: an enumeration of constraints which

26The same situation holds for Southeastern Tepehuan, viz. Willett (1982), Willett (1991), Kager (1999), and
Summer Institute of Linguistics (2005). In Southeastern Tepehuan there is even the apparent deletion of long vowels,
which makes the language anomalous amongst the vowel deletion systems discussed here. A clue to the solution
might come from the fact that the apparent deletion is observed in reduplicated forms. This raises the possibility that
the reduplication system could be re-analyzed along the lines proposed for the related Uto-Aztecan language Pima in
Riggle (2006a).
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must be ranked for parallel evaluation of linguistic forms. It then follows the procedure described

in chapter 2 to incrementally accrue phonotactic rankings (ensuring that all surface forms are legal)

and morphophonological rankings (ensuring that all faithfulness violations suggested by alterna-

tions are generated). In the event that no ranking can both ensure that the observed surface forms

are legal and compel the faithfulness violations suggested by alternations, the learner shifts its fo-

cus away from generating all alternations to generating as many alternations as it can. Specifically,

all rankings that are compatible with the phonotactic ranking requirements are enumerated and

compared on the number of alternations that can be generated from the URs they permit from the

privileged surface form of each paradigm. Our task is to show that no ranking of OT constraints

generates the Old Odawa pattern of rhythmic syncope (Kager 1997, Jacobs 2004, see especially

McCarthy 2008), and illustrate how the grammar shown in section 5.4 is a viable hypothesis under

the relaxed requirements once the full language is determined to be impossible.

In this section we illustrate the above point in detail. First, we show the trivial result that Old

Odawa as phonetic reduction is a possible system that adults could expose children to. However,

if the reduced vowels are misperceived as deleted, a parallelist grammar is unable to capture the

pattern, and restructuring must result.

5.6.1 Conjectured Adult Old Odawa

In this section, we describe Old Odawa as we presume it was represented by adults, focusing on

the interaction between the stress pattern and reduction. As the reduction process was properly

phonetic, we assign it to the phonetic module. Very few assumptions need to be made about the

phonological component, other than that it can construct iambs from left-to-right.27 The content of

phonetics and phonology and their inter-relation is the subject of much debate (see Keating 1996,

Flemming 2001 and Cohn 2007). I only assume that phonetics gradiently implements categori-

cal phonological representations. For instance, an unstressed vowel can be realized with a dura-

tion anywhere between 0 milliseconds and whatever upper limit is necessary on language-specific

grounds. With phonetic reduction and phonological stress, either serial or parallel evaluation can

27We are not concerned with how to force left-alignment. Under the theory proposed by Kager (2001), left-
alignment is inevitable for iambic stress. Of course, alignment constraints can also be used.
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be employed. For concreteness, I will use parallel evaluation.

To generate exhaustive parsing into iambs, IAMB and FOOTBINARITY must outrank TROCHEE,

and EXHAUSTIVITY(word) must outrank FOOTBINARITY. These constraints are defined in (115).

(115) a. IAMB: Assign one violation mark for a foot that is not right-headed.

b. TROCHEE: Assign one violation mark for a foot that is not left-headed.

c. EXHAUSTIVITY(word): Assign one violation mark for a syllable that is not contained

in a foot (Ito and Mester 2003, Selkirk 1995).

d. FOOTBINARITY: Assign one violation mark for a non-branching foot.

The following tableau demonstrates the generation of the Old Odawa phonological representa-

tion [(m2ḱI)(źIn)] ‘shoe’, as shown in (116).

(116) EXHAUSTIVITY(word)≫ FOOTBINARITY

FOOTBINARITY, IAMB≫ *TROCHEE (Old Odawa)

m2kIzIn EXHAUST FTBIN IAMB TROCHEE

a. + (m2ḱI)(źIn) * *

b. (m2ḱI)zIn *! *

c. (m2́)(ḱI)(źIn) **!*

d. (m2́kI)(źIn) * *!

The phonological representation [(m2ḱI)(źIn)] must subsequently be realized phonetically. At

this point, unstressed vowels may be extremely reduced. Abstracting away from the other facets

of reduction, unstressed vowels will frequently be alloted no duration, and will never have a very

long duration. Thus, Old Odawa speakers would have been observed saying [mkIzIn], while also

producing [m@kIzIn]. Though this is only an approximation, we assume that the reduction was se-
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vere enough to be misperceived as categorical deletion. Though parallel OT can handle reduction,

as we will see in section 5.6, it cannot represent a rhythmic pattern of categorical deletion.

5.6.2 Parallelism and Ostensible Old Odawa

If extreme reduction were misperceived as categorical deletion, the ambient language might be best

named as Ostensible Old Odawa. Crucially, to learn Ostensible Old Odawa, the deletion process

would have to be placed in the phonological module with the stress process. Rhythmic syncope

involves a rather unique interaction between stress and deletion. Stress feeds deletion, but deletion

destroys the original foot patterns that it depends on. In other words, the stress pattern is negated

on the surface, but is present in an intermediate representation. For this reason, serial evaluation is

needed for rhythmic syncope. This is a point made cogently by McCarthy (2008). In other work

(see Bowers 2015), I have argued that the failure to acquire rhythmic syncope shows that Harmonic

Serialism makes false predictions concerning language change. Here, the only crucial point is that

using parallel OT makes a learner be incapable of learning rhythmic syncope.

As a preview to section 5.7, we illustrate here the basic problem in generating Ostensible Old

Odawa, a rhythmic syncope language rather than a reduction language, using parallelist phonology.

Parallelist theories of phonology must assign foot structure and avoid unstressed vowels simulta-

neously. As McCarthy (2008:527) states, this means “classic OT cannot express the generalization

that apparently underlies MCS [rhythmic syncope, DAB]”. In an iambic language, rhythmic syn-

cope is an alternation between surface full vowels in underlying “even” positions and surface null

in underlying “odd” positions. The surface pattern of vocalism must be determined by the under-

lying count because the surface forms have had the count obscured by deletion. This point alone

should raise alarm in an OT setting, since OT constraints are limited to faithfulness constraints

that enforce similarity between inputs and outputs and markedness constraints that enforce surface

phonotactic patterns. If the pattern of even-odd deletion were encoded in a single constraint, that

constraint would specify a pattern of unfaithfulness between inputs and outputs. So-called two-

level constraints substantially increase the power of the theory and are not standardly employed.

Using the standard constraints used by phonologists does not help either. The obvious way to
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enforce binary counting is by first assigning feet, and syncopating from the weak branch of those

feet. In a parallelist architecture, there is no prior guide to which vowels are unstressed, so deletion

is not limited to a binary rhythmic pattern (Kager 1997, Jacobs 2004, Blumenfeld 2006, McCarthy

2008). To see this, consider the following constraints.

(117) a. WDCON: Words are parsed into prosodic words (and hence have at least one foot).

Assign one violation mark for a word that contains no feet (Selkirk 1995).

b. *V-Placeweak: Assign one violation mark for every full vowel in a weak metrical

position (McCarthy 2008).

c. MAX-V: Assign one violation mark for every vowel in the input that has no output

correspondent.

d. ID(stress): Assign one violation mark for every output vowel whose stress value does

not match the stress value of its correspondent in the input.

In (118) we see that if we use the same constraints that succeeded for McCarthy’s Harmonic

Serialism analysis, the UR /m2kIzIn/ does not map uniquely to [mkIzIn].

(118) Failure of stress and deletion (Old Odawa phonologized)

m2kIzIn *V-PLACEweak ID(str) FTBIN MAX-V

a. + (mḱI)(źIn) ** ** **

b. (m2ḱI)(źIn) *W **e *L *L

c. + (m2́k)(źIn) e **e **e **e

d. (m2́)(ḱI)(źIn) e ***W ***W L

The presence of an ERC with no W -assigning constraints signals that parallel OT fails no

matter what constraint ranking is used. Intuitively, without intermediate representations to narrow

down the candidate set and guide deletion, there is no way to select the correct vowel to delete.
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Candidate (a) is the intended winner in (118) and avoids unstressed vowels, but there are other

equivalently bad ways to avoid them, as candidate (c) shows.28 The ultimate surface form is not

decided by the constraints under consideration. Other constraints, like those on consonant clusters,

would decide the winner. This is a particularly unwelcome result because candidate (c) has typo-

logically less marked consonant clusters and could be expected to win. The problem is even more

severe with longer words. Underlying /m2zIn2PIg2n/ ‘book’ should surface as [(mźIn)(ṔI)(g2́n)],

but could just as easily surface as [(mźI)(n2́P)(g2́n)], or [(m2́z)(n2́P)(g2́n)].

5.7 Actuating Change

Thus far the chapter has taken pains to characterize the change that has been observed and establish

the inability of parallel OT to generate the original Ostensible Old Odawa pattern. This section

applies the theory of phonological learning developed in chapters 2 and 4 to Ostensible Old Odawa,

and shows that the grammar defended in section 5.4 is rather highly valued. There are three key

points to capture.

(119) a. Paradigm levelling occurred, with unprefixed forms as the pivot.

i. Ostensible Old Odawa mkIzIn, n-m2kzIn ‘(my) shoe’ > New Odawa mkIzIn, nd2-

mkIzIn

b. Two-sided open syllable syncope and apocope still drive alternations.

i. New Odawa ‘shoes’ /mkIzIn-2n/→ [mkIzn-2n]

ii. New Odawa ‘I am white’ /nd2-wa:ba:nzU/→ [nd2-wa:ba:nz]

c. New Odawa paradigms show evidence of composite URs.

i. New Odawa ‘be lively’ /
>
dZe:pIzI/

>
dZe:pzI-d, nd2-

>
dZe:pIz

ii. New Odawa ‘play a game’ /dn2kmIgIzI/ dn2kmIgzI-d, nd2-dn2kmIgIz

28Changing the ranking to disallow degenerate feet does not help. Whether the winner of (118) is parsed as
(mḱI)(źIn) or (mkIźIn), there is no reason for the first underlying vowel to delete, as opposed to the second vowel
with a parse like (m2kźIn).
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5.7.1 Prelude to Change: Detecting Inconsistency

Our learner must be supplied with constraints. We assume the inventory that was relevant for

describing the New Odawa phonology in section 5.4, which is repeated below with the addition of

DEP-V.

(120) a. FINAL-C: Assign one violation mark for a prosodic word that does not end in a con-

sonant (McCarthy 1993).

b. *CC#: Assign one violation mark for a word-final consonant cluster.

c. LEGALMARGIN (abbreviated as LEGMAR): Assign one violation mark for every com-

plex coda that is not composed of glide-consonant, strident-voiceless stop ([sp, st, sk,

Sp, St, Sk]), or nasal-voiced obstruent ([mb, nd, nz, nZ, n
>
dZ, ng]), and every complex

onset that is not composed of consonant-glide or [sp, st, sk, Sp, St, Sk] (+ w, j).

d. *V̆ (abbreviated as *V): Assign one violation mark for every short vowel.

e. MAX-V: assign one violation mark for every short vowel in the input that has no output

correspondent.

f. DEP-V: assign one violation mark for every short vowel in the output that has no input

correspondent.

Inconsistency results fairly quickly when this constraint set is deployed on Ostensible Old

Odawa forms. First, we obtain phonotactic ERCs to ensure that observed surface forms are legal.

(121) shows ERCs that are necessary for a word with a marked initial cluster and short vowels like

mkIzIn ‘shoe’ to be legal.
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(121) Phonotactics From Ostensible Old Odawa

mkIzIn F
IN

A
L

-C

*C
C

#

L
E

G
M

A
R

*V M
A

X
-V

D
E

P
-V

a. + mkIzIn * **

b. mIkIzIn L ***W *W

c. mIkzIn L ** *W *W

d. mkIzn *W **W *L *W

Candidate (b) in (121) shows that words like mkIzIn ‘shoe’ could have their word-initial cluster

tolerated either because short vowels are too marked to break up the cluster or inserting them is

forbidden. Encountering forms like nUki:-d ‘if he works’ provides evidence that short vowels are

not too marked to break up clusters, as seen in (122).

(122) Phonotactics From Ostensible Old Odawa

nUki:d F
IN

A
L

-C

*C
C

#

L
E

G
M

A
R

*V M
A

X
-V

D
E

P
-V

a. + nUki:d *

b. nki:d *W L *W

Finally, word-final consonant clusters are attested in Ostensible Old Odawa surface forms like

ndo:-gni:wa:nz ‘I am rose colored’, so *CC# may outrank DEP-V, as shown below.
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(123) Phonotactics From Ostensible Old Odawa

ndo:gni:wa:nz F
IN

A
L

-C

*C
C

#

L
E

G
M

A
R

*V M
A

X
-V

D
E

P
-V

a. + ndo:gni:wa:nz * *

b. ndo:gni:wa:nzI *W L * *W *W

The inability of the assumed constraint set to handle Ostensible Old Odawa comes to light

once alternations are considered. For instance, once both mkIzIn ‘shoe’ and nm2kzIn ‘my shoe’

are observed, the learner needs to apportion unfaithfulness between the allomorphs while not con-

tradicting the ranking requirements shown in (121-123). The inuitively obvious analysis is that

when vowels of multiple different qualities alternate with zero, the grammar enforces deletion, and

any observed vowel is underlying. In the case at hand, this means hypothesizing a UR /m2kIzIn/

and deriving both the isolation allomorph mkIzIn and the post-prefixal allomorph m2kzIn from it.

However, such a mapping is harmonically bounded under this constraint set, as shown in (124).

(124) Attempted Morphophonology from Ostensible Old Odawa

m2kIzIn F
IN

A
L

-C

*C
C

#

L
E

G
M

A
R

*V M
A

X
-V

D
E

P
-V

a. / mkIzIn * ** *

b. m2kzIn L ** *

Under this constraint set, it is possible to compel vowel deletion, but (124) shows that it is

always better to delete a vowel if it will not violate constraints on consonant clusters. The intended

output mkIzIn ‘shoe’ is a perpetual loser, and so this particular apportioning of unfaithfulness must
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be abandoned. The remaining ways to characterize the alternations in the paradigm for ‘shoe’

all depend on epenthesis for one or both vowel-zero alternations, as reflected in the URs /mkzIn/,

/m2kzIn/ and /mkIzIn/. Each of these hypotheses can be made compatible with a few paradigms,

but the ultimate fate for them must eventually be inconsistency. The reason for this is that epenthe-

sis must introduce a vowel with a default quality, or a quality determined by the surrounding

consonants. Since three different vowels alternate with zero in Ostensible Old Odawa, accounting

for all alternations via epenthesis must fail.29 Hence, while our mechanical learning process would

have to churn through more data to arrive at the conclusion of global inconsistency, we can safely

move on to exploring how the learner will act once the inconsistency of all hypotheses has been

detected.

5.7.2 Effecting Change

Chapter 4 specifies that once inconsistency has been detected in all morphophonological hypothe-

ses, the learner retracts morphophonological ERCs and enumerates the total rankings that are con-

sistent with the phonotactic ERCs. To avoid visual clutter, the phonotactic ERCs collected in

(121-123) were reduced to their Most Informative Basis (Brasoveanu and Prince 2011) and are

presented in (125):

(125) FINAL-C *CC# LEGMAR *V MAX-V DEP-V

W L W

L W W

W L L W W

It should be immediately clear that the constraint hierarchy summarized at the end of section

5.4 is compatible with the ERCs in (125). For convenience, we repeat (104) as (126), suppressing

constraints that were not used during the phonotactic ranking discussion above, and making explicit

the assumed high rank of DEP-V. The crucial point is that for every ERC in (125), the constraints

29An often overlooked possibility is that one alternating segment is epenthetic while other alternating segments are
derived via deletion. For instance, /n-mkIzIn/ could map to [nm2kzIn] ‘my shoe’ via epenthesis of [2] and deletion
of [I]. However, this analysis requires that [I] and [U] in stem-initial syllables be deleted, which, generalizing slightly
from (124), is clearly a non-starter.
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that assign L are dominated by (below) constraints that assign W in (126).

(126) Hasse diagram of New Odawa rankings

DEP-V

FINAL-C

*CC#LEGMAR

*V

MAX-V

I currently lack simulation results to show that total rankings conforming to the dominance

relations in (126) score better on the accuracy metric proposed at the end of chapter 4 (see al-

gorithm 3) than other permutations that are compatible with the phonotactics rankings in (125).

However, it should be clear that this grammar will score well, because while it does not enforce all

of the deletions present in Ostensible Old Odawa, it does enforce deletion. Most importantly, the

environments in which it enforces deletion correspond to deletion sites in Ostensible Old Odawa.

For instance, take the New Odawa alternation between mkIzIn ‘shoe’ and mkIzn-2n ‘shoes’. The

antecedents of these forms in Old Odawa are repeated from (64) below:

(127) ‘shoe-pl’ ‘shoe’ (O. Odawa)

/m2kIzIn-2n/ /m2kIzIn/ UR

(m2ḱI)(zIn2́n) (m2ḱI)(źIn) Stress

(m@ḱI)(z@n2́n) (m@ḱI)(źIn) Reduction

[m@ḱIz@n2́n] [m@ḱIźIn] SR

[mkIzn2n] [mkIzIn] Likely percept

The stem for ‘shoe’ /m2kIzIn/ had odd parity underlyingly in Old Odawa. As a consequence of

the stress rules, odd parity stems ended in a sequence of two stressed vowels, as seen in the parse

(m2ḱI)(źIn). When the plural suffix was appended to this word, the stem final syllable was parsed

into the weak branch of a foot, though the penultimate syllable in the stem was still parsed into

the strong branch of a foot. What was a result of the shifting stress value of stem-final syllables
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conveniently matches the description of two-sided open syllable syncope, as shown by the mapping

/mkIzIn-2n/→ [mkIzn-2n].

Of course, Old Odawa even parity stems did not have allomorphy between singular and plural

forms, and correspond to New Odawa stems where two-sided open syllable syncope is blocked

by consonant cluster restrictions. For instance, the Old Odawa word for ‘tool’ was generated as

follows:

(128) ‘tool-pl’ ‘tool’ (O. Odawa)

/a:b2
>
dZI

>
tSIg2n-2n/ /a:b2

>
dZI

>
tSIg2n/ UR

(á:)(b2
>
dŹI)(

>
tSIg2́)(n2́n) (á:)(b2

>
dŹI)(

>
tSIg2́n) Stress

(á:)(b@ >
dŹI)(

>
tS@g2́)(n2́n) (á:)(b@ >

dŹI)(
>
tS@g2́n) Reduction

[á:b@ >
dŹI

>
tS@g2́n2́n] [á:b@ >

dŹI
>
tS@g2́n] SR

[a:b
>
dZI

>
tSg2n] [a:b

>
dZI

>
tSg2n2n] Likely percept

Even parity stems could not alternate in Old Odawa between singular and plural forms because

no syllables changed their stress values between the singular and plural. Under the New Odawa

analysis however, what had been even parity stems are now stems that have a consonant cluster

before the stem-final syllable. As a result, the last short vowel in the stem cannot be placed in the

two-sided open syllable syncope environment by the concatenation of a suffix, as confirmed by the

New Odawa mapping /a:b
>
dZI

>
tSg2n-2n/→ [a:b

>
dZI

>
tSg2n-2n] ‘tools’.

In short, by adopting a two-sided open syllable syncope grammar, a learner could account for at

least some of the alternations that were present in Ostensible Old Odawa. The alternations between

prefixed and unprefixed allomorphs are clearly beyond the capacity of such a grammar to generate,

but if the presence or absence of a prefix is held constant, then alternations in suffixed forms can

be generated. The only major question remaining is whether prefixed or unprefixed allomorphs

should be prioritized. The levelling observed in New Odawa gives the answer away: unprefixed

allomorphs were maintained over prefixed allomorphs. There are enough proposals that state that

a morphologically primitive form should be chosen as the pivot in levelling that such a result is

not surprising. However, note that Albright’s theory that the phonologically most informative/least

chaotic cell is chosen as the pivot may also predict this result, since preliminary calculations of
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conditional entropy using a weighted non-deterministic finite state transducer indicate that the

unprefixed→ prefixed mapping is less chaotic than the prefixed→ unprefixed mapping.

5.7.3 Composite URs in New Odawa

One of the more striking observations about New Odawa for the theory of levelling is that in the

midst of a change whereby large portions of the lexicon shifted so that their URs became identical

to their unprefixed allomorph, there is, as noted earlier, a class of words whose alternations in New

Odawa strongly suggest a composite UR analysis. The words in question descend from Old Odawa

even-parity verbs ending in two light syllables (and where the stem-final syllable was open). For

instance, consider the Old Odawa paradigm for ‘be smart’, which had the following surface forms:

(129) ‘If he is smart’ ‘I am smart’ (O. Odawa)

/U
>
dZe:pIzI-d/ /nI-U

>
dZe:pIzI/ UR

— nIo:
>
dZe:pIzI [U] Lengthening

— nIdo:
>
dZe:pIzI Hiatus Resolution

— nIdo:
>
dZe:pIz Apocope

(U
>
dZé:)(pIźId) (nIdó:)(

>
dZé:)(ṕIz) Stress

(@ >
dZé:)(p@źId) (n@dó:)(

>
dZé:)(ṕIz) Reduction

[@ >
dZé:p@źId] [n@dó:

>
dZé:ṕIz] SR

[
>
dZe:pzId] [ndo:

>
dZe:pIz] Likely Percept

The apocope process of Old Odawa removed the stem-final vowel in prefixed forms like

ndo:
>
dZe:pIz ‘I am smart’, thereby making the penultimate syllable of these words become the

last syllable in the word. Word-final syllables were stressed regardless of the even-odd count, so in

prefixed forms the underlying penultimate vowel surfaced. In unprefixed forms however, the stem-

final vowel was invariably protected from apocope, so the penultimate vowel was parsed into the

weak branch of a foot and deleted, as can be seen in the form
>
dZe:pzI-d ‘if he is smart’. Crucially,

whether the underlying penultimate vowel surfaced depended entirely on whether the underly-

ing stem-final vowel had been apocopated. Hence, like many other paradigms in Ostensible Old

Odawa, correctly generating all of the forms would require a composite UR.
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Unlike most Ostensible Old Odawa paradigms that would require a composite UR, however,

the New Odawa grammar can generate these alternations. In the unprefixed form, the penultimate

vowel is in the two-sided open syllable, and deletes.

(130) New Odawa Grammar Drives Syncope

>
dZe:pIzI-d FIN-C *CC# LEGMAR *V MAX-V

a. +
>
dZe:pzId * *

b.
>
dZe:pIzId **!

Meanwhile, apocope is also driven by the New Odawa grammar, which ensures that the Osten-

sible Old Odawa prefixed allomorph surfaces correctly.

(131) New Odawa Grammar Drives Apocope

nd2-
>
dZe:pIzI FIN-C *CC# LEGMAR *V MAX-V

a. + nd2
>
dZe:pIz * ** *

b. nd2
>
dZe:pIzI *! * ***

c. nd2
>
dZe:pzI *! * ** *

d. nd2
>
dZe:pz *(!) **(!) * **

Note a point that has been implicit in all of the examples thus far. The UR for the stem, when

placed in an appropriate context, is mapped to the appropriate Ostensible Old Odawa allomorph.

This fact demonstrates that performing comprehension/recognition on the observed allomorph, as

discussed by Eisner (2002) and Riggle (2004:194-198), produces a set which includes the UR as

a possible underlying source for the allomorph. Because the UR is in the set of URs for both
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the privileged allomorph and a non-privileged allomorph, the conditions for augmenting the accu-

racy measure discussed in chapter 4 are met here as well. The grammar’s performance on these

paradigms is another reason to expect that it would receive a high score under our evaluation mea-

sure.

5.7.3.1 A Minor Modification

Further examples from the class of words that require composite URs in New Odawa suggest that

the method of calculating the accuracy of a grammar proposed in chapter 4 should be modified.

The method as originally framed increases the measure of a grammar’s accuracy when the set of

URs for the privileged allomorph overlaps with the set of URs for a non-privileged allomorph

(see section 4.7). However, words without a long vowel indicate that it may be better to score

the amount of unexplained alternation when a UR for a privileged allomorph is mapped to a non-

privileged allomorph.

An example that motivates such a proposal is the word for ‘play a game’, shown in (132)

(132) ‘If he plays a game’ ‘I play a game’ (O. Odawa)

/d2n2k2mIgIzI-d/ /nI-d2n2k2mIgIzI/ UR

— nId2n2k2mIgIz Apocope

(d2n2́)(k2mÍ)(gIźId) (nId2́)(n2k2́)(mIǵIz) Stress

(d@n2́)(k@mÍ)(g@źId) (n@d2́)(n@k2́)(m@ǵIz) Reduction

[d@n2́k@mÍg@źId] [n@d2́n@k2́m@ǵIz] SR

[dn2kmIgzId] [nd2nk2mgIz] Likely Percept

In New Odawa, the forms of this word are dn2kmIgzId ‘if he plays a game’ and nd2-dn2kmIgIz

‘I play a game’. That is, New Odawa is evidently using the underlying form /dn2k2mIgIzI/. As

(133 shows, the UR only drew the penultimate vowel from the Ostensible Old Odawa prefixed

form.
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(133) d n 2 k m I g I z I New Odawa UR

d n 2 k m I g z I d Ostensible O. Odawa SR

n d 2 n k 2 m g I z Ostensible O. Odawa SR

More importantly, this UR could not have been in the set of URs for the Ostensible Old Odawa

prefixed form under this grammar. This is made clear by the fact that the New Odawa prefixed

allomorph generated by the grammar differs from the Ostensible New Odawa prefixed allomorph.

This is easily seen by comparing the forms in (134).

(134) nd2 d n 2 k m I g I z New Odawa SR

n d 2 n k 2 m g I z Ostensible O. Odawa SR

If the solution that was evidently found by human learners is to be accurately reflected by our

mechanistic learning process, it is necessary for individual URs to be scored for accuracy on the

allomorphs that are derived from them under a grammar. The accuracy score of the grammar may

then be determined from the scores of the URs. In keeping with the primacy of the privileged

allomorph in our system and in language change, the URs to be scored should only be URs that

the grammar maps to the privileged form.

Continuing with the example, there are at least four URs that the New Odawa grammar maps

to the privileged allomorph dn2kmIgzI-d. These URs are shown in 135, where they are ordered by

their relative similarity to dn2kmIgzI-d in the sense of similarity defined by Tesar (2013).

(135)

dn2k2mIgIzI

dn2k2mIgzI dn2kmIgIzI

dn2kmIgzI

While these four URs just discussed all successfully map to the privileged surface form, they

differ in what is produced for the prefixed allomorph. For instance, the URs /dn2kmIgzI/ and

/dn2k2mIgzI/ produce a large mismatch with the Old Odawa prefixed form:
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(136) New Odawa /nd2-dn2kmIgzI/ maps to [nd2-dn2kmIgz]

nd2-dn2kmIgzI FIN-C *CC# LEGMAR *V MAX-V

a. + nd2dn2kmIgz * ** *** *

b. nd2dn2kmIgzI *! * ****

(137) New Odawa /nd2-dn2k2mIgzI/ maps to [nd2-dn2kmIgz]

nd2-dn2kmIgzI FIN-C *CC# LEGMAR *V MAX-V

a. + nd2dn2kmIgz * * *** **

b. nd2dn2k2mIgzI *! * *****

A closer match is obtained with the UR /dn2kmIgIzI/, which contains the penultimate vowel:

(138) New Odawa /nd2-dn2kmIgIzI/ maps to [nd2-dn2kmIgIz]

nd2-dn2kmIgIzI FIN-C *CC# LEGMAR *V MAX-V

a. + nd2dn2kmIgIz * **** *

b. nd2dn2kmIgIzI *! * *****

Finally, with just the given constraints, the New Odawa grammar is unable to select a unique

output for the UR /nd2-nd2k2mIgIzI/:
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(139) New Odawa /nd2-dn2k2mIgIzI/ maps to [nd2-dn2kmIgIz] and [nd2-dn2k2mgIz]

nd2-dn2kmIgIzI FIN-C *CC# LEGMAR *V MAX-V

a. + nd2dn2kmIgIz * **** *

b. + nd2dn2k2mgIz * **** *

c. nd2dn2k2mIgIzI *! * ******

It is not clear how to go about scoring an input that does not produce a unique output when

considering the most immediately relevant constraints. With a larger constraint set, lower ranked

constraints would eventually push the decision in different ways, depending on what total ranking

was being scored. Within the scope of the current problem, it is important that the UR /dn2kmIgIzI/

receive the best score, and not /dn2k2mIgIzI/. As shown in (140), however, the major variants

generated from /dn2k2mIgIzI/ are on average closer to the Ostensible Old Odawa form. To avoid

this UR edging out what appears to have been the choice ultimately taken by human learners of

Odawa, I propose that the inaccuracies of the major variants derived from a UR are summed. In a

larger constraint inventory where the ties are broken, it is unclear how to go about this, as the sums

would need to be formed by adding the innaccuracies produced by different rankings for the same

UR.

(140) n d 2 n k 2 m g I z Ostensible O. Odawa Inaccuracies

nd2 d n 2 k m I g z N. Odawa 1 5

nd2 d n 2 k m I g I z N. Odawa 2 4 +

nd2 d n 2 k m I g z N. Odawa 3 5

nd2 d n 2 k m I g I z N. Odawa 4 4 (7)

nd2 d n 2 k 2 m g I z N. Odawa 4 3 (7)
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5.8 Local Summary

This concludes the discussion of Odawa. I have argued that as soon as learners perceived Old

Odawa gradient reduction as categorical rhythmic syncope, massive restructuring resulted. A sur-

vey of similar cases indicates that this outcome is not unprecedented. This outcome may even be

inevitable. The model advanced here explains the change as the best option for a learner that is

confronted with an unlearnable system. Most importantly, the model is able to derive levelling

while maintaining composite URs.
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CHAPTER 6

Conclusion

This dissertation has developed a learner equipped with an explicit theory of synchronic gram-

mar and a mechanism for recovering if it detects that its target language would require a grammar

that contradicts its theory of synchronic grammar. The recovery mechanism is tailored to pro-

duce paradigm levelling, a type of historical change whose explanation has been sought since the

Neogrammarians (see Kiparsky 1978). Case studies on Russian, Yiddish and Odawa indicate that

our model is on the right track. Patterns of alternation that it predicts to be stable remain, whether

it is for several centuries as in Russian, or through short periods of dramatic change as in Odawa.

Meanwhile, patterns of alternation that it predicts to be unstable have been replaced, sometimes

rapidly and dramatically, in the course of the history of a language. It would be imprudent to

extrapolate from this sample that if a pattern is outside the generative capacity of mono-stratal

Parallel OT supplied with markedness and input-output faithfulness constraints, then it will be re-

analyzed. However, the discussed changes should also serve as a note of caution to the assumption

that the apparent presence of a pattern that cannot be generated by OT is a sign of deficiency.

It is important to note that Stratal OT (Bermúdez-Otero 1999; 2006a, Kiparsky 2000) may

derive some opaque phonology while still correctly predicting change in the cases above may.

Opacity arises in Stratal OT through the serial interaction of phonology with morphology. Stem

phonology applies in the morphological stem domain, word level processes apply when word-

creating morphology is attached, and phrasal phonology applies in the phrasal domain. In order

to preclude rhythmic syncope in Stratal OT, footing must not precede deletion. As it happens, in

Old Odawa, Old Irish and Old Russian, footing and deletion both occurred in same domain. If

learners can be prevented from opportunistically assigning processes with coextensive domains

to different levels, then the rhythmic syncope cases discussed here will be excluded, as desired.
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Linking serialism to morphology may provide a principled way to represent opacity while still

excluding rhythmic syncope from the hypothesis space.

Restricting learners to parallelist grammars is a modest proposal. Phonological rhythmic syn-

cope is a small part of the “derivational residue” in phonology (Hermans and van Oostendorp

1999). Much of the rest of the derivational residue is amenable to analysis with a wide range of

proposals developed in the parallelist literature. These include distantial faithfulness (Kirchner

1995), *MAP constraints (Zuraw 2007), constraint conjunction (Moreton and Smolensky 2002),

output-output correspondence (Benua 1997), turbidity (Goldrick and Smolensky 1999), allomorph

listing (Sanders 2003), comparative markedness (McCarthy 2003), and targeted constraints (Wil-

son 2001).

The assumed theory of synchronic grammar and the accompanying learning model defended

here are fairly crude. The constraints that define the parameters of linguistic variation are assumed

to be given, and no attention has been given to the contents of these constraints other than to assume

that they are finite state machines. At the very least, this work would profit from being integrated

with work on constraint induction, see Heinz (2007; 2010), and Hayes and Wilson (2008). How-

ever, recent results show that relying on a set of constraints is not necessary to learn phonology.

The work of Chandlee and colleagues (Chandlee 2014, Chandlee, Eyraud and Heinz 2014, Chan-

dlee and Koirala 2014, Jardine, Chandlee, Eyraud and Heinz 2014) demonstrates how learning

proceeds if phonology is limited to strictly local functions. Moreover, Cotterell, Peng and Eisner

(2015) propose a learning algorithm that operates on paradigm-labeled data to discern underlying

representations much as the model discussed here, but without relying on the constraints, or even

the architecture of OT. Future work should apply these learning models to questions of historical

change.

The proposed algorithm adopts the notion of a privileged cell from the Single Surface Base

theory developed by Albright (2002; 2005; 2010). As it stands, this is an additional parameter that

takes a significant amount of computation to determine. An obvious avenue for future work lies

in assessing whether the privileged cell can be dispensed with entirely. In such a model, the final

analysis will be a result only of the search for a maximally accurate, if still imperfect, grammar.
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The most basic and important conclusion to be drawn comes from the case studies. Contrary to

the predictions of previous work, paradigms that require composite URs are not especially unsta-

ble diachronically. The more important consideration is whether there exists a grammar that can

compel the observed paradigmatic alternations. When there is no such grammar, the UR changes

and levelling results. Parallel results from other researchers suggests that this view may be an

emerging consensus (see Bermúdez-Otero in prep; 2014b).
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